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Email Coaching Swipe



One-On-One Coaching For Serious Internet Marketers Only...

“For The Cost Of 1 Cheese Burger Per Day, 
You Can Have Your Own Internet Marketing 

And Copywriting Coach Fighting In The 
Trenches 

Along Side You, Making Sure You Don't Get 
Your 

Head Blown Off... And Guiding You To 
Success”

URGENT!:
This Is A One-On-One Coaching Program 
(Not Another Group Coaching Program) 

Spots Are Limited

From The Desk Of Jason Parker
Atlanta, Georgia

Dear Serious Internet Marketer,

Have you ever seen the 1976 movie “Rocky” with Sylvester Stallone?

Rocky is this smalltime boxer living in a ratty Philadelphia apartment and barely 
making ends meat. 

He fights ammerture bouts in small clubs and he struggles to win against poor 
opponents. He's nobody.

One day Rocky gets a chance to fight the World Boxing Champion named Apollo 
Creed out of sheer luck. Apollo picked him to fight because his nickname is “The 
Italian Stallion.”

This old timer boxing manager named Mickey approaches Rocky and says, “I'm here 
to warn ya, that ya gotta be very careful about this shot that you got at the title. 
Because, like the Bible sez, you ain't gonna get a second chance...Well, what ya need 
is a manager. A manager, listen to me. I know, because I've been in this racket for 



fifty years...I've seen it all, all of it. Ya know what I've done?...I have done it all... I've 
got twenty-one stitches over this left eye. I've got thirty-four stitches over this eye. Do 
ya know that I had my nose busted seventeen times?...I got all this knowledge, I got it 
up here now, I wanna give it to you...I wanna take care of ya, I wanna make sure that 
all this shit that happened to me doesn't happen to you...Ya can't buy what I'm gonna 
give ya.” 

So Rocky Lets Old Mickey Train Him And Manage Him

What does the old manager do?... 

∑ Mickey tailors training to match the needs of Rocky.
∑ Mickey pushes Rocky to become a great fighter.
∑ Mickey teaches Rocky his best techniques and tactics.
∑ Mickey brings out talent in Rocky he didn't even know he had. 

The result?

Rocky fights the champ all the way to a draw and he wasn't even supposed to last 10 
seconds. In Rocky 2, he beats Apollo Creed in a rematch and becomes champion.

Point Is. . . You Can Choose 1 Of 2 Roads Right Now

Let me be real with you for a second.

Road #1...

Without the right coaching or guidance, you're going to find yourself doing 
everything the hard way like Mickey did in his fighting career. 

You're going to get busted up, busted up again, and busted up again, until you finally 
get somewhere or give up trying.

Or Road #2...

You can be like Rocky by listening to a guy (me) who has already taken the painful, 
LONG path to success. 

I don't know about you, but I used to be too stubborn to get an IM coach. I hope 
you're smarter than I was! 

Albert Einstein Once Said “Insanity Is 
Doing The Same Thing Over And Over Again 

And Expecting Different Results.”

Yet due to some kind of kink in human engineering, you find yourself using the same 
strategies over and over.



Maybe this is your monthly routine:

You work on the same project and same strategies that didn't make you much money 
last week...

You get frustrated and go buy another $97 ebook, $497 set of videos, or $1,997 
internet marketing course...

You get excited and a refreshing, renewing feeling takes over your body, mind, and 
spirit because you're going to try this next marketing strategy...

You fail completely or don't make nearly as much money as you wanted... 

You get frustrated again...

Instead, What If You Had A Coach That. . .

∑ Pushes you to become a great internet marketer and copywriter.
∑ Teaches you the best and up-to-date internet marketing techniques and tactics.
∑ Tailors strategies to meet your business wants and needs.
∑ Brings out the talent in you. 

NOT Another $97 Ebook, $497 Set Of Videos, 
Or $1,997 Internet Marketing Course

Or Even A $5,000 Seminar

Because...

I'm like a walking, breathing $5,000 seminar. 

Except I tailor my knowledge to your online business.

I give you custom advice, tactics, and strategies to go and implement up to 3 times per 
day.

Whether you're a beginner, intermediate, or advanced in internet marketing and 
copywriting, if you're a serious marketer then that's all you need to start having an 
internet business you can be proud of and show off to your family and friends.

And when you find out the monthly price of my personal, one-on-one coaching 
program, you're not going to believe how low it is.

3 Reasons Why I Started This Coaching Program

Reason #1: The fastest way to success marketing online is by having a 
coach. Not another $97 ebook, $497 set of videos, or $1,997 internet 



marketing course.

Here's why. 

Maybe it has something to do with human engineering, but...

For whatever reason, most internet marketers don't use the strategies within the 
products they consume. They don't ever put it to use. Or they don't put it to use fully 
or correctly. And thus, they make little to no money. The cure to this disease is 
coaching.

I've only coached one internet marketer before starting this coaching program and 
only for about a month. 

Back in July '08 he wrote this e-mail to me (screen shot of actual e-mail):

About Lance: Before I met Lance, he was already knowledgeable. All he needed was 
a little bit of e-mail coaching to have his breakthrough. Now we're JV partners and 
he's making thousands per month online without any help from me. (Last I heard he 



was making over $1,000 per week and very happy.)

Reason #2: I want to start another recurring income stream for myself.

Personally I would like to build a new $3,000-$5,000 monthly income stream with 
internet marketing and copywriting coaching, spending up to 4 hours per day 
coaching. 

Besides this coaching program... 

∑ I create low-end (Free to $97) info products for other internet marketers.
∑ I work behind the scenes for one of the richest internet marketing millionaires 

on the entire web (a household name) who owns a lot of real estate, has his 
own air plane, and drives a Hummer. 

∑ I sell a lot of low-end to high ticket affiliate products through an e-mail list 
with thousands of subscribers. These include recurring commission affiliate 
programs and one-shot sales.

Reason #3: I will re-purpose the custom content provided in this 
coaching program (so the cost of tuition stays low).

This is the reason why I can keep cost of coaching so low.

Because I will reuse some of the customized content I provide to you in my new 
products and traffic generation content.

Otherwise I would have to charge $297 per month or so for this coaching program to 
be worth the 3 to 4 hours per day I'm going to put into it.

Instead I can lower the price to make it easier on you and re-purpose the content I 
create specifically for you. And chances are, I'll end up with a lot of content to publish 
on subjects that others truly want to know about most (deep market research).

Look. We Both Know What's Going To Happen If You 
Buy Your Next Ebook, Set Of Videos, Or High Dollar Course,

Or Buy A Ticket To A High Dollar “Marketing Magic Pill” 
Seminar

Instead Of Take Me Up On My Coaching Offer Today. . .

1. You're going to read a sales page and get very excited about a system or set of 
tactics or strategies.

2. You're going to take a look inside the product then try a few things with little to no 
success.

3. Then you're going to get frustrated and start looking for THE answer again.



What Is THE Answer?

I'll tell you THE answer right now. 

Let the search for THE 1 answer stop.

(Hey, this is your lucky day.)

THE 1 answer is... 

The 3 M's:
Good Marketing + Good Mindset = Good Money

When you become one of my students, I'll teach you more about what that means.

Again, when you take me up on my coaching offer in a moment, you'll get... 

∑ A coach to map out custom marketing strategies with you.
∑ A coach to push you to become a great internet marketer and copywriter.
∑ A coach to teach you the best techniques and tactics online.
∑ A coach to bring out the business talent in you. 

Here's How The Coaching Program Works

This is a personal, one-on-one e-mail coaching program.

Monday through Thursday you can send me up to 3 e-mails per day.

Monday through Thursday you'll get up to 3 e-mails back from me in your inbox. 

We'll both take Friday and the weekends off to be with our families and friends 
because that's what's most important in life.

What's It Going To Cost For Me To 
Join You In The Marketing Trenches?

Just $77 and subscription rebills every 15 days (price will increase soon). You may 
cancel manually and discretely through your PayPal account at any time.

You might not even need my coaching past the first 15 days. Remember, that was the 
case with Lance who is now making over $1,000 per week online. Then again, you 
might need 30 days or even 45 days to have your internet marketing breakthrough.



Compare This Price To All The Internet Marketing 
Material 

You're Going To Buy This Month And After This Month. . .

∑ The Reports... 
∑ The Ebooks...
∑ The Video Sets...
∑ The Audio Sets...
∑ The Memberships...
∑ The Paid Forums...
∑ The Subscription Newsletters...
∑ The Expensive Courses...
∑ The High Dollar Seminar Tickets...
∑ The High-End Bootcamps...
∑ The Monthly Teleseminar Clubs...
∑ The High-End Coaching (Most good coaches charge in the thousands for one-

on-one coaching. However, because of being able to re-purpose some of the 
content that comes from coaching you, I'm able to significantly lower the 
price)... 

How much does this all add up to compared to my e-mail coaching program?

Not Only Will You Save Hundreds To Thousands
With My E-mail Coaching Program. . .

You won't get personal one-on-one attention with any of the things listed above! Don't 
you wish you could ask the creator of an IM ebook or course for advice about your 
exact business situations?

You won't be alone in your online business ventures anymore because I'll be there 
beside you, making sure you don't get your butt handed to you. I'll give you 
confidence. I'll push you toward success. I'll help customize marketing strategies for 
your business. 

If you want the vicious cycle of investing in internet marketing products with little to 
no success and lots of frustration to continue, then keep doing the same thing you are 
now. But if you want to stop the cycle, be brave and step outside your comfort zone to 
do something different, then...

Click Here To Subscribe To My E-Mail Coaching Program 
Now

Go ahead and subscribe to my one-on-one e-mail coaching program for serious 
internet marketers only.

Days, weeks, and months from now you'll be glad you did. Because this is a rare 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358


opportunity for you to avoid the painful path that leads to little to no success at an 
investment you can afford. 

I'm looking forward to your first e-mail from you today. Remember, you can send up 
to 3 e-mails Monday through Thursday and expect to receive up to 3 e-mails back 
from me Monday through Thursday to get you on track and keep you on track!

Click Here To Subscribe To My E-Mail Coaching Program 
Now

(You Will Be Billed $77 Today
And $77 Every 15 Days...

You May Easily Cancel At Any Time)

Looking forward to fighting in the internet marketing trenches beside you,

Jason Parker

P.S. You decide... Either stay on the same road to pain and misery or step off that path 
and onto a new one. Remember what Einstein said, “Insanity is doing the same thing
over and over again and expecting different results.” Instead of getting frustrated and 
going out and buying another $97 ebook, $497 set of videos, or $1,997 internet 
marketing course today, join my coaching program now. Click Here To Subscribe 
Now

P.P.S. You don't have to take on the entire internet alone. Let me be right beside, 
mapping out marketing strategies with you, pushing you to become a great internet 
marketer and copywriter, teaching you the best IM techniques and tactics, and 
bringing out the business talent in you. Click Here To Subscribe Now

P.P.P.S. You may need only 15 days of e-mail coaching to get where you want to go. 
You might need 30 days. You may need 45 days. You can easily and discretely 
unsubscribe at any time through your own PayPal account, without ever having to 
contact me. Click Here To Subscribe Now

EARNINGS DISCLAIMER:

THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN MONEY USING THE 
TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES YOU LEARN IN THIS ONE-ON-ONE E-
MAIL COACHING PROGRAM. EARNING POTENTIAL IS DEPENDENT ON 
THE PERSON USING THE TECHNIQUES. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF 
SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. YOU, AND YOU ONLY, ARE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS TAKEN.

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3488358


High Ticket Offer Swipe



We have FIVE (5) , FOUR (4) copies of this incredible 
package available.

Once they gone - they're gone FOREVER.

Even if all you have right now is a computer, an 
internet connection, a single eye to see the monitor 
and a single finger to press the keys, this package 

has ALL you need to build an internet business that 
will allow you to succeed beyond what you believe is 

possible.

If you already have an internet business, the 20 hours 
of audio interviews will give you what you need to 

know to skyrocket to success.

You owe it to yourself - and your future - to read 
what Mark Joyner himself has to say about it below:

From Mark Joyner:

What would you do if you knew exactly how I created my multi-million 
dollar success - and had the exact tools I used to do it? Start your own MLM 
empire? Grow your email list by tens (or even hundreds) of thousands of 
prospects and subscribers? Recruit hundreds of thousands of affiliates to sell 
your products for you?

Now you can, because...

I'm Leaving the Internet Marketing Game
and... I'm Giving Away The Store!

My secrets, my software (including the source code!),
resale rights, sales letters ... everything.

Yep. I'm moving on, but I find myself sitting here with an incredible array 
of products, tools and techniques that cost me over a million dollars to 
create. I simply have no use for them where I'm headed. So, I've decided to 



give a very small group of you an offer that no one else can 
make... because it would put them out of business!

I'm Going to Give You All the Tools I 
Used to Build a Multi-Million Dollar 

Virtual Empire
No one else can give you the real secrets that created their super success. If 
they did, their competitors would use their own weapons against them. It 
would be business suicide. As of today, I don't have to worry about that.

"Mark Joyner is a pioneer, a genius, a guru and an online 
god. He's paved the way through the internet brush to the 
online gold. His secrets are worth more than whatever 
he'll charge for them. He's giving away his products and 
the source code he used to make millions? Be smart. Get 

it ..."

- Joe Vitale, author of "Hypnotic Marketing" and more ...

∑ You get ALL the code for StartBlaze, StartBlaze Pro, and ExitBlaze. 
Use them as is (after putting your brand on them), or modify them 
to create your own wildly successful cash-flow virus.

∑ You get my most powerful viral systems, complete with the 
software that gives them their devastating effectiveness. These are 
the tools that built my email lists into the millions - without 
spam. With the head start this package gives you, you can build even 
larger lists, faster than I ever could.

∑ You get my personal "Million Dollar Affiliate Program Power 
Tools," togrow your affiliate force like crazy, and turn casual 
affiliates into serious producers. These systems built an affiliate force 
of over 300,000 for me, and raked in millions of dollars in sales.

∑ You get my proprietary membership site management system, 
which will maintain a site of virtually unlimited members and 
features. This is one of the most powerful ways going to generate 
huge sums of monthly income.



∑ You get the "back room" tools that handle the day-to-day details of 
customer service, technical support, affiliate management and even 
project scheduling.

∑ You get the software to run your own MLM... even our 
blockbuster Forced Matrix software. This is the most powerful 
program of its kind - anywhere! (It's what we used for the 
Guerrilla Marketing Network.)

∑ You get Windows software that blows away anything like it on the 
market - including a never released program that will knock your 
socks off. These programs include the source code, so you can give 
them your own look, feel and name.

∑ You get the code to allow you to sell PC-based programs as 
services, pulling in recurring monthly income from every person 
who uses it. This code can be adapted to any software you develop 
yourself, as well. This small part of just one of the programs is 
easily worth the entire cost of this package to a smart operator.

∑ Plus, you get complete, proven products that are ready to sell the day 
you get them - including the sales copy that I used to pull in cash so 
fast that even my closest friends were in shock. One of these products 
pulled inover $100,000 - in the first week!

Don't make the mistake of thinking that this is just another info-
product, or a reprint rights package, or some software. This is far more than 
that.

This isn't just "how to." It's what I did, the tools I used to do it, and the ways 
you can make it work for you - even better than it worked for me.

The information you're getting here is the very best of the best - the cream 
that rose to the top after 9 years of phenomenal success.

You aren't just getting software. You're getting the source code!Source 
code is the building blocks of software. You can re-arrange those blocks in 
any way you choose, creating whole new products that no one has seen 
before.

You can re-brand it, improve it, change it - use it as the base for literally 
hundreds of new products that you - and you alone - will have.



The reprint rights products are a resource - three of my best producing 
products and sales letters. You can offer these to your existing customers for 
a quick cash boost, or use them as the base to get your business started 
growing and finance your future.

You could start with absolutely nothing but this package and a little 
ambition and build yourself an empire. If you have an existing business 
online, and more than just a little ambition, you can build that empire 
much, much faster.

You get literally EVERYTHING YOU NEED to duplicate my 
success... Including the most important part, which you'll never get 
anywhere else. (I'll tell you about that in a minute.) As you read the full 
story, you'll see how the powerful systems you're buying here can give you 
whatever lifestyle you dare to dream.

There is so much more here that I'll describe shortly, but I need to tell you 
something right up front: This is a very limited time offer.

You'll see why as you read about why I'm leaving...

From: Mark Joyner
Subject: Farewell my friends!
Date: April 2, 2003

Dear Friends,

Since I started marketing online in 1994, I've had my ups and downs, I've 
had my triumphs and failures; I've made friends and I've made enemies... 
but it's all been worth it.

I wouldn't trade this experience for anything. When I look back at the whole 
thing, I just have to shake my head sometimes, though.

I guess I could focus on the negative things: the jealousy, the greed, the 
crazy people, the email death threats, (Yes, believe it or not - I'll include 
copies of these crazy emails for your amusement), and the glaringly public 
embarrassments...

But I choose to forget all that and focus on the wonderfully positive things: 
the friendships I've made that will last for a lifetime, the generosity, the 
wonderful loving people, the endless fan mail and thank-yous (some of it 
has been really touching), the public triumphs ...



Triumphs... yeah, they were great:

∑ My name is known by millions of people across the globe and I 
have sold millions and millions of dollars worth of products over 
the net.

∑ I took my latest print book to #1 on Amazon.com in only 48 hours -
beating Rudy Guilliani, whose book was being plugged every 30 
minutes on CNN. (I'll show you exactly how you can do it, too.)

∑ I pioneered two billion-dollar industries - Electronic books (way 
before Stephen King) and remotely hosted ad tracking (a la 
ROIbot.)

∑ I created many of the most visited sites on the planet - one becoming 
a top 100 site (out of billions of sites world-wide) within 60 days of 
its release.

You'll get every single line of the source code that runs that site (and 
many, many others) so you can duplicate my success in every minute 
detail.

∑ I wrote an electronic book that was downloaded over 1,000,000 
times before I stopped counting - in 1998.

As you know, there were many more.

It's been a blast, but I must say goodbye.

Bottom line is, it's time for me to simplify. My business has become so 
incredibly complex that it just isn't fun any more. It's time for me to clean 
everything up, finish the unfinished business, and move on.

I need to focus my energy...

With the exception of a few email newsletters I write, I'm going to put all of 
my energy into just one thing at a time.

I won't be publishing any more business ebooks. I won't be starting any new 
Internet Marketing services. I won't be creating any more marketing 
software.

Because of this, I don't have to hold anything back.



You see, the most important thing that the big name players don't tell you 
is they simply can't tell you everything. If they did, they wouldn't be able to 
dominate the market! A competitor could take their own techniques and 
knock them off the mountain at a moment's notice.

I don't have that problem. I can tell you my biggest secrets without fear.

I can give you my best products to sell as your own, including some 
blockbuster stuff that has never been released. I can give you the software 
for services that have cost me well over a million dollars to develop over the 
years. (That's right -this package is worth over one million dollars.)

"As an Internet Marketer and CEO, I’ve seen a ton of 
people trying to make a buck, regurgitating other peoples 

ideas and making false business building claims – but 
that's not Mark Joyner. He takes psychology and 

marketing savvy, combines them with his real life 
experiences and deliverspowerful resources for anyone 

even thinking about doing business online."

- - Ford Sakes, CEO, www.Primeconcepts.com

A Tough Decision

Deciding to "tell (and sell) all" meant I had to do some serious thinking. It 
was clear I'd have to limit the number of copies I made available.

Some people were concerned that if I sold too many, the products would be 
de-valued by too much competition. They didn't realize that there's just so 
much here, with so many ways that the products and software and source 
code can be used, that that wasn't going to be a problem unless I sold 10,000 
copies or more.

And even that's not a concern with the business support and automation 
tools you get, which would cost a small fortune to buy "off the shelf."

I could easily sell these as separate packages, and hire someone to manage 
the whole thing. I'd make a lot more money that way, but that would mean 
staying tied to the business. That's no good.

In the end, it boiled down to how much time I wanted to spend on it. 



With everything that's in this package, I figured it should be easy to 
sell 2000 copieswithin a couple of weeks or so.

So, that's the limit. Once they're gone, they're gone - and so am I.

When I Said You Get Everything
I Meant Everything!

To make sure you get absolutely everything, I let 12 of the sharpest people 
in the game interview me. Each one was after my most powerful stuff - the 
things they can use in their own businesses to bring the money in even faster. 
I held nothing back.

And wait until you see how I turned the tables on them, dragging out some 
of their own secrets for you to profit from. (I guarantee you - A few of them 
are going to be shocked when they realize what they let slip in our 
conversations!)

You'll learn more nuts-and-bolts, do-it-now stuff in these interviews than in 
any product I know of. The best proven techniques for building massive 
email lists, viral systems to drive traffic stampedes, and - most importantly -
converting all that exposure to cash in the bank.

These conversations are they key to the vault. Almost any question you may 
possibly have about what I've done, why I made the decisions I made, what 
my real marketing secrets are, which tactics work the best...

It's All In There.

By the time you're done going through this package you'll know:

∑ Exactly how I became so successful and how you can reproduce 
my success precisely.

No ... I'll do one even better - I'll show you how to be even better 
than I ever was, because you'll learn from my mistakes.

∑ Exactly how I created my name for myself online. You'll laugh ... It's 
so easy.

I've become one of the most recognized names on the Internet (and 



even have recognition offline - appearing on numerous TV and radio 
shows as an expert on many topics), but before that I was nobody! 
You'll learn exactly how I did it and you'll get step by step 
instructions for doing it yourself.

∑ Being a "Name" makes it much easier to get other people to work 
with you. I'll show you how to create the kind of "Buzz" that 
keeps the world talking about you. And how to turn that fame 
into cold hard cash.

∑ Exactly how I've built some of the largest email lists in the world.

This is stuff you've never heard anywhere else. I'll even tell you about 
some of the "edgy" exploits I've done that nearly got me in a lot of 
trouble, but ended up building massive lists for me. (By massive, I'm 
talking hundreds of thousands and, in some cases, millions of new 
subscribers.)

∑ The sneakiest tactics that online marketers use. Most of them are 
afraid to even discuss this stuff publicly. They don't want to give 
away their edge - but I don't have to worry about that. I'm 
excited about seeing the things you'll do, armed with this kind of 
"insider" information!

∑ Straight up: Where I screwed up royally and what I'd do differently if 
I was starting over. I revealed my 3 biggest business and marketing 
mistakes and tell you how you can avoid them (or correct them -
immediately.)

∑ Exactly how I get hordes of grown adults jumping up and down 
begging to buy my products...

Way beyond what I've taught in my books, I'll boil it down to a 
few really simple principles. As I interview people who have used 
my techniques to generate these results, you'll learn exactly how 
you can do it, too.

∑ My secret "Internet Marketing Theory": How money is really made 
on the Internet. This is probably the most important strategic concept 
you need to learn.

I really didn't hold anything back. I even revealed the stuff that I know that 
none of the other experts know. When you're done with each hour-long 
interview, your head will be swimming with tons of new ideas to suck more 



and more results out of every thing you do.

Take notes while you listen to each interview. If you use as little as 5% of 
what you learn in these recordings, you almost can't help but become the 
biggest player in your business.

I could go on for hours about what is discussed in these interviews. The 
interviewers were literally shocked at the end of each discussion that I was 
so frank and forthcoming. They didn't expect me to reveal that 
much... because they wouldn't.

They can't.

A word of warning: Don't listen to more than one of these recordings a day. 
There's so much here that you won't be able to sleep from the excitement.

If you're like most people, you'll get so excited after listening to the first one 
that you'll want to dive right into the next.

Don't say I didn't warn you.

These recordings alone are worth far more than the cost of this package. 
Still, no amount of knowledge helps if you don't have the products and tools 
you need to make things happen.

I'm going to give you those, too. In spades...

The Ultimate Power Tools
For Maximum Online Profits!

Here's a list of some of the tools you'll get when the package shows up.

Remember, you'll get the source code, sales material, rights -everything - for 
all of these:

Web Hit-Meter (Never Released!): Windows based.
(includes source code and rights)

This program is a business webmaster's dream. You punch in some 
information and the program creates and uploads the necessary script to 



your server for you. Add one line of code to every page you want to track, 
and you're all set.

Web Hit-Meter checks the logs it creates on your server and reports on the 
number of unique visitors to your site, the number of page views, what page 
they came in on and left from, the paths they took through your site, and 
more.

The reports are presented in both graphic and tabular form, and can be saved 
individually. You can track pages on as many domains as you want, on as 
many servers as you like. The program is so simple that virtually any 
business can use it, and it provides the critical information needed to 
maximize your web site income.

You get the source code, so you can brand it with your own company name, 
look and feel and sell the program outright. Plus - you can use the access 
control code in Web Site Lifeline to offer it as a service, with recurring 
monthly billing!

Website Lifeline (Rare Breakthrough Product):
Windows based + Linux Based, mySQL, Perl.

(includes source code, rights, sales materials, commerce, affiliate program 
software, everything)

This is a very little known, and very powerful, webmaster's utility that runs 
on your own PC.

You set it to check your site at regular intervals. It keeps an eye out for 
outages, checks for broken links, and emails you reports whenever it 
encounters a problem. If the site appears to be down, it will do a traceroute, 
to let you know if the problem is your site itself, or a problem with the 
network between you and your server.

It doesn't just tell you "Something's broken." It supplies detailed reports, 
with the exact link and error code, which is much more useful when you 
go to your webmaster or host to get the problem fixed.

If you're promoting affiliate programs from your site, this will let you 
know immediately when one of them goes down. This happens far more 
often than most people realize, and Website Lifeline keeps you on top of all 
these sorts of problems.



You can tell it to email as many addresses as you like when there's a 
problem. Include your address at your ISP, so you get notified even if your 
main mailbox is down along with your server. Better yet, have it notify your 
webmaster as well, so they can get on the problem immediately. This is a 
very important utility for anyone running a business site that needs 
consistent uptime.

You can also spider a site manually, looking for broken and problem links. 
ANY site, which means you can use it as an extra service for clients, or as a 
way to notify someone you want to get in touch with about any problems 
with their site.

This is a very strong product for the business market. It helps site 
owners keep better track of how things are being handled with their own 
systems, instead of depending on their webmasters or (as some do) their web 
designers.

Again, you get the complete source code. This can be expanded to work 
with an unlimited number of sites. Code could be added to turn it into a 
complete site backup tool. You could even automate this as a service, with 
monthly recurring billing.

This code could be modified to create entire suites of webmaster products.

The most valuable part of this program is the web-based licensing 
module.It's a bit of code that checks your server to see if the user has paid 
for the service this month, and shuts the program down if they haven't.

This licensing system can be used in any Windows application, to turn it 
from a one-time software purchase into a service, generating monthly 
recurring income.

Aesop Award Submitter: Windows based.
(includes source code and rights)

The "Awards Submitter" asks for a bit of user input and submits your site to 
a number of awards services. This brings in additional traffic with very little 
effort. (The database could stand to be updated a bit, but that's a simple 
enough process.)

As with all the software in this package, you get the source code to modify 



as you wish. This is yet another tool with great potential for creating viral 
applications. The submission routines are an excellent example of this kind 
of code, and can easily be the core of any kind of automatic submission 
software.

This is especially well adapted to creating niche submission products. 
Realtors' directories, niche search engines, ezine directories... virtually any 
group of sites that accept web-based submissions.

So: What would your market like?

Web Page-O-Matic: Windows based.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials)

This template-based web page generator runs on a very easy to follow 
wizard, and allows the user to simply type in some information, choose a 
template style, and push a button to create an entire web site.

It creates a home page, FAQ page, "About us" page and features page, as 
well as a blank template for additional pages throughout the site.

It comes in both business and personal versions. The current business 
version has 8 templates and 5 button styles built in. Adding templates is a 
relatively simple task for your programmer.

The program was designed to download ads from our servers and display 
them every time it was run. This makes it a great viral giveaway for 
marketing webmaster-related products.

∑ Add a snippet to the bottom of the sites it creates that links to your 
own site. This creates a simple and steady traffic generator.

∑ It's easily be expanded to a commercial product by partnering with a 
designer and adding more templates.

∑ You get the source code to modify as you wish. You could easily pull 
the ad-server code and install it in your own viral freeware 
applications, making them far more profitable.



Ezine Assistant: Windows based.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials)

Ezine Assistant will format articles to whatever line length you specify, 
store articles so you can manage your content more easily, and even submit 
your ezine to various newsletter directories.

(The list of directories can be updated fairly easily by any programmer with 
MFC experience. MFC is a very common language for Windows systems, 
and people who can program in it are very easy to find.)

∑ The code was set up to check our servers for new articles and ads 
for publishers to use in their newsletters. This can be adapted to 
check your server instead, or the function can be removed.

∑ If you run an affiliate program, it's a very handy way to get more 
people running your articles and ads on a regular basis. They get great 
content and affiliate commissions, and you get a more active affiliate 
force.

∑ Or, you could start an article directory. Distribute the software as 
a free utility, and charge authors to include their articles in your 
directory.

∑ There are code modules in Ezine Assistant that can be adapted to 
many other pieces of software, and turned into all kinds of interesting 
products.

As with all the software, you get complete source code to use as you see fit, 
except that you can't sell the source code itself. (Of course, you can sell the 
compiled programs. Those are 100% yours.)

Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript: Ebook, PDF format
(includes rights and sales materials)

This book sold over $100,000 in its first week!

It reveals my unique market testing methods, tools and techniques for 
increasing response (they boosted mine by 412%), what day of the week is 
best to send emails to your list, (including a trick that takes 5 minutes to 
implement and increased my sales by 32% all by itself), the formulas I use 
in writing emails that get unheard of response rates, invaluable survey data 
on consumer buying behavior, and much more.



This one really shook things up.

You get resale rights to the book, which sells well at $197, and the exact ad 
copy we use to sell it like crazy at that price. Sell just 6 copies, and you've 
made a profit on this package.

NOTE: You can resell the book and keep all the profits, but you cannot sell 
reprint rights to this or any of the other ebooks in this package.

"This is the best thing I have ever read on the subject of 
Internet Marketing. Period."

- Chayden A. Bates, CEO, The Effective Marketing 
Group

How I Became an Amazon #1 Best-Seller, in 48 hours: Ebook, PDF 
format

(includes rights and sales materials)

Everyone dreams of being a best selling author. I did it in just 48 hours, 
running up against Rudy Giuliani, whose book was being plugged on CNN 
every half hour. That's tough competition, and it shows just how powerful 
this system is.

This book shows you the exact process I and a number of my friends and 
clients used to pull it off. Simple, step-by-step instructions that have 
amazing power.

This was, and continues to be, a very hot seller. You get resale rights to the 
book, and the exact sales letter we used to make a small fortune with it.

Online Casino Cash Cows: Ebook, PDF and Audio format
(includes rights and sales materials)



This is one of our most controversial and little known products.

"Cash Cows" explains exactly how to start your own online casino, or 
become an affiliate for existing casinos, and make huge money from the 
online gambling market. It shows you where to get the software you need, 
what jurisdictions to set up in, how to generate traffic, and much more.

This book sold easily at $37.97. You get resale rights for the book, the audio 
files, and the original sales letter. You can start selling as soon as you get the 
package.

StartBlaze and StartBlaze Pro: Server based. mySQL and Perl.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials, commerce, MLM management 

software, everything)

This system drove startblaze.com to the Top 100 of all web properties in 
60 days!

A number of people have decided that I'm just plain nuts for selling this 
system.It currently generates $80,000 a month in revenue.

StartBlaze is a start page network system. By making it your browser's start 
page, you get credits for every time you open your browser or reload the 
page and look at sites from other members of the system. Each of those 
other people see pages in the system as well, including yours.

The program is designed as an MLM, so the more people your visitors 
recruit into it, the more traffic they get to their sites. And, of course, a share 
of that traffic goes to the person running the network - YOU.

StartBlaze Pro allows you to offer extra credits and instant bonuses for 
paying members, which turns it into a truly powerful MLM business that 
brings you in growing amounts of cash every month.

This is easily one of the most powerful programs I have ever created!

∑ You could use this to start your own start page network.
∑ You could modify it to display articles or jokes from a network of 

niche information sites.
∑ You can let users sign up free, and charge the publishers by the page 

view.
∑ The possibilities are endless.



There are so many ways this can be used by a sharp entrepreneur.

With some of the modules built into this system (which are explained later) I 
have no doubt that I could sell these programs by themselves for $10,000 
or more per customer. BUT... for that price, I'd have to provide ongoing 
support. Again, it ties me to the business. So, that's out.

NOTE: The basic requirements for all these programs are a Linux server, 
with Perl and sendmail. If any of the programs require other software 
running on your server, we'll mention it.

ExitBlaze: Server based. mySQL, Perl.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials, commerce, affiliate program 

software, everything)

This is an exit pop-up exchange. Much like StartBlaze, but it's based on the
amount of people leaving the pages you have entered in the program.

I ran it as a free traffic MLM, and it was a "blazing" success.

With this software, you can easily start your own exit pop-up network. With 
the built-in ecommerce module, you can turn it into a paying service 
MLM, with money coming in every month.

For related sites, this can be turned into an awesome way to get more 
exposure for your information, services, or products.

For example, you could go to Overture.com and find people bidding on 
keywords that relate to your products. Offer to help them defray the cost of 
their pay-per-click campaigns by exchanging their exit traffic with other 
people in similar, but non-competing, businesses. Of course, you'll get a 
chunk of that traffic for running the network... The possibilities are endless.

This is highly targeted free traffic, and can be a bonanza for all concerned.

Web Hit Machine: Server based. PHP.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials, commerce)

After we cancelled this product people begged for us to bring it back.



(not to be confused with Web Hit Meter above)

This was released for a very short time, and was taken off the market. We 
got letters from all over the world asking us to bring it back!

Web Hit Machine is an unbelievable system that helps anyone at all write 
great articles, upload them to their server, submit them to search engines, 
and email them to publishers.

The wizard walks you through the steps of writing your article, one piece at 
a time, in such a way that you end up with a nearly finished piece that has a 
clean, logical flow and requires very little editing. Polish it up, publish 
it, then promote it right through the web interface!

It then brings up a list of search engines for you to submit the article to 
manually. Automated submissions can create problems, as you know. This 
system is set up to give the search engines exactly what they want: Real 
content with real value, submitted by a real human being. The amount of 
traffic you can generate using this incredibly simple system is amazing.

After you've finished the submission process, you can elect to submit the 
article to the built-in list of newsletter publishers, again from right within the 
web page.

Anyone who's ever promoted their site using articles can tell you - nothing 
else sells as well. It's simply the highest ROI you can get from your time, 
outside of completely automated viral systems (several of which are 
included in this package). It builds traffic, sales and subscribers at rates that 
continue to amaze me.

Now you can automate the whole process, and write better articles on top of 
it.

If your server has PHP installed, you just upload the script, configure it, 
and you're ready to go. (PHP is free, and nearly all web hosts have it 
already installed.)

∑ You can use this in a number of ways. Just for your own use, it's 
worth a fortune. It's so easy that my girlfriend (who is brilliant, 
but neither net-savvy nor a writer) wrote a very solid and useful 
article with the program in 10 minutes!

Think how much content you can add to your site to draw in 
traffic from the search engines with this...



∑ You could set it up as a free service, that would help the author write 
articles and email them the finished copy. This is a great way to get 
loads of additional traffic.

∑ You could use the same approach and then offer an upsell to a 
paid version that would handle uploading the article and 
submitting it to newsletters (you can easily add publishers or 
remove them from the database) for publishing.

There are so many ways you can adapt this, it's scary. The code to save the 
articles directly to a site and the submission routines alone are incredible 
resources that could easily be the core of any number of products. And low 
cost PHP developers are everywhere.

R-TIME: Real-Time Interactive Marketing Experiment: Server based.
(includes source code, rights, sales materials)

This one brought in HUGE amounts of new highly targeted subscribers.

It's a viral tool to get people to notify others about your newsletter. For 
doing this, they get to see the current results of the experiment. The folks 
who are notified come to the site and, if they want to see the results of the 
experiment, will also sign up for your newsletter.

Initially, the experiment was to see which of 16 possible emails got the most 
people to visit the site. (It was one of my sneakier tests.)

This script can be modified relatively easily to send the referred people to a 
survey page, and then require them to sign up or refer it to their friends) to 
see the results of the survey. It could be modified to help spread the word 
about a download virally.

The data you can get from using this script and the simple modifications you 
can make to it is invaluable. And the enormous number of subscribers it 
generates isn't bad either.

Aesop.com Search Engine Code: Server based. mySQL, C, Perl
(our special modification of the mnoGo open source search code)



This is literally everything you need to run your own search engine.

Submission and search system, acknowledgement and indexing notification 
emails, the whole shot. And it's fast.

There's a module built in that allows you to specify a resource as a 
"Recommended by" site for specific keywords. (It tracks the clickthroughs 
on all recommended sites... keep that in mind.)

The code is relatively easy to customize and compile.

∑ You may not want to go up against Google or Yahoo, but how 
about starting your own niche search engine? This is a great way 
to get very targeted exposure for your products.

∑ Handles new submissions, spiders sites, and creates a massive 
database of webmasters in no time.

∑ Run a network of search engines covering different industries 
related to your niche. Or providers of specific types of services... 
Builds a targeted email list that helps you to dominate your 
market.

∑ Create a "self-help" search engine, with links to articles, books and 
other information on the subject. That's a very active market.

∑ How about creating a niche-specific pay-per-click search engine? 
Or two...

Ezine Publisher Rolodex: Text database.
(rights to use)

This is my personal list of over 1500 ezine publishers that I built while 
working on joint ventures and developing my contacts on the net.

This is intended to be used to contact publishers individually. It is not to be 
used for any sort of bulk mailing.

Work through the list slowly, finding out which publishers are looking for 
the kind of relationship and advantages you offer. I promise you, the extra 
time is worth the effort.

Treat these people with anything but respect, and they can do you a world of 
hurt. Approach them properly and respectfully, and these publishers 
represent a network that can help you more than any other single resource 
you can develop.



"While I have seen Mark's amazing sales letters and 
marketing campaigns for years, when I had the 

opportunity to interview him I was most impressed 
with his passion for giving back and for helping others 

succeed."

- Matt Morrow, EVP of Marketing,
EXI Technologies

UberMailer: Exim (a sendmail replacement)
(includes source code and rights)

This is the proprietary mass mail program we had built to send mailings to 
our millions of subscribers. The speed of the mailer will depend on your 
server resources and bandwidth. We got speeds of about 50,000 
personalized emails per hour with it.

Entirely web based, it will manage unsubscribes, remove duplicates, and 
randomize the list for testing. You can send different messages to any 
number of segments of your list.

You can have as many lists as you like, and as many merge fields as your 
SQL database will allow.

This is a VERY robust system.

You probably know that I test and track everything. This is the key to all my 
email testing. It turns your subscriber base from a list of email addresses 
into a powerful customer database.

Affiliate Based Email List Builder: Server based. Perl.
(includes source code and rights)

Lets your affiliates build your list for you. And they thank you for it.

This one alone is worth several times the price of this package.

You provide your affiliates some simple code to put on their sites, which 
includes their affiliate ID. When someone signs up for your newsletter, the 
affiliate ID gets stored in your database, along with their name and email 



address.

When you email your newsletter with offers for your affiliate products, the 
referring affiliate's ID is merged into the URL, so they get credit for any 
sales made to the subscribers they sent you.

∑ This gets you more subscribers and sales.
∑ It gets your affiliates larger commission checks.
∑ It helps new affiliates start to earn money, which encourages them to 

become more active.
∑ It builds your reputation as a merchant who takes care of your 

affiliates, which attracts even more affiliates.

2-Tier Affiliate Software: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

This code is part of WebSite Lifeline. It does everything you'd want from 
a 2-tier affiliate system.

It allows you to set different commissions for each level, and track both 
sales and affiliate referral sources. It handles affiliate ad tracking and 
affiliate campaign tracking. It serves appropriate reports to both affiliates 
and the program manager.

It calculates commission checks and outputs them in a standard comma-
delimited format, which you can use in your check writing software. Print 
your checks automatically, or modify the data for PayPal's Mass Payment 
system.

Similar programs sell for at least $600-$700 or more by themselves, and 
only allow you to use them on one domain at a time. You can use this for 
as many products and on as many domains as you like.

"Mark Joyner has been like a Father to me. From the 
moment I first talked with him he was willing to get 

involved and help me in any way that he could. And he 
did. Because of him, I literally cashed over $50,000 in 

commission checks in 2001. I often feel guilty for as 
much as he's invested in me; something I have a fear that 
I'll never be able to fully repay. Mark is one of the most 

giving individuals I have ever had the pleasure of 



knowing. And I'm just really glad that he's still 
here. Thank you, Mark. From the bottom of my heart, 

thank you."

Chayden Bates, CEO, The Effective Marketing Group

Dynamic Affiliate Tip Tool: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

Your affiliates paste a line of code into their pages, and every visitor gets a 
random tip, article or resource pointer that scrolls in the tip box. Of course, 
all the links contain their affiliate ID.

This is yet another great tool to help motivate and activate new affiliates, as 
well as producing a lot of sales for affiliates with heavy site traffic.

In addition to using it as an affiliate sales tool, you can provide virtually any 
type of dynamic content that's text based. What do you want people to know?

∑ Use it as part of a "pay per subscriber" system.
∑ Create a network of affiliate program owners who have related 

products, and use it to serve brief recommendations to the various 
products.

∑ Use jokes instead of tips, to create a viral traffic 
generator. Whatever you want ...

Sig File Modifier: Windows based
(includes source code and rights)

This is a "use once, throw away" application for your affiliates. They run the 
program and it downloads a signature file from your server. The software 
asks them if they'd like to change their Outlook signature file to the one 
you've sent them. If they say yes, the software makes the change and they're 
done with it.

This may seem too simple to be of use, but you'd be surprised at how many 
people will download this little app because they don't know how to change 
a sig file in Outlook.



The code could easily be modified to allow them to choose from multiple 
signatures, so they can constantly keep up with your best producing sig files.

This is a very well-appreciated service for your enthusiastic but technically 
challenged affiliates. They shouldn't need to be computer wizards to sell 
your products for you!

Viral Book Brander: Windows based.
(includes source code and rights)

This little app is a doozy. It lets your affiliates create a branded ebook 
application that contains their affiliate ID, and hand it out on floppy disks.

When the user runs the program, it fetches the ebook from your server, and 
displays it in a small Explorer-based window. No matter how large or small 
the "book" is, it will fit on a floppy this way!

∑ Use it as a prospecting tool, by including a report that offers them 
more information (your product) at the end.

∑ Use it to provide basic details of your service to a prospect so they'll 
call you for more information.

∑ Give them out as special reports to targeted groups to take your 
affiliate marketing offline.

∑ Include them with hard copy products to provide an extra bonus 
leading in to an upsell offer.

"Paste and Forget": Server based. PHP.
(includes source code and rights)

Gives your affiliates a snippet of code to put in their pages, and then forget. 
It serves ads to them, tracking the clickthroughs on each, and rotating ads as 
you find better and better performing graphics.

The system provides for any number of different sizes of graphics, so the 
affiliate can fit them into their pages as they choose. This is a fantastic 
affiliate support tool.

Your affiliates find their commission checks growing every month, as you 
send them better and better ads, and they don't have to do a thing after that 



first bit of 'cut and paste.'

That creates a huge boost in affiliate loyalty, which any affiliate manager 
will tell you is critical to long term success.

∑ Use it to test the graphics of the various affiliate programs you're 
involved with, to find out more easily which work best for your 
own site visitors.

∑ Use it to test different banners on a network of sites, whether your 
own or sites you pay for ad space.

∑ It supports any size graphic, so you could use it for motivational 
or cartoon messages that can easily go viral, with links to your 
site underneath or in the graphic itself.

Are you beginning to see the potential in these programs?

MLM Management: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

Yet another part of the StartBlaze software is an MLM management system 
thathandles every aspect of a unilevel program 10 levels deep.

It tracks downlines, records sales, and calculates commission checks - all 
more easily than you can balance your checkbook.

This is extremely robust software. It's what we currently use to handle the 
$80,000 a month StartBlaze system, and it does it without breaking a sweat.

If you're interested in starting an MLM, this is the software you've been 
looking for.

Forced Matrix System: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

Forced matrix MLMs have their big fans and their detractors, but one thing 
is certain: Any system that allows for spillover and handles it properly is 
set to grow very rapidly.

This is, without a doubt in my mind, the best server-based forced matrix 
system ever created. Its proprietary algorithm never loses track of spillover!



Losing spillover and direct sign-ups is a huge problem for many companies 
that use forced-matrix systems. With this software, once someone is in your 
downline - they stay there.

The software is currently set up for a 2x15 matrix. It's fairly easy to modify 
that for any width and depth you like.

This is the same software Jay Conrad Levinson and I used for the 
Guerrilla Marketing Network. You're getting the same code as part of this 
package. It's easily worth far more than the cost of the package all by itself.

Power Upsell Code: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

This was responsible for generating millions of dollars in sales for us.

This simple bit of code allows you to add upsell offers to your 'Thank you' 
pages. The code simply stores the necessary credit card information and 
asks, on the 'Thank you' page: "Would you also like to order...?"

This approach yields more additional orders and more total profit increases 
than any other upsell method we've tried, including the "point of sale" 
upsells and "multiple choice" offers that most of the gurus recommend.

We found that this increased our upsells for one offer by over 50%.

How much would that be worth to you?

Testimonial Database System: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

If you get a lot of comments from your subscribers and customers, you're 
going to love this.

This system lets you store testimonials, and search for them by the sender's 
name or email address, product name, or keywords. It saves the original 
email (with full headers), the email giving you permission to use the 
comments (again, with full headers), the date of permission, and all relevant 



correspondence.

I can't tell you how nice it is to have all that data in one place. You'll be 
surprised at just how many testimonials you have that you forgot about once 
you start using this.

∑ Use it to store articles: It can be easily used as a content management 
system.

∑ Use it to store suggestions for product improvements or ideas for 
articles and new products.

∑ Allow multiple people access, and use it to make parts of projects 
available to all contributors.

Web Help Desk: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

This is the tracking and ticketing system we created for handling customer 
support issues. It supports both email and web based questions.

The web-based system tracks requests made through a web form or mailed 
to a specific support mailbox, and allows you to reply through the web 
interface. It keeps all correspondence related to a specific "ticket number" 
together, both incoming and outgoing, so you can keep track of the status of 
each request.

There's nothing more frustrating to a customer than having their 
questions or concerns fall through the cracks. This system will ensure 
that you or your staff stay on top of everything, keeping the customer happy 
and supportive.

∑ Not only can you use this for your own customer issues, you could 
easily set up accounts for other company's virtual assistants and 
remote customer service personnel, charging a monthly fee for the 
service.

This is an absolutely invaluable tool, and it's especially well suited for small 
firms that outsource work to virtual staff.



Amazing Automated Customer Problem Solver: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

This system allows you to create a series of questions and answers that, 
when laid out properly, allow your customers to find the exact solutions they 
need for tech support or product questions. Your customer then becomes 
your best customer service representative.

If the customer can't find the answer in your system, they're passed to the 
form in the Help Desk software, so their questions can be addressed 
personally by your support staff.

This saves your and your staff's time for product development, marketing, 
and other areas of the business that make you more money.

∑ The code can easily be modified to create training systems that you 
could sell access to, or used to teach your clients even more about 
how to make the most of your products or services.

Task Management System: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)

This program allows you to manage multiple projects (as many as you wish) 
from one web interface.

You create a project, and assign tasks and sub-tasks. Each person in the 
process has access only to their own tasks and those of the people who 
answer to them for that project.

Allows for scheduling, progress notes, addition or deletion of tasks as the 
project evolves, and more. It's a perfect way to keep virtual staff productive 
and accountable.

∑ You could easily set this up as a fee-based service, charging 
monthly for access.

Membership Site Management: Server based.
(includes source code and rights)



Still another module that's contained in StartBlaze Pro. This one handles 
usernames and passwords for a membership site. You can use it for free 
sites or invitation-only sites, or you can use it with the ecommerce module 
in the same program to run paid membership sites.

You can even make the membership sites MLM-based, for explosive 
growth potential!

The code handles expirations, recurring billing, and more. This is THE 
software to have for any kind of membership system.

Paid memberships are a fast growing industry, and, while they seem to be 
everywhere in the "Internet marketing" business, demand in the consumer 
market for this has barely been scratched.

∑ Partner with an expert. You run the promotions and back end 
billing, let them handle the content, and split the profits.

∑ Create an exclusive niche community site, supply some initial 
information and products, and let the growing community provide the 
additional resources.

∑ Once you find the formula that works for you, it's easy to use the 
same software to create multiple sites. That means multiple streams 
of recurring income.

∑ If you have the credibility in your niche to get "The Players" on-board, 
a free invitation only site can help you to not only build further 
stature, but to develop closer relationships with the big guns.

∑ Create "Product of the Month" sites. These can be anything that's 
digitally delivered. Web site design templates, ebooks, software for 
specific niches, music downloads, spreadsheets... anything that you 
can create on an ongoing basis that people will pay for each month.

There are so many more things you can do with these products... The 
possibilities are as endless as your creativity.

You come up with the idea... we've already got the code!

Plus there are tons of things in this package we didn't even list here ...

Okay. This Is Huge.
How Many Arms And Legs Do You Want For It?



That's the most pleasant surprise of the whole thing.

I hinted at it early on, when I mentioned that selling just 6 copies of the 
"Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript" would put you into profit on 
the deal.

The total price for the package is just $997, plus shipping.

That's less than 10 cents for every $100 I spent developing these 
products, and they've all been tested under fire. They work.

Any one of these products is easily worth the cost of the entire package. 
Even the lowly "Sig File Modifier" is likely to increase your profits by much 
more than that, if you run an affiliate program. (If you don't, you now have 
the tools to start!)

For each book, you get complete resale rights, so you can keep 100% of 
the profits from selling them. Even better, you get the actual sales letters 
that made each one worth hundreds of thousands of dollars - cash in the 
bank.

Remember: The "Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript" alone 
sold over $100,000 in one week. What can you do with products with that 
kind of selling power?

The software is an even more powerful part of the package. You get the 
complete source code for each program. You can use it as-is, or modify it 
any way you like. (You just can't sell the source code itself.)

Re-brand the Windows software with your name and your own style, add 
features if you like (or leave them as they are), and sell them. Give them 
away. Sell resale rights to viral applications.

Modify them to fit specific needs, and take over one niche after another!

Partner with a programmer and create suites of niche-specific software 
around them. Changing the programs to create versions for multiple niches 
is easy. Creates as many extra streams of income as you like, without having 
to start from scratch!

- and you keep all the profits! You own the executable code.

With the licensing code that's included in WebSite Lifeline, you can even 



sell them as services, with the huge potential for recurring income that 
provides.

You can use that same code in software that's entirely your own creation. 
The flexibility and the potential in this package far exceeds the cost I paid to 
have these products developed. It dwarfs the investment you're making in it.

Warning #1: If you're a novice, or you're not serious about Internet business, 
this package may be more than you can handle. I really don't hold anything 
back here, and as such, you won't see any of the "dummying down" of the 
content that you'll see in other places. This is the real hard hitting stuff that 
works online, along with the systems to make these ideas work. If you need 
to learn how to "cut and paste" or need to ask questions like "what's an 
autoresponder", this will go way over your head.

Warning #2: You'll need a programmer to help you with the source code. 
I've spent over one million dollars developing all of these products and 
programs - and I'm practically giving it away for a ridiculously low fee. So, 
of course I can't help you configure or install this stuff for you and still give 
it away at this price.

However, if you need help with the code, I can recommend contract 
developers who can help you with it at very reasonable prices: The same 
folks who built the software originally!

Some of the products are software for windows, written in MFC. Getting 
programmers for MFC applications is very easy. The server-based code is 
designed for servers using Linux and apache, which is available virtually 
everywhere.

Wow, there are so many little gems in this package (and so many huge 
ones), that I just have to smile looking back at all of it. Any one of these 
things could be worth a fortune to you.

But there's quite a bit more to this. As I mentioned earlier, I recently did 
roughly 20 hours of interviews with some of the top minds in the business. 
In them, we covered a whole lot of creative ways that you can use these 
products, but we mostly got into the down-and-dirty of all my secret 
tricks. The stuff I've never talked about before - anywhere.

And I managed to pull (ahem) just a few of their secrets out of them, too.

"Anyone who has been involved in online business and 



marketing for several years has probably seen phrases like 
"Internet Pioneer" and "Marketing Guru" used far too 

frequently and applied much too 
indiscriminately. However, if anyone is truly deserving 

of these heady titles, it would have to be Mark 
Joyner. Mark grasped the Internet's tremendous 

communication potential and the impact it would have on 
business back in the mid-nineties. He then used that 

understanding to implement some of the most innovative 
business and marketing ideas that I've ever seen. Copied 
often, but rarely equalled - Mark Joyner, a true 'Internet 

Pioneer and Marketing Guru.'"

- Mel Strocen, President,
Jayde Online, Inc.

SiteProNews.com | ExactSeek.com

That's right, in addition to all of the resale rights, source code, secret 
weapons and more listed above, you also get raw, unedited conversations 
where 13 famous gurus grill Mark for every single one of his secrets...

Here Are Just A Few Of The Things You'll Learn 
From These Uncensored Conversations

From the interview with Chayden Bates, CEO, The Effective Marketing 
Group

∑ How this young single father earns 6 figures a year sitting on his 
butt at home while his rambunctious son distracts him.

∑ Why is Mark getting out of the Internet Marketing business? Learn 
thebrutal truth and find out what he's up to next!

∑ Sneaky tricks Mark used in the early days to make his name as big 
as it is today (it wasn't an accident).

∑ The most profound Internet Marketing lesson Mark ever 
learned: from his Martial Arts instructor!

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Shawn Casey, CEO, Mining Gold Corporation

∑ Exactly how he built his list of over 5,000,000 subscribers!
∑ Secret source revealed: where to find a trustworthy company who 

can help protect your assets - hassle free.



∑ The single best way you can protect your personal assets so lawyers can't steal 
them from you (BTW - ask your lawyer if he knows this one... 92% do not).

∑ How to make co-registration deals that can get up to one million 
opt-in subscribers in a month.

∑ The only two states in the U.S. you should incorporate in (no, 
Delaware is not one of them) and why you could be at risk if you 
don't.

∑ Tips and tricks for cutting down your taxes to the bare minimum.
∑ .... and much more.

From the interview with Joel Christopher, CEO, Success Access

∑ Exactly how he pushed his book to #2 in 24 hours - only Harry Potter 
could beat him! You'll learn exactly what he did.

∑ Hear the "Master List Builder" himself explain list building secrets 
he'snever revealed anywhere else.

∑ Hear Mark give a live demonstration of the awesome power of the 
Zeigarnik effect.

∑ The tactics Mark used to get 700 people to fly out to Los Angeles and 
beg him for the chance to buy his products.

∑ A secret marketing theory Mark has never revealed to anyone 
outside of his company ("... launching with this tactic will 
dramatically increase your response every single time.")

∑ Exactly how Mark got big name direct marketers to join him online -
boosting his credibility and making him the envy of everyone selling 
online.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Mike Glaspie, CEO, My Site Inc.

∑ Secret source revealed: how to find and use HUGE opt-in email list 
mailers (some will send for pennies per 1,000 mails sent) to turn on 
a cash pump machine.

∑ Exactly how Mark and Mike use tactics no one else is using to get 
your email opened every time and boost sales dramatically..

∑ The one psychological trigger most overlook in their 
marketing, but absolutely must be used if you want to make a sale.

∑ The exact tactics Mike uses to generate lists with millions and 
millionsof subscribers.

∑ The secret viral formula Mike uses for sites like his phenomenal 
BannersGoMLM which pushes millions of banners daily.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Steve Humphrey, Author, "Learn to Use CGI in 2 
Hours"



∑ Steve teaches how anyone, without any technical knowledge, can 
make textual changes to a CGI script without the help of a 
programmer.

∑ Get a quick crash-course in CGI, programming, and web 
development - tomake yourself B.S. proof when hiring 
programmers.

∑ How to use CGI to make updating your entire website a snap.
∑ Two sneaky tricks this CGI wizard pulled to build his email list.
∑ How to use the source code in this package to start exploding your 

email list immediately.
∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Matt Morrow, EVP of Marketing, 
EXITechnologies

∑ Listen to the EVP of Marketing for a Top 25 web property (out of 
billions online) tell his awesome traffic building insights - things 
you've probably never considered before.

∑ How Matt used the power of network marketing to allow him to quit 
his past dead-end job and live the life he wanted.

∑ A killer idea for a way you can use your StartBlaze source-code 
(yourcode - since if you're reading this you're one of the first 2,000) 
to build a power-house MLM empire.

∑ Matt is one of the largest sellers of leads in the world - and he gives 
you his secrets for quickly and easily turning leads into cold hard 
cash.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Paul Myers, Editor, Talk Biz News

∑ How Gary Knuckles made over $1,000,000 in 3 years without ever 
testing his website marketing once.

∑ The incredibly simple formula for creating massive buzz for a 
product launch

∑ The totally unintuitive way to use follow up autoresponder 
messagesthat immediately begins to create a bond with your new 
subscribers.

∑ Little testing mistakes you could be making right now - how to 
identify them and correct them immediately.

∑ How Mark gets million dollar results on a $0 advertising budget.
∑ How to easily protect yourself from over-zealous abuse desk 

managers.
∑ How Paul talked a hoard of business newsletter publishers into 

promoting a book about romance - for free!
∑ ... and much more.



From the interview with Ford Sakes, CEO, Prime Concepts Inc.

∑ One of Mark's most outrageous marketing exploits that got him 
over200,000 subscribers and over $100,000 in sales before he had to 
shut it down.

∑ How to leverage the Internet as part of your Direct Marketing 
campaigns for outrageous results.

∑ Mark's tactics that will allow you to start building your massive 
email list immediately.

∑ The one thing you must do, if you want people to subscribe to your 
email list.

∑ What are the two types of viral marketing and why are both vital to 
your success?

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Alex Sampson, CEO, Ultra Marketing Inc.

∑ How Alex used forbidden psychological tactics to create an email 
that pulled in $7,500 in 20 hours.

∑ How Alex built a tool in one hour that scored him 2,000 high-
quality subscribers.

∑ Alex's secret easy 3 part formula for writing copy that pulls in the 
salesevery single time. (He makes copy easier than you think!)

∑ How to quickly and easily cultivate rapport with your list so 
they beg to buy the products you offer.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Mel Strocen, CEO, Jayde Online

∑ What this seasoned newsletter publisher (who's sent email to 
millions and millions of subscribers for almost 10 years) considers 
to be his most powerful email sales tactic.

∑ Why this publisher throws some of his subscribers away and why you 
should consider doing this immediately.

∑ How to get your subscribers to literally beg you for each issue of 
your newsletter.

∑ A sneaky joint venture between Mark and Mel 
that enticed thousands of webmasters to promote Mel's search 
engine for free (!)- day after day after day.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Joe Vitale, CEO, Hypnotic Marketing Inc.

∑ You'll learn the #1 easiest way to get people to sign up for your list -
two at a time!



∑ You'll discover a little-known military book that taught Mark some 
of his most valuable marketing lessons.

∑ You'll hear a firsthand description of the best way to sell ebooks 
today, even without credit card capabilities

∑ You'll discover the tested formulas for writing copy and 
creatingwebsites that sell, including the truth about copy length and 
use of graphics.

∑ You'll hear the wild and outrageous story of how Joe created a new 
form of online marketing, taught others to make hundreds of 
thousands of dollars with email only, and bought the luxury sports car 
of his dream.

∑ You'll learn about Esoteric Marketing and how your energy affects 
your sales.

∑ You'll discover what items always sell no matter what, including 
one surprising category you may not have considered before

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Dave Werba and David Platte, Founders, 
1WorldLine

∑ Exactly how they built a downline club with over 57,000 members 
in two months!

∑ The sneaky trick they used to set their downline club on fire and get 
their members fighting for a chance to bring in new recruits.

∑ The single most important difference in running their downline club 
that allowed them to blow their competition out of the water - they 
say it's the single deciding factor between success and failure online.

∑ Learn about some of the wacky books Mark has read that have set 
his passion on fire changed his life - they are definitely not what 
you think!

∑ Learn about the very little-known roots of NLP and a brand new 
discipline that is taking NLP to a new level you've never imagined.

∑ Learn how to create powerful frames that increase the results of 
your marketing by 3 times or more.

∑ ... and much more.

From the interview with Alan Yap, CEO, Profitjump

∑ How with a list of 40,000 subscribers he consistently outsells the big 
guns with lists of hundreds of thousands of subscribers.

∑ How he used the power of affiliate marketing to allow him to quit his 
boring day job and call his own shots every single day of his life.

∑ Learn exactly how Mark is able to get the world's biggest super-
affiliates to massively promote products for him again and again 
and again.



∑ Learn about a little-known piece of information you should be 
capturing with your email subscriptions that you can use to get 5 
times the response with 5% of the effort! (Listen as Alan is blown 
away at this tactic - this was unlike anything he'd ever heard.)

∑ ... and much more.

Remember - most of these calls were an hour or more apiece. There's no 
way I could list all the techniques we discussed without this turning into a 
book, rather than a farewell.

I've barely scratched the surface with what I've listed here. There's 
enough proven, profitable information in these interviews to keep you in 
fresh ideas for rapid growth for years. Many of them are so easy and 
deceptively simple that you can employ them in literally five minutes or less.

One of those tiny little 5-minute tricks increased my sales by 32%. (Yes, it's 
in there.) If you can't at least triple your sales with the tools and 
information in this package, you might need to consider another line of 
business.

Seriously.

Use just one new technique or piece of software each week or two. With 
each one, you'll leapfrog over a bunch of your competitors. Within a few 
months to a year of doing this, you'll be so far ahead of the pack that you 
won't HAVE competitors.

With the tools and information I've included here, you can go much farther 
than I did, much more quickly. You are literally starting where I left off, 
with all my advantages, and the added advantage of knowing what NOT to 
do.

A Quick Recap

Let's go over what you're getting again...

Source code and rights to slice, tweak, re-brand it (you just can't sell the 
source code of course) for <all< b="">of the following:</all<>

∑ Web Hit-Meter
∑ Website Lifeline
∑ Aesop Award Submitter
∑ Web Page-O-Matic
∑ Ezine Assistant
∑ StartBlaze and StartBlaze Pro



∑ ExitBlaze
∑ Web Hit Machine
∑ R-TIME: Real-Time Interactive Marketing Experiment
∑ Aesop.com Search Engine Code
∑ The Ezine Publisher Rolodex
∑ UberMailer
∑ Affiliate Based Email List Builder
∑ 2-Tier Affiliate Program Software
∑ Dynamic Affiliate Tip Tool
∑ Sig File Modifier
∑ Viral Book Brander
∑ "Paste and Forget"
∑ MLM Management System
∑ Forced Matrix System
∑ Power Upsell Code
∑ Testimonial Database System
∑ Membership Site Management
∑ Web Help Desk System
∑ Automated Customer Problem Solver
∑ Task Management System
∑ Online Casino Cash Cows
∑ How to be #1 on Amazon, in 48 hours
∑ Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript

... plus roughly 20 hours of recordings of the most in-depth money-
making information, with some of the top players in the business, that 
you will ever encounter in your life. For less than what you should make 
on any single part of the package.

... plus, the right to resell the ebooks and any products compiled from the 
Windows source code, and the right to use and modify the server-based
software that's the backbone of my entire multi-million dollar a year 
business.

Remember... this is far more than "just another infoproduct." This is the best 
of what I've learned and built over 9 years online.

Not just the information, but the tools to make it take life and produce 
massive profits and satisfaction for you.

Not just the software, but the source code, so that you can adapt the 
products, re-brand them, or use the innovative modules in them as the base 
for entire new products and product lines of your own.



Not just reprint rights, but serious cash cows. These are three of my very 
best books, along with the letters for each, which have produced many 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in sales. Use them to grab a quick cash 
infusion, speed up your business growth, add to your product line, or just as 
a base for jump-starting your own online business.

As I mentioned earlier, You could start with absolutely nothing but this 
package and build yourself an empire. If you have an existing business 
online, you can build that empire much, much faster.

What more could you want?

I honestly believe this is the single most powerful package ever offered in 
this business.

I wish I'd been able to get it years ago.

Mark - You're Getting Out of the Business.
What's The Guarantee?

Good question. Let me put it this way...

Even if I were staying in the business, I couldn't guarantee that you'd make a 
dime with this package. No one can.

I don't know if you're the kind who can take the ball and run with it, or if 
you're the kind who'd drop it like a hot rock.

What I can tell you is that there's a lot in the package you're getting that's not 
mentioned here. Some unreleased products, additional code and 
information... some very nice surprises in there that you're going to get 
pretty excited over.

I can tell you that the products I've described here work. Except for Web 
Hit-Meter, (which I know will be a hit, but was never released), there isn't a 
single product that's not a killer seller; not an untested system or piece of 
software, or a theoretical idea mentioned on this page. You can see the 
results all over the net.

∑ I'm doing $80,000 a month in revenues (almost a million a year) 
from StartBlaze alone. You're getting that code. 100% of what I 
use myself.



∑ I sold over $100,000 of the "Confidential Internet Intelligence 
Manuscript" in the first week. Not only are you getting the product 
and sales letter, I explain in this program exactly how I did it!

∑ I have over 300,000 affiliates of my company. I'm giving you the 
exact tools and techniques I used to build that massive affiliate 
force. And the software to run it!

∑ I have millions of subscribers to my lists. You're getting all the 
software and techniques I used to build those lists... and a bunch more 
from the folks that interviewed me.

∑ I took a site from 0 to the Top 100 in less than 60 days. I have 
sites getting millions of page views every month. I've created 
some of the most powerful traffic viruses ever to hit the web.

Probably the most important result I've produced: I'm 34 years old, and 
every bit of work I do for the rest of my life will be because it's what I want 

to do. I don't ever have to work again. Because of the systems and tools 
you're getting with this package.

No more than 2000 people will be able to take advantage of this to achieve 
the same lifestyle using my tools and my knowledge.

The ball is in your court. Run with it.

Mark

PS: If you haven't decided yet, here's an easy way to see if this is for you -
Go back and look at each product, one at a time. Ask yourself, "How could I 
use this in my business, and much could I make from it?" For example...

∑ How much could I make with the tools to support and grow my 
affiliate program to thousands of active affiliates?

∑ If you don't already have an affiliate program, what would it be worth 
to you to be able to start one with proven products, all the software 
(including accounting and order processing) that you'd need to build 
it fast?

∑ How much could I make with resale rights to three of the top 
producing ebook packages on the market?

∑ How much could I make selling the Windows software that's included 
in this package?



∑ How much could I make by adding features to those programs 
and creating whole new products out of them?

∑ How much would a 32% increase in sales for five minutes work be 
worth?

∑ How much more productive and profitable would I be if all my 
staff were on the same page for each project?

∑ What would it be worth to increase my upsells by 50%?
∑ What would it be worth to have 1, 2, 3 or more powerful viral 

applications spreading my name to everyone in my market?
∑ How much would it be worth to have access to the best research and 

conversions techniques of a man who's sold millions and millions of 
dollars worth of products online?

And that's just a small part of the package.

If the answers don't add up to at least $10,000 - ten times the price of the package - it's 
not for you.

If it does, click here to get yours while they last - which won't be long:
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I couldn’t believe it, but there it was in front of me… 

$187,296 in 24 Hours!
I couldn’t believe it because I had… 

No Product…, No Promotion Costs…,
No Experience… and No Talent!

"Will You Spare Me 7 Minutes To Show YOU 

How To Copy My Exact Plan?"

Dear Fellow Skeptic,

Harry Houdini once failed to escape from a safe - even though the safe door was 
unlocked! In fact, the VERY reason he stayed trapped is because all he knew 
about were locked doors…

I used to be guilty of the same thing. I was so convinced all the doors of opportunity 
were locked, I gave up even trying to open them.

If anyone told me I could bank thousands in just 24 hours… without any product of 
my own… without spending a penny on getting it or promoting it, I’d have called 
them crazy - or worse!

I could so easily have missed out, but luckily I was so SICK of my very stressful job 
that I just had to try something new. So I took a decision that just this once I would 
overcome my skeptical nature and give it a go.

Boy, am I glad I did!

The great news is - you could do the same as me! And I’ll prove it to you in this letter.

So What’s The Catch?

The catch (if you want to call it that) is: like me, you have to suspend your disbelief. I 
certainly had to suspend mine, but I just knew I had to escape the rat-race - or go 
under.

So, why not just check to see if the door to financial freedom is really locked? 
Maybe it just needs a gentle push and it will swing open for you, just like it did 
for me . I’m going to explain to you right here why I believe YOU can walk through 
that door into a brighter, wealthier life.



But first let me say a few important things:

I banked this money in 24 hours.

I didn’t even do a stroke of work in those 24 hours! 

I did not have any product of my own in this instance. 

It did not cost me a penny on promotion. 

I did not use any of my own marketing skills (which are limited).

It didn’t come about because I was introduced to ‘the right people’.

It took a total of just a few hours of my time. 

And…

This Was Not Some ‘One-Off’ Fluke! I Have Banked 
Over 

One Million Dollars Each Year For The Last 2 Years!

Here’s a statement from an independent CPA who recently audited my business (the 
original is available for inspection):

"After examining the accounts I can confirm that this company has banked over 
one million dollars each year for the last two years."

I wake up each day and can hardly believe it myself - and all because I decided to 
suspend my disbelief and try something new. I had nothing to lose by trying. Insanity 
is, after all, doing the same thing day after day and expecting different results!

So… why not just copy me with absolutely no risk and in the comfort of your 
own home? 

Or are you going to make the same mistake Harry Houdini did - sweating it out in a 
locked box waiting for ‘rescue’?

It’s so simple ANYONE Can Do This

So maybe you’re thinking I have a special skill or ability - some ‘gift’ you could 
never have. Something which stops you from making this kind of money?



Am I right? Listen, I was well below average at school. I went to college (mainly to 
meet girls!) but dropped out. If you come and visit me at my office, as some of my 
students have done, I’ll dig out those ‘certificates’ and show you (if you promise not 
to laugh!).

I then spent years doing a job I disliked intensely until… well… one day I just said 
"ENOUGH!" It was then I decided to give that door to financial freedom a push, fully 
expecting it to be locked tight. Friends, family, teachers - all had told me it would be 
locked, so I hadn’t even bothered trying before!

To be perfectly honest, I did have something ’special’ which got me through that door.

Want to know what it is?

The WILL to LISTEN to opportunity knocking and 
the 

DETERMINATION to TAKE ACTION and succeed.

I’m afraid you’re going to need this too - so if you can’t stoke-up a little fire in your 
belly and open your mind, forget your plans for one day breaking free!

Do not proceed any further because YOU WILL NOT SUCCEED at any kind of 
business venture without these qualities.

I want you to succeed by copying the exact and specific plan I’ll be explaining to you, 
but you can only do this if you are prepared to rediscover these qualities within you.

Still with me? Great!

The only reason this would not work exactly the same way for you, would be if you 
didn’t even try.

I hope you will agree that you owe it to yourself to give it a go. I have no special 
skills which you don’t have.

What’s that? I must have had money to start this off with? Forget it!

I Started With Nothing But Debt

Just a few years ago, all I owned was a pile of debt (maybe you are in the same 
position?) No matter how much extra work I put in; no matter how many promotions I 
got at work, there was always too much month left at the end of the money - know the 
feeling?



It was just like pouring water into a bucket full of holes!

I wanted a better life for myself and my family but didn’t have a clue how to get it…

The Trouble With ‘Get-Rich Quick Schemes’

So I started reading all those mailings I was getting promising the world (don’t they 
all?). Most of them were written by broke people trying to scam a few bucks out 
of other broke people. Sad but true. I even kept the whole thing secret from my wife, 
I was so embarrassed! I mean, there’s a bit of a stigma attached to ‘how to make 
money’ things isn’t there?

I always thought it was suspicious how the person advertising the product didn’t 
actually use it himself!

I mean, if this self-proclaimed "Money Guru" was so great, why wasn’t he using his 
own methods? Reading between the lines and doing a bit of homework proved that 
many times, the person offering the product was flat-broke!

Why the hell would I want to learn about making money from someone who 
doesn’t have any? Beats me!

And then there were all the stupid multi-level marketing schemes offering me the 
‘privilege’ of selling THEIR products and services for them to build my own ‘down-
line’.

How generous of them!

But once again, this didn’t pass my ‘credibility test’ because it seemed few people 
sold anything to an end-user! It was just one big ‘down-line’ of hopeful, lazy people -
with some poor sucker at the bottom struggling to shift a few items of stock to real 
buyers.

I was starting to give up…

The Pay-Off For Keeping an Open Mind

Until one day, I met a man - a very wealthy man - who changed my life forever. He 
explained to me in private, the power of "brokering deals" (I’ll explain everything 
shortly) and how this was the best possible way to make that first step to financial 
freedom with very limited resources.

That man is now practically retired and living the life I used to dream about, but now 
live myself! I haven’t looked back since.



That’s just terrific for me, but what about you?

That’s where I come in. I’ve now perfected and greatly developed the 
fundamental ’secrets’ I learned from that meeting and transformed them into what I 
believe to be…

…the greatest opportunity ever known for the average person, operating a few 
hours a week from home, with no contacts, no product, no skill and almost no 
spare time or money. The business I myself am in:

Would You Like To Learn The Inside Secrets of 

The World’s Most Perfect Business?

Before I continue, I should mention there’s one more thing you need in order to copy 
my exact plan: access to the internet (a computer in a local library/coffee shop or 
whatever).

Don’t get me wrong here, you don’t have to be a computer expert or anything; I’m 
still terrified of computers myself, but I have one and use it very easily to my great 
financial advantage. You can too. Enough said.

That’s quite a claim isn’t it? "The World’s Most Perfect Business". Well, I guess it’s 
just my opinion, but based on my own (and other people’s) experience of business, let 
me give you some reasons why I believe this is the case…

Your Perfect Business Checklist

1. No Staff or premises required. If you don’t think these two things are a headache 
it’s because you’ve yet to experience them!

2. Hardly any/no start-up capital required . If you’re looking for a way to make 
some money, it stands to reason that you don’t have a lot of spare cash in the first 
place right? I certainly didn’t.

3. Operate anywhere, anytime . This makes you money 24/7. You just have to 
decide when and where you want to take action.

4. Complete ‘turn-key’ operation . Once you’ve arranged everything (a few hours 
‘work’ if you can call it that), the whole thing runs on auto-pilot meaning you can 
keep the day job or go live your life how you want to. No, I mean it LITERALLY 
does work automatically; ZERO day to day involvement from you. Zip. Diddley-
squat.



5. You don’t need a product of your own. In fact, it’s far better if you DON’T as 
you’ll see! And no, I don’t mean some lame affiliate scheme (the only people who get 
rich are the people sitting at the top - a bit like pyramid-marketing scams).

6. It’s completely recession-proof. I make this claim because my idea is 100% 
adaptable to any economic climate. Adaptability is the key to security in business.

7. You don’t need any experience, qualifications or special marketing/writing 
skills. In fact, I will show you why slick and pushy sales skills are the WORST thing 
to use in this business. You’ll find it EASIER if you have no sales or marketing 
experience whatsoever!

8. Low risk. Home businesses have a very high success rate anyway, but this one is 
the cream of the crop! Why? Virtually no overheads, high profit margins, promotion 
costs ranging from minimal to FREE and instant adaptability make this the lowest risk
business I’ve ever known.

9. No face-to-face selling. I HATE selling and I bet you do too. You never have to 
talk to a customer in this business! No answering phones, no sending any leaflets or 
letters, you don’t even have to send a product yourself!

10. The money you make does not depend on the work you put in. It’s called 
‘leverage of resources’ and it is the reason why this business is so great. So many 
businesses are really just another job! With this business, once you’ve set things up, 
you don’t have to do ANY work and the money still comes in as regular as clockwork 
in my experience.

11. It’s legal, ethical and honest. In today’s world of scam-paranoid customers this 
advantage is vital. You can sleep soundly at night.

12. The profit can be embarrassingly high! Because you don’t have any of the 
hassles and expenses listed above.

Show me another business which offers all these benefits.

A business which allows a person with no product, no promotion budget, no contacts, 
no talent and no time, to bank $187,296 in 24 hours!

Sounds incredible doesn’t it? It sure did to me. But all that changed when I actually 
TRIED it - and now this is how I make a lot of my money (I’m not telling you to do 
something I don’t do myself).

So how do you get started in this…?

Easy! All You Have To Do Is Watch a DVD and 

Take a Few Easy Steps



On DVD, in the comfort of your own home, I’m going to explain to you how to 
become an Internet Deal Broker.

Don’t panic! Don’t be scared off by the 
technical-sounding name. I like to put a name 
to it because people always ask what I do - and 
my answer sure impresses them!

Remember, you don’t need any skills, 
education or experience to do this. Your 
friends and family will be impressed by the 
title, but you and I will know the truth. Don’t 
worry. It’ll be our little secret. Really though, 
ANYONE CAN DO THIS, as these recent 
customers explain…

An Internet Deal Broker has one main goal: to 
set-up as many streams of automatic income 
for themselves as possible and then to sit back, 
relax and enjoy life to the full.

The reason I’ve stayed so quiet about this for 
so long is because once I discovered it, I 
started making such good money on the 
net…so why on earth would I want to share 
my secrets with everybody else?

Now I’m Breaking My 
Silence

My s have merely scratched the tip of the 
iceberg. I now realize that the pot is big 
enough for us all - and growing all the time!

The Internet is now such a vast market and 
growing daily, I know that if I share all my 
secrets with you, it won’t affect my 
operation one little bit… as long as I limit 
the number of places available.

But before I go any further, I want to dispel 
another myth…

At Last - The Truth About 
The Internet

"It has opened my eyes and 
broadened my business plan to 
develop multiple streams of income. 
I’m by no means a computer expert, 
in my Golden Years, but find your 
information invaluable." 

- Roy Hetzel , CO 

" I have purchased online marketing 
courses which required in depth 
study and I still did not comprehend 
it. The Instant Internet Income video 
with Jim Sheridan cuts to the chase. 
The video was invaluable." 

- M. Register , FL

"Well laid out and well instructed. A 
product that would be helpful to 
both the novice and advanced 
computer user."

- Douglas Nelson , MO

"Jim: The Instant Internet Income 
program is amazing. I am still in the 
set up phase, but can tell your 
readers that they will be surprised 
at the simplicity of the program. It 
allows us amateurs to understand 
the rudiments of the internet. I am 
looking forward to completing my 
set up and making money." 

- William Johnson , CA

"Great information for the beginner. 
Helpful insights and hints. Helps to 
get you around trouble spots which 
hang up first-timers and the 
experienced alike!" 

- Ruth Russo , FL 



Are you as sick and tired as I am with all the Internet hype and misinformation?

I started marketing on the Internet back in 2000 and for four years now I’ve steadily 
made money and watched quietly while all the self-styled "gurus" ran around loudly 
proclaiming they could show people how to get rich on the net.

The fact is: they made money on the net selling stuff purporting to show other 
people how to make money on the net. Talk about a self-fulfilling prophecy!

Meanwhile, I was actually making money on the Internet and laughing at all the 
nonsense being churned out by the self-proclaimed experts. If what they were offering 
was so fantastic why weren’t they doing it themselves? (I AM, by the way!)

It all comes back to that simple question doesn’t it? Do you actually do it yourself, or 
do you just tell others how to do it?

A New Start - A Bigger Opportunity Than Ever 
Before

Because of all the cynicism in the past, a LOT of people haven’t woken up to the fact 
that the Internet has now come of age as the most incredible marketing tool in 
history. Never before has marketing been such an exact science. This opportunity is 
REAL, legitimate and ready for you to grasp RIGHT NOW.

And never before has such a tool been available to the one-man, home business… for 
FREE.

Think about it for a moment… It’s now possible to spend no more than a fiver, write a 
couple of VERY basic ads, and have INSTANT access to over 100 million potential 
customers all in a matter of minutes!

The Internet has created a real ’sink or swim’ situation. Those who master its secrets 
will profit massively. Those who don’t are simply doomed to sit on the side-lines and 
watch others make the real money.

You’re making a grave error if you think the Internet is a fad - you would be 
missing out on a truly incredible opportunity.

By the time you’ve watched my Instant Internet Income DVD, I guarantee, you will 
know at least 20 times more about making a killing on the Internet than 99% of all 
businesses today.

To hold such a ‘Golden Key’ at a time like this could easily make you all the money 
you are ever likely to need!

Proof



I’ve enclosed an extract from my computer print-out of an Internet deal I recently 
‘brokered’ (a fancy name for ‘arranged’) on the back of this letter. Take a look.

These are customers who purchased within just 24 hours of my unleashing an Internet 
offer using the ’secret formula’ I’ll be disclosing on the video. You can see the dates 
and times. I have blanked-out their actual names and addresses to protect their privacy 
of course, but this is all 100% verifiable.

This deal banked $187,296 in 24 hours. It cost me nothing to promote. I did not use 
any product of my own. I made this money by simply using the ’secret’ methods that 
I’ve held so close to my chest all this time. The same secret methods I’ll be personally 
disclosing to you in the video…

Once You’ve Seen The Video You Could 

Start Making Money in as Little as 24 Hours!

This is not some tedious, weeks-long course of study, you’ll be pleased to hear. After 
you’ve watched the video, you will have all the information I could possibly give you 
to become an Internet Deal Broker. I could have padded-it out into four videos and a
workbook; charged you ten times the price and left you to it. But I want you to 
experience the incredible RAW POWER of this method for yourself, as fast as 
possible. Ideally I’d like you up and running within 24 hours of receipt, like it was for 
these recent customers…

I’ve held nothing back. The video isn’t a 
tempting sample so I can sell you an even 
better version for much more money later! 
(Don’t you just hate that?) EVERYTHING 
you need is included in this package and I 
will not be contacting you again to try and 
sell you anything related to this amazing 
system. It’s self-contained, and ready for 
you to use to start generating a cash income.

And this isn’t just something which sounds 
good in theory but you can’t actually put 
into practice. Like I say, I know this works 
because all I’m doing in this video is 
describing what I myself actually DO 
successfully and VERY profitably.

On the video I will pour out everything I 
know about how to take advantage of the 
huge opportunity which awaits you. I will 

I was using the process within hours of 
receiving the package from you. It was 
easy to understand and implement. By 
the way - it also worked as advertised." 

- Frank Yates , TX

"I thought the information was honest, 
straightforward and usable the very 
first day." 

- Joseph Moreno , CA

"The ideas Jim told me about were 
AMAZING…with quick results. I wish I 
would have found him sooner!" 

- Robert Johnson , NY



hold nothing back. By the time you have viewed the tape, you will be convinced 
beyond any shadow of doubt that here, finally, is the solution you have been looking 
for.

The video is called Instant Internet Income and I guarantee it does exactly what it says 
it does! I can make this guarantee because I myself use the formula given on the 
video… and I KNOW first hand if you apply it, you can be in profit just hours later as 
I’ve proved already. Of course, this is the REAL beauty of the Internet; things happen 
instantaneously…

Dip Your Hands into a River Of Cash

Yes, that’s EXACTLY what the Internet is like - a river of cash. You just need to 
know the inside secrets in order to scoop out your share. Once you see my video, you 
can ‘crack the code’ and tap-in to the millions of buyers out there.

Not only that, but you get instant results too. If you think about the lead-time, cost and 
planning for an advert or mailing, it would be WEEKS before your business had a 
sniff of any income. And there are virtually NO COSTS involved! No postage, no 
envelopes, no letters. Truly astonishing.

The Instant Internet Income video shows you how to instantly access the river of 
cash which looks for a home every second on the Internet!

As these testimonials show…

"Instant Internet Income is a NO BS way of making money!! STOP chasing 
your tail America, this works………..it TRULY does!!" 

- Peter Dobbins , OH 

"JIM, YOU ARE THE GREATEST! I AM REALLY GOING TO LEAVE MY 
JOB IN A FEW MONTHS BECAUSE OF YOU!"

- Lawrence Odom , FL

"Jim, Thank you so much for instant internet income. I can’t begin to tell you 
how good it is. You have gotten me out of the red and into the black again! 
Thanks to you I can see my way out of debt. Your program is the best I have 
ever seen!"

- Rob Gruver , CA

"It’s products like these that make you wonder why anyone works."

- L. Ryan , AL

"It definitely reveals a way out of the ratrace."



- John Bennett , NY

"This is loaded with everything you need to make big money!"

- Mike Farrell , PA

" gives me new insight and prospective on making money on the 
internet…It’s the way to make fast income. Your video and cd is worth many 
times over the measly price I paid for. Thanks." 

- Curtis Tanaka

"This product has given me a new outlook into a business that will aide me in 
acquiring the financial income I’ve always desired. The internet has a world 
market waiting to be conquered. Thank you for you assistance and 
informational support."

- DeAnna Willis , PA

"very informative and eye opening data- data that will make you money"

- Ron Cain , NE.

Here’s a brief sample of what you can look forward to:

Very specific and exact ways to create multiple streams of ‘auto-pilot’ income 
as an Internet Deal Broker!

How to make over $800 a month on auto-pilot from a VERY simple concept 
ANYONE can use (I’ve done this myself for years now)!

The 2 key things customers want from the Internet but virtually no-one 
provides!

Why people REALLY use the Internet and how to cash in from this knowledge!

How to make web-site customers an estimated 20 times as likely to buy from 
you!

Why having competition is so great and how to profit by it!

Why you don’t want or need a product of your own!

The biggest secret of making money online unknown by 99% of Internet marketers!

The 2 Internet businesses you can’t afford NOT to be in and how to get into 
them!

Why you could already be sitting on a goldmine but don’t know it!



How to rapidly build a loyal email customer database to make you money in 
your sleep!

How to double your profits with a single email!

How to quickly master a skill which puts you streets ahead of everyone else on 
the net!

How to profit even from the people who don’t buy anything from you! This requires 
virtually no work to implement and could be worth thousands of pounds to you!

What Would You Pay to Get Your Hands on These 

Inside Wealth-Creation Secrets?

Knowledge like this could easily be worth thousands upon thousands of dollars to you 
over just a few months. But you won’t have to pay thousands for this and you 
won’t even have to leave the house to reap the massive rewards.

I’m offering you this video training for just $77! (plus $9.95 post and packing to 
cover shipment to your door, $20 for international orders). No, I haven’t accidentally 
missed off a "1" at the beginning! The price really is just seventy-seven dollars
($86.95 with shipping or $97 for international customers).

I know that if you’re serious you won’t waste a second in securing your package 
because you know a good opportunity when you see one. The people who dither 
around and procrastinate are LEAST likely to succeed in business - FACT. So I’d like 
to reward your fast response. If you reserve your Instant Internet Income video within 
the next 72 hours I will also send you the following amazing bonuses FREE…

FREE Bonus #1: How to Make a Living from Online Auctions - value 
$97! 

You must have heard about the thousands of 
people who make a good living by doing 
nothing but buying and selling on E-Bay 
without even leaving the house? Because 
there are far more buyers than sellers , this 
creates a superb opportunity for you. I 
recently heard about a guy making $38,000 
in one month! People even sell web-site businesses - you could set these up using the 
principles

I’ll be teaching you and sell them for a profit! But despite this great opportunity, few 
people know how to do it right and make consistent money. It’s like anything - you 
have to know all the ‘ins and outs’. This is my very latest manual which tells you 
exactly how to access this incredible cash generator. I offer this 100-page manual 

"Jim, So far so good, I have made 
money on E-bay, I enjoy your product! 
Its great!." 

- Roger Holbrook , IN



separately to customers for $97, but to you, it’s FREE. Customers are even making 
money from this FREE bonus…

FREE Bonus #2: Internet Deal Broker Software - value $50! 

I’ll also be presenting you with some VERY handy software to help you in your new 
Internet Deal Broker business - software I wouldn’t be without. You’ll only have to 
enter a few numbers to quickly calculate which Internet projects are the most 
profitable. As if it wasn’t simple enough already!

FREE Bonus #3: ‘Net Power’ Course - value $200! 

This home-study compliments your video perfectly. Everything you need to know to 
have winning internet business ideas fall into your lap.

FREE Secret Bonus #4: ??? - value 
$100!

I also want to send you a mystery bonus. 
Why the mystery? It’s just that you won’t 
appreciate it until after I’ve gone over some 
key material with you on the video. I can 
assure you, this bonus actually DOES retail 
at $100 and I can point you to a website that 
sells it to prove this to you. You’ll find it 
VERY helpful and informative in your new 
venture.

Those bonuses alone are worth almost 10 
times the cost of the video!

And to give you even more peace of mind, I’m offering you a chance to sample the 
goods completely at my risk…

ONE YEAR Rock-Solid, No Catch, 
No-Risk Guarantee

Upon receipt of your special Instant Internet Income package, take a 
whole 12 MONTHS to review it at your leisure. Break open the 
packaging, watch the video and do whatever you need to do to fully 
inspect this product. If, for ANY reason you are not 100% 
delighted, return the video in ANY condition within that time for a 
FULL, no-questions-asked refund with my compliments. You may 
still keep the 5 bonus gifts with a joint value of $447.00 even if you 
want a refund . That’s how certain I am that you will be totally 
delighted with this package.

"Instant Internet Income is a great 
product. It is a very simple program 
that will get you on the way to making 
the income of your dreams. Jim really 
goes out of his way to help you 
achieve your dreams. And the bonuses 
that come along with the product 
can’t be beat ." 

- Denise Hubbard , MI 



Apart from giving this away (which I nearly am doing anyway), please tell me how to 
be fairer. You can only win. I am the one taking the risk, not you. That’s how 
confident I am you’ll be amazed and instantly empowered by the Instant Internet 
Income video and those powerful bonuses. And to assure you of my integrity…

How Many Automatic Income Streams Can YOU 
Handle?

"It is very heartening to know that 
there are people out there that sell 
a legitimate product and not try 
and rip you off. Sheridan has done 
a great job of getting the message 
across in the quickest and easiest 
way." 

- Dennis Ihde , WY 

"I have seen the video twice. And 
value advertised is all there. I was 
most impressed with the sincerity of 
Mr. Sheridan. It seems he goes to 
extra length to put quality in his 
products. Thank you."

- Gary Bell, OK

"It’s not very often that I order a 
product that I’m very pleased with. 
You are very honest and your video 
is very informative to say the least. 
You can get vote any time. Thank 
you for teaching me what you know 
and being so generous with your 
information. Thanks ,Jim"

- Derrick McBay , TX

"Thanks for the Instant Internet 
Income material. Frankly, I thought 
it was going to be the same old 
rehashed stuff…boy was I 
pleasantly surprise! The real true 
knowledge one needs to get 
profitable immediately was all 



O nce you’ve watched the video, you’ll 
understand why I ask you this question. How 
much would even an extra one thousand dollars 
a month make to your life? - particularly if the 
involved to get it was practically nothing. I’ll 
show you how to do that on the Internet almost with your eyes shut!

The secrets I’ll be disclosing to you could easily make you all the money you’ll ever 
need because the Internet is here to stay and growing daily. You just need the "keys to 
the door".

I guarantee this will be an experience you will never forget; you will gain an almost 
UNFAIR edge over all other entrepreneurs today! It’s vital that you secure your pack, 
so I’m making the price extremely reasonable to give you the very best chance. It’s 
just a question of limited numbers now and that part is down to how fast you are.

Remember, this is a tax - deductible expense against your first income. I’m willing to 
bet you will never see such a high return on investment in your entire life. And let’s 
not forget, the free bonuses alone are worth $447!

You’re Just Hours Away From an Instant Internet 
Income

I’m going to change your perception of making money in business forever when you 
watch this amazing video. Whether you currently have a business or not, my Instant 
Internet Income video will show you how to tap into the online river of cash within 
hours of watching and show you how to become an Internet Deal Broker - the most 
incredible way I’ve ever seen to make the most money in the shortest amount of time.

Why not take control of your life right now, TODAY by taking advantage of this 
amazing opportunity? Join me - you won’t look back! Now for that evidence I 
promised you…

For their privacy, the names and addresses of purchasers have been deleted. 
This data is 100% verifiable. Each row on the database represents a sale. The 
dates and times of each sale are shown. This could have been done by 
anyone, anywhere with no cost, no skills and no product using this Instant 
Internet Income formula.

there.Thanks again."

- William Whitfield , FL



These are actual copies of my computer screen just 24 hours after a 
recent Internet project I ran using the secret I was told. I just followed 
instructions and banked $187,296 in that short time. This is just one of 
many successful projects I have run using the formula.

I would now like to share that formula with you - to show you how to do 
exactly the same as me - completely at my risk. I guarantee you will 
never find an easier or faster income opportunity than this. Let me 
prove it to you. Now it’s YOUR turn.

Sincerely,

Jim Sheridan

P.S. I really DO walk my talk - everything is 100% verifiable and you’re welcome to 
inspect everything. Let me show you how to copy my simple plan in the comfort of 
your own home at no-risk whatsoever with this amazing video and powerful bonuses 
with a 1 year guarantee. The free E-Bay profits bonus book ALONE has enough 
information to instantly create an income in your spare time! You really can’t lose. 
That’s how confident I am you’ll be totally delighted.



Make Your Own 
Software Swipe



Even if you don't know how to write a single line of code ... 

Create Your Own Software Program 

in 30 Minutes or Your Money Back

This startling new invention (Patent Pending) creates an infinite number of 

high-demand software programs which you can sell royalty-free at any price. 

"In less than 20 minutes from the time I got the
download instructions for 'Make Your Own Software' 

I had already created a fully-functional, working 

piece of software.  I don't even know a single line 

of programming code and I created professional 

software in a matter of minutes. Simply amazing!"

Jason Oman 
#1 Best-Selling Author of "Conversations with Millionaires" 

www.jasonoman.com 

From: 

Mike Chen 

Philadelphia, PA 

Friday, 9:12pm 

Have you ever dreamed of starting your own million dollar software empire?

Have you ever dreamed of waking up every morning to discover you've earned a few 

thousand more dollars while you were asleep? 

Wait ... 

Before you answer those questions, let's play a little game of "what if?" 

Let's see if you're the kind of person who is smart enough to benefit from this new 

invention.  Don't worry, not everyone is, but let's see if you are ... 

What if you owned your own million dollar software empire? 

What if you could easily crank out new software products to sell every day with little 

or no development time? 

What if those products were all high demand and extremely useful? 

What if you could sell them for any price at almost zero expense? 

What if you could do this without knowing a single line of software code yourself? 

What if you could do this without hiring a software developer to do it for you? 



What if all you had to do was ... 

Load up a "recipe"   

  Set a few options 

Click a button and ...   

Out pops an "exe file" ready for you to sell. 

And what if you could create as many of these programs as you like (the possibilities 

are infinite) and sell as many copies as you like at virtually no cost to you? 

And what if we didn't have to play any games of "what if?"  What if this were truly 

your reality? 

Are you ready for that question again?  I'll ask it again ... 

Have you ever dreamed of starting your own million dollar software empire? 

Of course you have ... Who hasn't? 

Some of the greatest fortunes in the world were made in software. 

Bill Gates 

Ross Perot 

Mark Joyner 

Steve Jobs 

And the list goes on ... 

Of course, you know about the great titans of software and the millions and billions 

they've made.  But what you may not know is that there is a small legion of people out 

there who have quietly become independently wealthy through selling software. 

I should know, I'm one of them! 

Just a few short years ago I was working my way through school as a clerk in a 

drugstore ... Since then I've done a few things I wanted to do my whole life: 

1.  I quit my life-sucking job. 

2.  I moved in to a posh luxury apartment. (see photo here) 

3.  I purchased my dream car.  (see photo here) 

4.  I'm living my life day-to-day as I want. 
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So, how did I get there? 

You know, it wasn't all that hard. 

One day I woke up and decided to go into business for myself selling software.  Three 

months later I was able to quit that dead-end job and start working for myself full time. 

One year later I was making 5 figures a month consistently, and I didn't have to put in 

12, 10 or even 8 hour days. 

All this just from selling electronic software products that you couldn't even hold in 

your hands. 

The really cool part was that I did all this without a big staff, and without much 

overhead at all.  I never allowed myself to get big enough to warrant all that, and it 

made all the difference for me. 

Looking back on it, it was really wonderful.  

No inventory. 

No products to ship. 

I didn't even have to be in the same location one day to the next. 

I consider myself quite lucky that my father taught me how to program software from 

the age of five.  It takes years to really know how to write good "code," but I had 

already mastered it by my early teen years. 

It didn't take me long to figure out why everyone else was failing ... 

I used to wonder why people to whom I taught my strategies and tactics couldn't 

always reproduce my success.  What I finally realized was that even though I could 

teach people what I did, there was one little missing piece of the puzzle they didn't 

have: 

I knew how to program software and they did not. 

They were all at the mercy of other software developers who would write the code for 

them and the results were sometimes catastrophic. 

Some developers would run their coffers dry with delay after delay. 

Some would provide worthless products that simply didn't work. 

Some would simply take the money and run. 

I was blessed in that I could create my own products out of thin air and simply bang 

out the code in a matter of days. 



"That's good for you, but I'm not a programmer!" 

That's where "Make Your Own Software" comes in. 

People have been asking me for years how I created my own software empire and I 

haven't held anything back.  I've been quite vocal about the tactics and methods I've 

used. 

Again, I finally realized that they couldn't reproduce my success because 

they didn't know how to write software. 

For a while I thought ...  That's it.  There's no way I can truly teach anyone how to 

duplicate my success unless I get into their heads and "download" the ability to write 

software right into their brains. 

Obviously, that's not going to happen any time soon! 

Then, in July of 2003, I was driving my old car (the hunk of junk 2003 "C32 AMG" 

Mercedes I traded in for my brand-new super sports car) on the highway (as I 

sometimes do to clear my head).  Something popped into my head that was so 

profound I nearly caused a wreck. 

Just a few times in our lives, we get a "Great Idea."  This was one of mine ... 

This great idea was nothing short of a method for creating a software program 

thatwrote other software programs. 

This is quite possibly the most powerful idea I had ever been blessed with. 

I mean, think about it ... 

If someone had a tool that allowed them to write their own software programs without 

any programming knowledge, is there any reason why they couldn't come out with a 

product today and start making money in just a few short days? 

There's absolutely no reason, of course.  In fact, when you read some of the features 

I've included in here, you'll see that there truly is no excuse for failure when armed 

with this software. 

Well ... that's not 100% true.  The only legitimate reason anyone wouldn't succeed 

with this would be if they didn't immediately purchase it, didn't use it, and didn't 

follow through on promoting the products they created. 

Before I tell you exactly how it works and some of the great features I've included, 

just read this success story (there are more further down). 

Makes Your Own Software 

Success Stories - Case File: "The College Kid" 



College Student Creates Software and Makes 

US$11,859.00** in Profit in 48 Hours 

  

"I wanted to see how much money I 

could make in 48 hours." 

Russell Brunson is a young college student who needed to earn 

some money to pay for his college tuition. 

He was chosen to beta test "Make Your Own Software" because he 

is an experienced entrepreneur with no programming experience. 

"Wednesday I received the beta copy of 'Make Your Own 

Software.'  Thursday in class I had an idea for a product called 

'Salesletter in a Box.' (salesletterinabox.com)  Thursday after 

wrestling  practice I came home and started on the product.  It took 

me about 55 minutes to create the 1st version of the software." 

The very next day, Russell put his new creation online for sale, 

using the exact same techniques described in the "Make Your Own 

Software" manuals. 

True to his nature as a competitive wrestler, he decided to issue 

himself a challenge: "Let's see how much money I can make in 48 

hours."  Russell emailed Mike about his progress as things 

progressed. 

"Mike, $3,582 in profit so far!" 

"Mike, this is great!  Now I'm up to $6,432." 

The final tally? 

"Mike, here's the final figure.  At the end of 48 hours I'm now up to 

$11,859.00 in profits." 



Can you reproduce Russell's success?  If a young college student 

with no programming experience can do it ... 

My challenge to you: Issue yourself a challenge and see if you can 

beat Russell's results. 

"Mike, this is nuts! My skepticism has turned 

to complete amazement... I saw it work! 

$11,859 in just two days!  I saw Russell do 

this from step one with my own eyes.  Mike, 

you have provided a magic pill for anyone who 

wants to make software fast and profit." 

Josh Anderson 

www.InternetBusinessIdeas.com 
 

I was talking to Rich Privorotsky on the phone a week after I came up with this idea 

and he told me about his ideas for ScrollBlast 2.0.  He wanted to hire a software 

developer to do this and was looking for my advice on how much he should pay them. 

NOTE: To verify that this was a real conversation with Rich Privorotsky and to confirm that he 

not only endorses this software but used it to create ScrollBlast 2.0, you can email him directly 

atrich@sidekicksalesman.com 

I was about to give him my standard answer, but then it struck me ... 

Before I tell you what I realized, here's the standard answer.  It's important that you 

know this: 

1.  The Cheap and Painful Way 

You can go to one of those "programmer finder" sites and pay someone around 

$1,000 or so.  However, even if the developers have great reviews many times you'll 

end up buying a lemon.  The work is either incomplete, or it's not done on time, or it's 

just plain bad.  I know people who have had to pay no less than 5 "cheap seat" 

developers for the same work before they got anything that was even remotely 

passable. 

Granted, there are cheap developers out there who do good work, but it takes time to 

find them. 

2.  The Expensive and Reliable Way 

If he knew a professional level software developer who would do the work with all 

the necessary beta-testing and revision, it would easily cost him $5,000 to $10,000 

before the job was done. 

Assuming this was a truly professional developer, the job would be done well, but 

he'd have to pony up a small chunk of investment capital ($10,000 isn't really all that 

much when you're talking about quality software development from scratch). 
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3.  The Learn It Yourself Way 

He could throw in the towel and learn to become a software developer like me.   Of 

course, it would probably take him about 10 years of full time study to get to a level 

even close to where I am. 

..... 

But, I didn't say any of that to Rich at all ... 

When Rich asked me, "How much should I pay?" I paused for a second and said ... 

"You know what ... ?  Nothing.  You should pay them nothing." 

I then went on to tell him about an option that didn't exist before: 

4.  The "Make Your Own Software" Way 

No, you don't have to suffer the frustrations and rip-offs that come with trying to find 

a decent developer. 

No, you don't have to invest thousands of dollars. 

No, you don't have to learn to program software code. 

You don't even have to hire a software developer or pay anyone a single dime. 

With "Make Your Own Software," you can create an infinite number of software 

creations with just three easy steps. 

"If I could go back in time 15 years to my 

start in business armed with just three 

possessions, without question one of them 

would be a copy of 'Make Your Own 

Software.'  There are more possibilities 

with this breakthrough tool than you have 

probably imagined.  Mike, this is a stroke 

of genius.  Bravo!" 

Mark Joyner 
#1 Best-Selling Author, Internet Marketing Pioneer, and a Man Who Has 

Sold Millions and Millions of Dollars of Software 

www.markjoyner.name 

 

"Make Your Own Software" Step 1: 
Create or Load a "Recipe" 

The possibilities here are nearly endless. 



This "recipe" can be almost anything that comes in the form of a text file. 

I'll give you some more examples later that will spark your imagination and give you 

a hint of the awesome power of this tool. 

You'll see that the recipes are actually really easy to create. 

"Make Your Own Software" Step 2: 
Select a Few Options 

You will want to establish a few "things" that people can do with your software.  This 

is really simple and I'll give you some real-world examples in a few minutes. 

"Make Your Own Software" Step 3: 
Click the "Make My Software!" Button 

OK, are you ready for the hard part?  Just move your mouse over the "Make My 

Software!" button and click on it. 

Phew!  I know that was tough. 

You're Done 
Out Pops an "EXE File" Which Can Be Run on Any Windows Machine 

You can now use or distribute the software you just created in any way you see fit. 

You'll never have to pay anyone any royalties. 

You'll never have to pay any software developers. 

Your head is probably already buzzing with possibilities, but let's spark your 

imagination even more. 

After telling Mark Joyner about this software he was so excited that he immediately 

called me within an hour of getting my email.  

He said, "Mike, you've created something incredibly powerful here, but you'll need to 

show people the possibilities before they'll believe you.  Give them some real-world 

examples of what they can do with this thing ..." 

NOTE: If you would like to verify that this was a real conversation I had with Mark Joyner 

himself, you can email his Personal Assistant at mark@aesop.com.  It's well-known that 

Aesop.com was Mark's old company (now closed) and his P.A. still gets email at that box 

(you'll need to verify the SpamArrest message you get in reply before she will see your 

message).  She will verify for you that Mark not only had this conversation with me, but that he 

strongly recommends "Make Your Own Software." 

Then for the next 15 minutes we brainstormed software ideas that could be created 

with "Make Your Own Software." 

This was one of the most exciting conversations I had ever had in my life! 
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In truth we came up with about 43 ideas in those short 15 minutes, and 20 of them 

were pure gold. 

Here they are.   20 software program ideas that you can create with "Make Your Own 

Software.' 

Keep in mind, the possibilities are endless.  These are just a few of the ideas we came 

up with. 

Before you read the examples, here's another success story for your 

enjoyment ... 

Makes Your Own Software 

Success Stories - Case File: "The Bermuda Niche" 

Bermuda Man Creates Niche Market in 22 

Minutes 

  

"You were right, Mike.  It's that 

simple." 

Sean Mullan (ecomis.net) is an entrepreneur who enjoys the 

beautiful weather of sunny Bermuda. 

He was asked to beta test "Make Your Own Software" and within 

minutes he was creating fully-functional professional software. 

"I used it right away using some of the templates you provided and 

BAM! I'm creating Business Invoice Creator software within 

minutes!" 

But he didn't stop there. 

Suddenly it struck him that there are a great number of restaurants in 

Bermuda and that they all had one thing in common: just like any 



restaurant, they all had menus. 

As you know, restaurants need to update their menus from time to 

time as tastes and times change and this can be an expensive 

process.  Because of this, many restaurants are printing out their 

menus on laser printers these days.  The problem is, you still need to 

have some skill to create a professional layout and this is something 

most restaurant owners don't have. 

Sean instantly put two and two together and with the help of "Make 

Your Own Software" created an instant niche market. 

"With a little HTML knowledge, I took one of the templates, 'spiced 

it up,' and BAM! I've created a Restaurant Menu Creator software 

with a personal touch ready to sell to my local restaurants on my 

island of Bermuda!" 

Just a quick look around your own town can uncover hundreds of 

niche markets you could satisfy with software you create with 

"Make Your Own Software." 

What will your niche be? 

  

20 Example Programs You Could Create Instantly with "Make Your 

Own Software" 

Remember, these are just 20 ideas I brainstormed with Mark.  The real possibilities 

are virtually limitless.  And this is all going to be a lot simpler than you can 

imagine.  Wait till you see a bonus I'm going to give you ... 

  

Brainstorm Idea #1: Sales Letter Creator 

You're going to laugh when you see how easy this is. 

You've no doubt seen a number of popular software programs out there that claim to 

create sales letters in the blink of an eye. 

Yep, these little babies are sold anywhere from $50 to $100 or more.  And I imagine 

that they sell like crazy.  I talk to people all the time and ask who wrote their copy and 

they say, "Oh, I used so and so's sales letter creator software.) 

I don't see the market for software like this ever fading away ... 



What It Does: Allows the user to instantly generate a sales letter.  Rather than having 

to slave away at copy aimlessly, it directs them down a quick and easy step by step 

process, they click a button, and poof! they have a salesletter. 

Pretty cool! 

Hey, wouldn't it be cool if you could say "(INSERT YOUR NAME HERE)'s Sales 

Letter Creator Software?" 

What the User Sees:  They are given a number of simple questions to answer about 

the product or service they are selling and then click a button.  Out pops the HTML 

for a web based salesletter. 

Who said copywriting was hard? 

How to Create:  The concept here is really simple. 

1.  Make the recipe: create a template for your standard sales letter.  This is really 

easy and could be done in Microsoft FrontPage or your favorite HTML editing 

software. 

2.  Next, identify which parts of the letter need to be changed by the user to 

customize it for their product.  These are your "variables." 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Not making sense yet? 

Don't worry, when you see "Make Your Own Software" it will all fall into 

place.  Once you "get it" it will be easier than you can imagine. 

Plus, we have a little bonus that will make it even easier for you ... 

Food for Thought:  What other kinds of sales letter or advertising material creating 

software could you create? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #2: Pop Up Window Creator 

As you know, this kind of software has generated millions of dollars in sales ... 



You may hate pop ups, but just remember that this is only one of an infinite number 

of possibilities.   Also, remember that there are some legitimate uses of pop ups as 

well (beyond annoying advertising tactics). 

What It Does: Allows the user to instantly generate the code required to put various 

types of "pop up" windows on their sites. 

What the User Sees:  They are given a number of options (like the size of the 

window, what action causes the window to open, the URL of the window contents, 

etc ...) and they click on "Generate."  The user is then given code to put on their site. 

Easy as can be! 

This kind of software is in high demand because most people don't have any idea how 

to write pop up JavaScript code for themselves. 

Can you think of any other possibilities?  I bet you can.  Read on ... 

How to Create:  Most people don't realize that free JavaScripts are widely available 

on the Internet.  Finding one that handles pop ups couldn't be easier.  These scripts 

usually have a number of options or "variables" that an end user can tweak. 

For example, if they want to make the window really small, all they have to do is 

adjust the size.  If they want to adjust the position of where the window shows up, 

they can do that, too.  All they have to do is adjust the "variables." 

With "Make Your Own Software," all you have to do is identify these variables and 

put in a special tag when you find one that you want to allow your users to change. 

Then you click on "Make My Software!" and an exe file (an executable Windows 

program like Microsoft Word, Internet Explorer, etc ...) is created for you. 

Is this over your head?   

Don't worry, it's a lot easier than you think (when you see the software, you'll 

see).  There are some even easier examples, and we have a little surprise for you later 

on that will show you how we make it even easier. 

Food for Thought: What about other types of scripts or HTML code?  Hmmm ... 

Let's see. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #3: Customer Invoice Creator 

If you have ever done business offline, you'll know that creating invoices for each of 

your customers can be a real pain. 

What if you had a little software program to automate this task for you? 



What It Does: Creates an instant invoice for your customers.  No more having to 

mess around in confusing accounting software or in Microsoft Word. 

How many of these little babies could you sell, I wonder? 

What the User Sees:  They are asked a few simple questions like "Name of Product, 

Price, Quantity, etc ...".  Then, they click "Generate" and out pops an invoice ready to 

print. 

Business is fun when everything is easy. 

How to Create:  This one's a little trickier, but it's not so bad once you get the knack 

for it. 

1.  Make the recipe: create an invoice template.  In order to keep the formatting 

consistent, I recommend using something like "CSS" in HTML.  If you don't know 

what that means, don't worry.  You could probably hire someone for about $50 or less 

to create this template for you. 

2.  Next, identify which parts of the invoice you want people to be able to change 

(like price, item, customer name, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Not making sense yet? 

Don't worry, when you see "Make Your Own Software" it will all fall into 

place.  Once you "get it" it will be easier than you can imagine. 

Plus, we have a little bonus that will make it even easier for you ... 

Food for Thought:  Are there any other types of business forms you could create 

automation software for?  How big is your target market for these programs?  (I 

imagine anyone who owns a business or has a job would be happy for you to 

automate some of their tasks for them.) 

  

Brainstorm Idea #4: eBooks 

It's funny. 



You could create your own eBooks with "Make Your Own Software" and so much 

more ... 

This "e-book creation software" out on the market costs as much more even more than 

what I'm asking for "Make Your Own Software" and doesn't come close to the 

capabilities of the tool you're about to hold in your hands. 

As you know, the ebook industry was pioneered by Mark Joyner over a decade ago 

and is now a billion dollar industry in its own right.  The demand for ebooks is going 

up and up. 

Just about everyone has an idea for a book and the ebook distribution model is the 

most cost effective and profit-producing model around. 

You could have your own ebook ready to sell in hours. 

What It Does: Displays an ebook for your customer to download and read on their 

computer. 

What the User Sees:  They are given a table of contents and chapters and pages to 

read - just like any ebook you see being sold online. 

1.  Make the recipe: this can be done using standard HTML with some JavaScript for 

navigation throughout the book.  Once you have one recipe, you could use it to crank 

out book after book in minutes. 

2.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

3.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

4.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #5: Super Affiliate Contact Letter Writer 

As you probably know, courting powerful super-affiliates is one of the most effective 

ways to promote your products. 

The problem is, sending out emails to each of those super affiliates is a time-

consuming task.  What if we could automate that somehow? 

What It Does: Spits out a customized letter to send to your potential super affiliate 

contacts. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few variables like the first name of 

the super affiliate, a personalized message to the super affiliate, product name, and so 

on ... 



How to Create:  It can't get much easier than this ... 

1.  Make the recipe: create a super affiliate letter template.  This is simply a text file 

with the standard contents of the letter you wish to send to the super affiliates. 

2.  Next, identify which parts of the letter you want people to customize (first name, 

personalized message, product name, and so on ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Still not making sense? 

Don't sweat it ... I'm going to give you a little bonus that will make all of this easier 

than you could possibly imagine. 

Food for Thought:  Hey, maybe you shouldn't sell this.  Maybe you should give this 

to the affiliates in your 2-tier affiliate program and let them use this as a prospecting 

tool? 

Can you think of any other possibilities?  I bet you can ... 

  

Brainstorm Idea #6: Web Army Knife 

I'm probably going to be making someone mad with this, but I guess I'll have to take 

that risk. 

Web Army Knife was one of the first products I ever created online.  I don't sell it 

anymore.  However, I sold thousands of copies at $37.77 before I gave control of the 

product to Dale Woodland. 

This little gem had a bundle of great little features - and you could create programs 

that do almost every single thing Web Army Knife did with "Make Your Own 

Software." 

Here is a short list of some of the things it could do: 

 The Mini Site Machine 
 The Web Site Colorer 
 The Deadline Creator 
 The Magic Word Jumpstarter 



 The Meta Tag Creator 
 Timed Bonus Popup 
 Affiliate Link Cloaker 
 The Popup Creator 
 Opt-In Alert Creator 
 Tell A Friend Creator 
 Favorites Adder 

You get the idea ... 

What It Does: A whole bunch of things!  (Hey, I didn't call it the Web Army Knife 

for nothing ... see the full list above) 

What the User Sees:  Each feature is a program in itself.  They simply fill in a few 

values and out pops what they want (deadline scripts, timed bonuses, etc ...) 

How to Create:  OK, since this one is so multi-faceted, I probably shouldn't get into 

those details here.  Suffice it to say, it's not too hard. 

In fact, it'll be easier than you realize when you see one of the bonuses I'm going to 

give you. 

Food for Thought:  What other kinds of "Army Knife" products could you sell?  

  

Brainstorm Idea #7: Madlibs Games 

Have you ever played Mad Libs when you were a kid?  They were great fun, weren't 

they? 

If you're not familiar with the concept, it's really simple. 

You ask your friends a series of questions like "Name an animal.  Name your arch 

enemy ..." And so on. 

Then, once your friend has answered all the questions, you read them the story they 

just created.  For example: 

"Joe Bob was found on Madison avenue today kissing a platypus.   Authorities said 

that ..." 

Get it? 

What It Does: Creates a fun Mad Libs style game. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to answer a few questions, just like in the Mad 

Libs game itself. 



Then, they click a button, and the answers to their questions are filled in to the blanks 

of the pre-written story. 

How to Create:  "Mike Chen says that this one is easier than Krispy Kreme 

donuts." 

1.  Make the recipe: create a mad libs style story template.  Just use a little 

creativity.  Maybe you can make a naughty one. 

2.  Next, identify which parts of the story you want people to be able to swap in the 

game. 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Wasn't that fun? 

There is no limit to the number of these games you could create. 

Food for Thought:  Are there any other games you could create with this? 

By now, it's likely that you're beginning to figure out how this works.  As you see, it's 

just not that hard to come up with innovative "Make Your Own Software" product 

ideas ... 

  

Brainstorm Idea #8: Greeting Card Creator 

Did you know that billions of dollars are spent on Greeting Cards each year? 

Electronic or printable greeting cards are starting to edge into this market.  In fact, 

electronic greeting cards are become more and more acceptable by people every day 

as the world becomes more digital. 

What It Does: Creates electronic or printable greeting cards. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few blanks like their name, the 

recipients name, the message to the recipient ... 

They click a button and then out pops the greeting card.  (You could use "Make Your 

Own Software" to create a tool for electronic greeting cards or printable greeting 

cards ... Or maybe something totally different I haven't imagined yet.) 



How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create a greeting card template.  (Look out Hallmark!) 

2.  Next, identify which parts you want the user to be able to customize (their name, 

recipients name, personal message  ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Will you be the next greeting card tycoon? 

You could create "creators" for as many different greeting cards as you like. 

Food for Thought:  To be honest, most of the greeting cards I've seen really suck! 

What if you could create some really cool and funny greeting cards?  Do you think 

people would be willing to pay you for that? 

I sure would. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #9: Viral System Creator 

Viral marketing was the big buzz word for the last few years ... Even though people 

aren't talking about it as much as they did one year ago, it sure hasn't lost its 

effectiveness. 

(It's funny how people follow the trends and simply forget what works.  Viral 

marketing works!) 

What if you could create a program that created a viral marketing system for 

someone?  How much could you sell that software for? 

What It Does: Creates a viral marketing system that someone can use to build up a 

stampede of traffic. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few blanks like the name of their 

viral system, the contents of the follow up emails that are sent, etc ... 

They click a button and then out pops some code they can load on to their site. 



How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: OK, let's get real.  This one won't be easy by anyone's 

standards.  You need to have the code for the viral system itself (like the source code 

for StartBlaze or something like that) and you need to know what values to change 

and where to put in the various tags. 

This would take the work of a skilled web-developer.  However once it's done ... 

2.  Next, identify which parts you want the user to be able to customize (the name of 

the system, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Can you say "Instant Viral Marketing?" 

I think I know a handful of people who would buy such a product in a hearbeat. 

Food for Thought:  OK, this one's obviously not easy (and would require the work of 

a web-developer), but does this open up some more possibilities for you?  What other 

kinds of server side code could you "Generate" for people on the fly? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #10: Check Printer 

If you've ever had to write hundreds of checks, something like this sure would come 

in handy. 

Not only could a tool like this print out hundreds of checks that you have to write for 

others, but it could also become an electronic payment system! 

You may not know this, but if someone gives you their "Routing Number," their 

"Account Number," a "Check Number" and authorization to draft a check from their 

account for a certain amount, you can print such a check and cash it! 

This is a form of electronic payment that a lot of people without merchant accounts 

use. 

What It Does: Prints up checks.  These can be checks from your account that you use 

to payout others, or they can be "electronic checks" you can use to accept electronic 

payments over the net. 



What the User Sees:  They are simply asked a few questions like "account number, 

amount, etc ...) 

They click a button ... Presto!  Out pops a valid check! 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: upload a check template.  Of course this would have to adhere 

to ABA banking standards.  I would recommend using something like CSS* in 

HTML to create such a template.  I believe these templates may even be freely 

available on the web.  

2.  Next, identify which parts you want the user to be able to customize (the name of 

the payee, the account number, etc.) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Can you say "Instant Money?" 

Anyone who needs to print off a large number of checks or wants to take electronic 

payments would love this software.  How much will you charge for it? 

Food for Thought:  Is there anything else people like to customize and print?  That 

should give you some more ideas for software you can create with "Make Your Own 

Software." 

  

Brainstorm Idea #11: Government Form Filler 

We all know what a joy it is to fill out those forms the government loves for us to fill 

out! 

I dream at night of the next opportunity I will have to fill out another 1099 or another 

W2! 

Haha, of course I'm kidding.  The fact is, the government needs for us to fill out these 

forms to make their lives easier (hey, they're working for me, I don't mind making 

their lives easier), so it's a "necessary evil" we must all endure. 

However, the process of filling out these forms sure is a heckuva lot easier if we don't 

have to fill them out by hand. 



What if we had a piece of software that simply asked us to type in a few fields and it 

printed the form out for us nice and easy? 

What It Does: Automates the process of filling out those beloved government forms. 

What the User Sees:  They are simply asked to type in the responses to each feild on 

the form ... 

They click a button ... Bang!  There's your government form.  Wasn't that easier than 

filling it out by hand? 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: upload a form template.  You'll have to check with the 

government agency in question to make sure it adheres to their standards.  There is 

probably going to be a specific lay out that they will require, so you'll want to get this 

right. 

Again, CSS* in HTML is probably the way to do this, since you can specify printable 

layout in CSS*. 

2.  Next, identify the parts of the form to be filled in (name, rank, serial number ... ;-) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Thank God for that software! 

If you've ever had to fill out a stack of government forms by hand, you probably 

would be ready to kill for a piece of software like this. 

Food for Thought:  Outside of government forms, there are probably thousands of 

other forms you could automate ...   Pretty big market space, huh? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #12: Marketing Plan Creator 

You'd be surprised by how many people don't have a marketing plan for their business. 

The fact is, many people don't even realize that they need one.  If they could be shown 

the benefits of such a plan, selling a program that created one for them would be a 

"slam dunk." 



Programs that do just that are on the market right now ranging from $100 to $500 a 

pop! 

What It Does: Automates the creation of a marketing plan for your customers. 

What the User Sees:  They are simply asked to respond to a series of questions about 

their business (What is your USP?  What are your primary promotional tactics?  etc ...) 

They click a button ... Kaboom!  Out pops a marketing plan they can use to begin 

dominating their market space. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create a marketing plan template.  Remember, this is simply a 

text file with some "blanks" to be filled in by your customer.  You simply set it up so 

they are asked a series of questions that will guide them through the process of 

fleshing out their marketing plan. 

2.  Next, identify the parts of the form to be filled in (USP, competitive benefits, 

etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Who said marketing had to be difficult? 

If you can think back to when you were first starting your business and didn't have a 

clue how to market your products and services, could you see yourself spending $100 

on a piece of software that would automate the creation of a marketing plan for you? 

I sure would have.  It would have saved me a whole lot of trial and error. 

Food for Thought:  What other kinds of plans could you create and sell?  An Internet 

Mareting plan?  An email marketing plan?  A product launch plan? 

How about things outside of the field of business and marketing? 

A wedding planner. 

A party planner. 

A college fund saving program planner. 



What else? 

Are you beginning to understand the awesome power of "Make Your Own Software?" 

How many valuable products could you create per week? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #13: WebPage-O-Matic 

Years ago Mark Joyner released the first fully automated instant web page creator 

called WebPage-O-Matic.  Curiously he didn't sell it, he gave it away for free.  I think 

he did this primarily for list building purposes. 

That is, people would have to sign up for his email list in order to unlock the 

software.   Hmm ... Was this how he built lists in the millions? 

Well, you could do that or sell it.  I've seen automatic templated web page software 

out there for sale anywhere from $20 to $150. 

I bet Mark Joyner never imagined that one day his "automatic web page builder" 

could be created instantly by an "automatic software builder!" 

What It Does: Automates the process of creating a website! 

What the User Sees:  They are simply fills in a few blanks (web page title, opening 

paragraph, etc ...) 

They click a button ... Shazam!  Out pops a website ready for them to upload. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create website templates.  Again, if you don't know HTML you 

could probably hire a high school kid to create one for you for about $20. 

2.  Next, identify the parts of the website to customize (company name, contact info, 

body copy, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Just about everyone wants a web page ... 



... but very few people actually have the skills to build one for themselves.  Do you 

think they'd like this kind of software? 

I talk to people every day who want a website and would be ecstatic if they were 

offered an instant web page builder. 

Food for Thought:  What other kinds of "o-matic" software can you create? 

Email Newsletter "o-matic?" 

Christmas Card "o-matic?" 

Is your head buzzing with the possibilities like mine is?! 

  

Brainstorm Idea #14: CIIM Order Page Creator 

If you've read the Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript (CIIM) by Mark 

Joyner,  you'll know that he created the gold standard for order forms that increase 

your sales like crazy. 

Just about anyone who knows what they're doing in business will model their web 

order forms after Mark's model.  That's what I do and it has made a huge difference in 

my sales. 

Since the CIIM sells for up to $197 not everyone has access to these findings.  I didn't 

read it until I purchase Mark's Farewell Package and received it as a product I had 

rights to sell. 

This is a product I'd use myself over and over again.  Whenever I create a new 

product for myself or a client, I use Mark's model as a standard.  If I had a program 

that would automate this process for me it could save me hours. 

What It Does: Automates the creation of CIIM style order page. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked a few questions about their product (list 

testimonials, product price, bonuses, etc ...) 

They click a button ... Hallelujah!  Out pops an order form modeled after the most 

Internet Marketing order form ever created - guaranteed to boost your sales. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create an order form template based on Mark Joyner's model in 

CIIM (see below for a nice surprise.) 

2.  Next, identify the parts of the form to be filled in (product price, bonuses, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 



4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Can you say "Instant Sales Boost?" 

What is worth to someone if they can increase their sales by just a few percentage 

points?  What would a mere ten percent increase in sales mean to someone in a year's 

time? 

Anyone who sells anything on the Internet would be crazy not to purchase this kind of 

software. 

Food for Thought:  Are there any other types of proven marketing practices that you 

could template and automate? 

The potential money in these products is absolutely huge.  This goes way beyond 

simple "How To" products ... 

  

Brainstorm Idea #15: Certificate Creator 

People who offer certifications or awards of any type find themselves having to type 

of hundreds of certificates at a time.  If the certificate is pre-printed, they have to do 

this with an antiquated type-writer and find themselves frustrated by having to type 

slowly in order to avoid mistakes. 

This is an incredibly frustrating process! 

What It Does: Automates the creation of certificates. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few simple fields (name of recipient, 

date, etc.) 

They click a button ... There it is!  Out pops a certificate ready to print or post on the 

web. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create a certificate template.  If you want to print it, I 

recommend using CSS*.  If you want to post it on the web, standard HTML will do. 

2.  Next, identify the parts of the certificate to be filled in (name, date, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 



4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

You are now a "Certified Master of Software Creation." 

You could sell this to people who teach courses of any sort.  They may very well be 

handing out certificates for their training, and if so, this will automate the process for 

them. 

Or maybe you could just use the product yourself.  Can you think of any interesting 

marketing implications of handing out certificates to your customers? 

Food for Thought:  What about redeemable certificates?  What if someone were to 

hand out "Free Copywriting Critique Certificates" or redeemable free service 

certificates of various types? 

Wow ... If you spark your customer's imagination just a little bit, you could get them 

to salivate for such software. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #16: eZine Creator 

Unless you have been living under a rock for the last few years, you most certainly 

know about the benefits of running your own email newsletter. 

It's probably the quickest and easiest way to get low-cost sales known to man. 

The problem is, most people don't have a clue where to start.  The process of writing 

an ezine can be really annoying and confusing.  It sure would be nice if someone 

made it a step-by-step fill in the blanks kind of process. 

What It Does: Automates the creation of an eZine (email newsletter). 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few blanks (from name, subject line, 

and so on ...) 

They click a button ... You've got mail!  Out pops an ezine ready for them to send to 

their list. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create an email newsletter template.  (Shouldn't be too hard - 

just find a few that you like and model your format after them.) 



2.  Next, identify the email they need to fill in (from line, subject, opening line, 

advertisement, etc ...) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Say Hello to Instant Profits 

Just about everyone I talk to dreams of starting their own Internet business.  This is 

the key to running a successful Internet business and you can now sell an automation 

tool to make running an email newsletter a snap. 

Food for Thought:  What other types of Internet Marketing processes could you 

automate? 

Or ... what other types of newsletters could you automate?  If you use CSS* you could 

automate a printable newsletter as well. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #17: Restaurant Menu Creator 

The trend these days with a lot of the cooler and hipper restaurants is to constantly 

change the menu.  Many of these menus are drawn up by hand.   Or, if they go to the 

trouble of getting them typeset, it's a big expensive process each time. 

What if they could simply fill out a new menu on their computer each time and print 

them up on their laser printer on nice paper? 

What It Does: Automates the creation of a restaurant menu. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few blanks (appetizer items, main 

dish items, desserts, drinks, and so on ...) 

They click a button ... You're cookin' with gas!  Out pops a menu ready to print. 

How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create a menu template.  You could do this in CSS* (if it's to be 

printed) or in HTML (if it's an online menu). 

2.  Next, identify the items they need to fill in (appetizers, entrees, deserts, and so 

on ...) 



3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

You're the Hero of Your Local Restaurants, and ... 

Did you know that there are millions of restaurants the world over? 

Food for Thought:  Can you think of any other tedious process that could be 

automated for the businesses you see every day?  Next time you drive down the street 

take notice of the businesses you see on the side of the road and then imagine what 

they may need ... 

That's a fun and profitable process! 

  

Brainstorm Idea #18: Joke ID Card Creator 

This one is just pure fun.  Your customer could use this to create fun party favors or 

Club ID Cards ... 

Imagine everyone who walks in to a party getting a funny ID card.  For example: 

Richard Donlin 

Official Underwear Inspector 

Mary Joseph 

Queen of Her Own Mind 

... and so on. 

Pretty fun, huh? 

If your customers run clubs, they could use this software to print out membership 

cards as well. 

What It Does: Automates the creation of a joke (or real) ID cards.  (Just don't use it 

to make fake official IDs!) 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few options (name, title, etc ...) 

They click a button ... You're a card-carrying-member!  Out pops an ID card ready for 

fun and profit. 



How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create your ID card template (Again - if it will be printed, use 

CSS*). 

2.  Next, identify the values they need to fill in (name, title, etc.) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Say Hello to Instant Fun and Profit 

Can you imagine some other interesting possibilities? 

Food for Thought:  Beyond ID cards, what other kinds of "cards" could you 

automate? 

What about name tags? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #19: Business Card Creator 

Just about everyone with a job or a business needs a business card. 

And I think that covers a pretty wide range of the world population! 

Do you think people would like a tool that would allow them to print out their own 

business cards without having to go through the annoying process of having it done at 

the printers? 

I think the fact that business card creation software abounds proves this fact. 

And contrary to popular belief, just because there is some competition out there 

doesn't mean that there is no market for your product left.  That proves that the market 

exists! 

What It Does: Automates the creation of business cards. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few options (name, title, phone 

number, etc ...) 

They click a button ... You're in business!  Out pops a business card ready to print. 



How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create your business card template(s) (Again - if it will be 

printed, use CSS*). 

2.  Next, identify the email they need to fill in (name, title, contact info, etc.) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

Do you think it would be difficult to sell this software? 

I think it's safe to say that the market for this software is absolutely huge. 

Food for Thought:  What if you could create some really cool business card designs 

that people haven't seen before?  How about a business card template that will boost 

your response? 

For example, many business cards have special messages on the back that will inspire 

someone to call you.  Do you think that would increase the response you get when 

you hand out your cards? 

  

Brainstorm Idea #20: Business Valuator Creator 

Anyone who has ever owned a business has dreamed of selling one as well. 

The problem is, most people don't have a clue what the value of their business is. 

With some JavaScript, you could run a little tool on your site that calculates the value 

of a business for someone. 

What if there was a little tool that created the script that did this?  They could 

customize the JavaScript and call it "Joe Bob's Business Valuator." 

What It Does: Customizes a business valuation JavaScript for someone to run on 

their site. 

What the User Sees:  They are asked to fill in a few options (name, contact info, etc.) 

They click a button ... Big bucks!  Out pops a JavaScript that will help someone 

calculate the value of their business. 



How to Create:  

1.  Make the recipe: create a business valuation JavaScript (if you know the formula, 

finding someone to create this JavaScript for you shouldn't be too hard). 

2.  Next, identify the fields they need to change (name, contact info, special message, 

etc.) 

3.  Label these "variables" with a special tag I'll give you (don't worry, it's really easy.) 

4.  Load your recipe in to "Make Your Own Software." 

5.  Set a few options (like the questions you want to ask them for each variable). 

6.  Click "Make My Software!" 

Out pops your program ready to sell or use as you see fit. 

How many webmasters would want such a script on their website? 

Just about anyone teaching business "How To" would probably love to have this. 

Food for Thought:  You could create tools to customize just about any type of script 

in existence! 

Just take a look at all of the "Creator" programs out there and you'll get a sense for 

how huge this market is. 

  

Brainstorm Idea #21: Your Idea Here! 

Look, these are just a few of the ideas two people came up with in a short phone 

conversation. 

What could you create with this software? 

If one of the products you created didn't sell, who cares?  Take a few more minutes 

and create another one! 

There's something powerful about having a large number of products available to 

sell.  Think about it ... If you have 10 products that each earned you $100 a month, 

that's $1,000 a month in your pocket. 

What if you could add 5 new products to your repertoire each month?  That's like 

giving yourself a $500 raise each month.  At the end of the year, that would be, let's 

see ... 

$6,000 a month? 



Keep in mind, these were only the best 20 of the 43 ideas Mark Joyner and I 

brainstormed in a single 15 minute conversation. 

This should give you an example of the types of things that you can do with "Make 

Your Own Software" and help you understand exactly how it works. 

The real possibilities are truly endless.  Once you understand how the system works, 

you can create an infinite number of possibilities within those parameters. 

IMPORTANT: Please Do Not Go Further Without Reading The Following 

Paragraph 

Yes, there are some catches and warnings: 

3 Warnings 

Warning #1: Yes, There are Some Limitations to This Software 

As you have probably figured out by now, there is a particular format 

which your creations will have to conform to. 

However, once you get that format, you'll realize that there are truly 

unlimited possibilities within it. 

There is no limit to the number or type of programs you could create 

with this program.  However, there are guidelines you must follow. 

It makes sense, right?  You can't write a book in Chinese if you have the 

English alphabet. 

Warning #2: I Have No Idea How Much Money You Will Make 

With This 

If you are getting the impression in this letter at any point that I'm 

guaranteeing you will earn x dollars per month or any other such clap-

trap, let me clear that up right now. 

No one can guarantee that you'll make money with anything, and if they 

do, they're not only deceiving you, they're breaking the law. 

I don't know how motivated you are, and I don't know how well you will 

promote the products you create, so how could I predict that? 

Only you will be able to answer those questions. 

However, I can say that anyone with a little creativity could easily create 

a new product every single day.  Heck, they could probably do more 

than that, but let's not get too ambitious. 



Warning #3:  Qualified Customers Only 

Before you will be given the opportunity to purchase this software, you 

must first check to see if you qualify. 

Only customers who meet a certain set of qualifying criteria will be 

allowed to purchase this software. 

I'm sorry for this, but this must be done to weed out people who do not 

possess the minimum skills required to make themselves successful with 

this software. 

If I don't think this product is right for you, I don't want to waste your 

time by selling you something that you don't need.  Fair enough? 

Do you think you have what it takes to qualify? 

If so, please read on. 

.... 

Still with me? 

Great! 

Before I give you the Qualification Questionnaire and show you the current asking 

price, here are some other things you'll need to know: 

Included Bonuses 

I'm not going to bother trying to put a monetary value on these bonuses.   Frankly, if I 

put down what these bonuses were really worth you probably wouldn't believe me 

anyway. 

Bonus #1: 

Templates and Instructions for 20 Brainstorm Ideas 

Remember the 20 ideas I listed above? 

Well, just to prove that those ideas are not just pie-in-the-sky possibilities, I'll include 

complete "recipes" and tutorials for creating every single one of those ideas. 

That's right, you'll have 20 products ready to sell from Day 1. 

Even if you don't have any ideas of your own you could simply create products based 

on these recipes and be ready to fly in minutes. 



Heck, even if you were to purchase these products themselves (not to mention the 

ability to sell the products themselves royalty-free) that would probably cost you 

more than what I'm asking for this software. 

Bonus #2: 

Complete Step-by-Step Software Creation Guide 

This guide will show you step-by-step how to create software using "Make Your Own 

Software."  Frankly this guide and the program itself are all that you need to get 

started immediately. 

Bonus #3: 

How to Sell Software Online Guide 

We'll show you how to do it all from A to Z. 

How to create your idea. 

How to turn it into reality (using "Make Your Own Software" of course). 

How to put it up for sale online and fulfill it instantly (using an inexpensive service 

called ClickLocker ...).  

(People could be purchasing your software while you sleep and you will have systems 

in place that will fulfill it instantly.  You'll have customers that you've never even 

talked to!) 

How to take orders and receive payments without a merchant account. 

(You'll be up and running making real money in no time.) 

Bonus #4: 

My Product Idea Goldmine 

This little manual will break down the various types of software you can create with 

"Make Your Own Software" and even show you where you can find thousands of free 

software scripts that you can put to use immediately. 

Bonus #5: 

One Week Free Membership to ClickLocker 

ClickLocker is a fantastic subscription service that will allow you to lock down your 

products to the machine of the person who purchased them.  This will allow you to 

prevent piracy and theft of your creations and shut down people who try to steal your 

work by asking for unfair refunds. 

OK, Let's Put it All Together ... 



Your 3 Steps to Success 

OK, let me make it even clearer for you. 

There are really only three steps you need to know about and the 

above bonuses, will guide you through every one of them. 

1.  Generate an Idea 

I've included full documentation on several techniques for 

generating ideas out of thin air that will leave you head spinning. 

You will be amazed by how easy it is to generate ideas for products 

and services you could create with Make Your Own Software. 

Even rank novices and people with no marketing or programming 

experience are surprising themselves with how quickly and easily 

they can generate ideas for software programs using my techniques. 

2.  Turn That Idea into Reality 

I've included full documentation on that as well.  As you can see 

from the success stories above, you can turn your ideas into reality 

in record time using "Make Your Own Software." 

3.  Turn That Reality into Money 

I've got you covered there, too.  I've included a complete manual 

that shows you step by step how to set up your software for sale on 

the net and how to generate sales. 

These are the exact steps that Russell Brunson and our other success 

stories followed. 

Secret: this is actually the exact formula that Mark Joyner himself 

used!  You're minutes away from learning that formula yourself. 

If you're still not convinced, don't worry.  I've taken away all the 

risk.  You don't even have to make a decision now, because you can 

try it out and change your mind later. 

  

You Have Absolutely Zero-Risk 

Your Purchase is Guaranteed and Protected in Two Ways 

I'm so confident you will be delighted with this product that I shall guarantee your 

purchase in three different ways. 



Guarantee #1 

3 Times Your Money Back! 

Based on the success others have had and the feedback I've been receiving, 

I'm pretty confident I can make this guarantee: 

1.  Download "Make Your Own Software"  ... 

2.  Make your own software creation ... 

3.  Follow my complete instructions ... 

I've included everything you need:  a.  How to generate endless 

ideas.  b.  Hot to turn them into reality.  c.  How to turn them into money. 

4.  If after following all of my instructions precisely (including my advice 

about how to market and promote your software creations) if you are unable 

to make even a single sale of your new software creation, I'll give you 

triple your money back. 

However, I have to warn you - you must follow all of my instructions 

precisely.  You can't expect to sell a software program online without proper 

marketing and promotion, so it's vital that you do exactly as I say. 

Anyone making a claim on this guarantee will, of course, have to prove that 

they followed all of my instructions precisely.  It's only fair, right? 

Guarantee #2 

60 Day Money Back Guarantee 

You have a full 60 days to test out the software and see if it's for you. 

If at any time during the first 60 days you are unsatisfied or are unhappy with your 

purchase for any reason just let me know.  I'll be happy to provide you with a 

prompt and courteous refund of the full purchase price on the spot. 

Keep in mind that if I do issue a refund the software will no longer work.  It's only 

fair, right? 

Makes Your Own Software 

Success Stories - Case File: "The Hype Police" 

Hard-Nosed Internet Lawyer Creates 

Software Program in Under One Hour 

http://www.makeyourownsoftware.com/quiz.php?s=bm1127&t=&ex1=&ex2=


  

"'Make Your Own Software' is the 

best concept I've seen in all the 

years I've been online." 

"I'm sitting here as excited as I've been in a long time." 

It takes a lot to get a guy like Bob Silber (bobsilberletter.com) to get 

excited about something in Internet Marketing. 

Bob is widely recognized as the world-leading authority on Internet 

Marketing law and legal counsel to the net's most successful 

marketers.  He's the guy people turn to when they want to make sure 

their websites are in legal compliance with the law, so he's not a 

guy you would turn to if you want noisy hype. 

In fact, he's the guy who tells you to tone down your salesletters to 

keep you out of hot water with the FTC and other regulatory 

agencies. 

His client list reads like a "who's who of Internet Marketing."  With 

a reputation like that, you could imagine he doesn't throw around his 

endorsements lightly. 

Here's what Bob told us: 

"I knocked out a 'Sales Letter Deadline Generator' in under an hour. 

You simply fill in a half dozen quick pieces of info, telling the 

Generator what you want made and it knocks out the code, ready to 

copy and paste into your Web site. It's the easiest way to make one 

of those countdown timers that provide the urgency for any 

marketing offer.  I can hardly wait to start my second piece of 

software. 

"'Make Your Own Software is the best concept I've seen in all the 

years I've been online.  This will take the Internet by storm." 

  

OK then, so how do you qualify for this product? 

How do you find out if you are one of the lucky few who will be selected for 

ownership? 



I've created a short quiz and I'll let you know instantly if you qualify ... 

Click here to take the 60 second qualification quiz. 

Good luck! 

 

Mike 

Mike Chen 

"Make Your Own Software" 

P.S.  Remember,  this offer will in fact disappear.  It could happen at any minute 

without warning.  Depending on how well sales go, it could happen today - it could 

happen 10 days from now - it could happen in three months.  I just don't 

know.  However, what I do know is that once I feel like I have enough orders to 

handle comfortably, I'll pull the plug. 

So, check today to see if you qualify. 

 

http://www.makeyourownsoftware.com/quiz.php?s=bm1127&t=&ex1=&ex2=
http://www.makeyourownsoftware.com/quiz.php?s=bm1127&t=&ex1=&ex2=


Membership Swipe



"Get ALL The Tools You Need To Supercharge 
Your Business NOW And Achieve Unlimited 

Wealth Both On - And Off - The Net 

 

 
 

If you want to turbo-leverage your business and profits, join our elite "Inner Circle" 
group now. As a member, you'll get: 

 ALL the cutting-edge technology marketing techniques that have earned Mike 
Enlow and his students millions of dollars - The exact same power-packed 
secrets that others have paid as much as $15,000 apiece for. 

 The "brains" of the world's top 50 million dollar achievers to answer your every 
marketing question instantly. Our new "artificial intelligence" creation gives you 
the the answer to your virtually ever marketing question/problem with the click of 
a button. 

 Ongoing updates, tips, and techniques to keep you on the "bleeding edge" of 
technology marketing for a full year to hone your marketing teeth until they're 
piranha-sharp. 

 Our "Bulletproof" No-Risk Guarantee: You are guaranteed a minimum return of 
ten times your membership fee - or you pay nothing - no strings attached, no 
loopholes. It's that simple. 

  Featured "Testimonial Of The Week": 

"I became a member and I have never read/seen/heard anything 
that got me so fired up and excited! I didn't think there was another 
business in the world which could take my attention off my own, 
but this has! 

The information IS worth much more than he charges. It is new, 
fresh and the concepts are very simple to implement - you really 
can make money out of nothing. This is life-changing stuff. One of 
the things that struck me is the spirit of generosity with which he 
approaches things. This is not just another 'how to do it' it is a 
complete ROADMAP to wealth and believe me it creates a 
win/win/win situation which snowballs! 

I have personal evidence of their skill Marketing, they did a 
complete makeover of my site earlier this year, and took my sales 
to a phenomenal level overnight putting me into the 6 figure 
income bracket in under a year. My sales ratio is 8 hits to 1 sale! 

My press release written by them is now being used as a case 
study for their Inner Circle members (this Press Release went all 
around the world and created such a flood of orders I did not have 
time to print one off the server before the next arrived - THAT was 
a happy few days!  :-) So, Masters of Marketing changed my life 
once already when they re-worked my site, now they have done it 
again. It is seriously valuable information"   -- Lynda Gorman, 

NZ  huggers@es.co.nz 

 



Click Here For *Many* More Testimonials 

 
From:  The Desk of Michael E. Enlow  
           Masters of Marketing 
           Marketing Technologies & Innovations  
           Magnolia, MS  

Print and read the letter below very carefully...  It will literally change your life... 
Michael E   

Dear Friends:  

Thousands of you at different seminars asked me to call or write if I ever discovered a 
way to guarantee you great success! Well, read carefully, I'm calling, writing, now. The 
time has come…  

This letter is absolutely - without a doubt - the most important letter I've every written you. 
Finally, I can say I've created the ultimate way for you to achieve greater success than 
ever before. Everyone wants what I have for you, and not only will you get it – but you'll 
even make money giving others a tip about this incredible creation.  

I'm about to share with you a revolutionary breakthrough you'd not believe if I weren't 
living proof that anyone regardless of their age or education can achieve many millions of 
dollars in success. I've done it my friend, and now you will too!  

So What's This All About, You Ask? 

To explain, let me ask you a question. What would you think if you saw an ad like this in 
Direct Marketing News?  

America's Top Spy Ravages the Minds of Marketing Millionaires   
And Uses Artificial Intelligence to Create Great Wealth!  

That's it in a nutshell, and this is real, my friend. Technology is phenomenal, and has 
finally become such that we can now give you my education – the very same education I 
used by investigating all the experts – allowing you to simply USE THE SAME 
KNOWLEDGE AND ADVICE I DID – to create great wealth.  

As you may know, I was a private detective before I decided to do something great with 
my life… I then sought out the best-of-the-best experts in marketing, those who had 
achieved great success and used my talent to find motivations that enabled me to meet 
with many of them one on one – seeking the answers that eventually led to my own 
millions in sales and success.  

I retired some time ago, but during the past couple of years, I've been digging through 
my vast library and building my next incredible breakthrough! This is what you are about 
to discover…  

Yes, Mike Enlow Unveils the First EVER Fully Artificial Intelligence Process to 
Accumulating Wealth – And Vows to Create ANOTHER – 300 Millionaires during 

2001-2002!  

As one of the most successful and highest paid Private Detectives/Legal Investigators 



and Information Brokers in the history of the US, I've gathered the intelligence necessary 
to now provide anyone with the answers they must have to achieve great wealth.  

I learned the secrets everyone in America (and otherwise for that matter) wants most, 
and so few find... How to achieve total financial independence. This has been the 
absolute most in-depth, difficult, but rewarding investigation I've ever done. I've become 
personal friends with and learned from most of the savvy marketers of the past 
decade. . . 

But Little Did Anyone Know - Enlow Was Taking Over...   
Cornering The Market – Eliminating Your Need for ANYTHING ELSE!  

You read that right… Once you have what I've prepared for you, you will no 
longer want or need anything you've ever bought to help you get ahead… Yes, you can 
throw away all those books, tapes, videos, quit attending seminars, quit paying 
copywriters, stop watching late night infomercials, stop wasting money on "get rich quick" 
offers, stop responding to all the BS spam "hype" ads on the net – FINALLY, you can 
have:  

Mike Enlow's Complete Archived Investigation of   
Everything You need To Achieve Incredible Success!  

And if you follow my instructions – you'll create a volume of cash flow unlike anything you 
may have ever imagined – just getting the word out that we've made a way for anyone to 
STOP wasting time and money – and spend their time as part of our team, which will 
only make you even more money.  

Why Is Creating Cash Flow So Simple For Some 
And A Near Impossibility For Others? 

One by one I investigated and "preserved" the knowledge of these most incredible giants 
in marketing to learn what makes creating cash flow so simple for some and a near 
impossibility for others... Why only one in seventy thousand who enter direct mail make 
it... Why 99% of America fails to leverage their businesses fully... Why so few self 
publishers ever get anywhere... Why inventors fail so miserably... Why investors often 
lose so much on poor judgment... and on and on and on.  

Five Years and Thousands of Diligent Work Hours Later - I Now Have The 
Complete Archived "Ultimate Resource" Of How Anyone Can Tap Into Incredible 

Cash Flow - Guaranteed!  

I've earned a fortune during this most fascinating investigation, using the very same 
techniques you are about to discover. There's nothing in the world like knowing how to 
turn a 33 cent postage stamp, or a targeted email message into huge dollars - How to 
find the hidden or overlooked assets in your business and turn them into major money in 
less than a month - How to get to the right people anytime you want and get whatever 
you need to achieve success.  

Now You Have A Chance to Gain Wealth Faster and Easier than You Ever 
Imagined: I've Cleverly Created the "Artificial Intelligence Product" of The Century. 
One Which Will Empower You to Unlimited Answers (And Collectively Billions of 

Dollars of Advice) For Chump Change...  

Finally, no more seminars... No more watching days of video... No more paying high 
consulting fees... No more competition... And most importantly - No More FAILURE!  

Imagine being able to tap into the mind power of the pro's who earn millions - those who 
charge thousands just to talk to you on the phone - anytime you want! What I've created 



for you is worth hundreds of thousands of dollars in "actual value" not counting what you 
can do with it to create wealth for yourself - your friends - your clients. And even if you 
don't now consider yourself an expert marketing consultant, you will... You can easily use 
my new "artificial intelligence" ingenuity to create wealth for yourself and others...  

People will actually beg you to help them once you have this secret source of 
knowledge in your possession.  

OK, OK... Enough of the curiosity. What is this "magic pill..." - "This breakthrough idea" – 
this new source of "artificial" intelligence that takes the intelligence out of earning 
millions? I'll tell you.  

While everyone's been so busy trying to tap into the profit stream of what I was doing in 
the early '90's – what many called the "marketing breakthrough of the century; electronic 
marketing" I've covertly created the only marketing tool you'll ever again need...  

The Final Episode... Mike Enlow's True Marketing Breakthrough of the 
Century... The One That WILL Go Down In History!  

I've searched the world over, spent countless hours and dollars to gather rights to some 
of the very best training lectures, reports, newsletters, videos, audio's, transcripts of 
consultations, etc., of many of the world's top multi-million dollar marketing experts, and 
created a way for you to receive approximately 75,000.00 worth of seminar training, 
teleconference calls, speeches, written reports, sample ads, consultations, etc., and 
placed it all on the net for you to access via computer – anytime you want it – 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, via RealAudio(r), RealVideo(r), and Portable Document Files(pdf). -
BUT even better, created a sales system for you to get involved during the launch of this 
project so you can share in the profits as we get off the ground.  

Imagine how many entrepreneurs who spend several thousand dollars a year will 
appreciate how I've taken ONLY THE BEST of the tutors, and created a summary of all 
you need, to succeed at what you are doing… written hundreds of hours of this high 
priced, valuable information, all composed from my investigation of the best in the 
business.  

Yes, literally hundreds of hours of powerhouse information - information that can answer 
almost any questions you may have from this day on... And to make it usable to 
everyone, we've designed it to work with almost all platforms; IBM, Mac, or other… Now, 
anyone can use this amazing new compilation of expert advice, instruction, and guidance 
without the need to understand complex computer programs.  

Everything you need for creating and/or marketing your product, all on one server, all 
available by clicking a few buttons, and have everything earning money like the "big 
boys" in a flash! Finally, 'billions of dollars of collective advice" from ALL THE EXPERTS 
immediately - in seconds!  

Imagine accessing the knowledge of all the experts all at once... in minutes to get 
answers and advice to almost any marketing question you may ever have...  

Featuring:  

Ted Nicholas, Gary Halbert, Ted Thomas, Phil Kratzer, Dan Kennedy, Brad & Alan Antin, 
Kyle Hunter, Carl Galletti, Scott Zuckman, Mark Nolan, Sheila Danzig, Paul Hartunian, 
Harv Eker, Brian Keith Voiles, Mike Roth, Mark Victor Hansen, Bill Myers, Russ Von 
Hoelscher, Dan Poynter, Wade Cook, Yours truly, and many other top-notch pro's 
who've earned millions with their ingenious marketing concepts. . . and asked I not reveal 
their names... This is just too hot - and their fees are normally much too high for you to 



acquire this kind of powerful information for the small investment I require...  

You'll just have to see this in action to understand the power of what it can do in creating 
wealth. The experts all have a "piece" of the puzzle you need. It would take you years 
and thousands of dollars to even attempt to  "find all the pieces"… but not anymore. 
With our new creation you have a miracle consultant available 24 hours a day - with all 
the answers you've been looking for…   

I don't believe that there is any other human being in the world with as much 
relevant marketing, internet marketing, private investigation, and technology 
research knowledge that I have packed between my ears, and here's a *crucial* 
point: 

It is the sum-total of all of this knowledge combined that has propelled me to the top of 
the marketing and financial world. Those that have tried (and failed) to imitate my 
success have only had partial pieces to the puzzle no matter how hard they tried - until 
now. 

How To Use Technology Marketing To *Explode* Your Profits Both On And Off The 
Net 

We are now entering what I call the "Third Wave" of internet marketing. The marketing 
medium and the technology is finally maturing to the point that it can be utilized for 
maximum advantage. 

-And I'll teach you my best-kept secrets I've used to earn millions for myself and my 
clients: 

 How I begin with NOTHING and create profit centers, back to back, with what I 
call my "from vapor to riches marketing system". I've earned millions of dollars 
with this system, and I've leveraged companies to the tune of hundreds of 
thousands with my hourly consultations. And on the material you'll receive I'm 
going "all the way" to help you... 

 How I use technology to pre-write my ads for me - and how you can do the same 
thing once you know my secret. (By letting technology find the answers you need 
ahead of time, the ad writes itself! Once you scientifically know exactly what your 
customers wants and exactly what they're willing to spend for it, you just can't 
miss!)  

 Using online press releases to *explode* your online sales - even if your press 
release doesn't get printed! We've increased our client's sales by as much as a 
factor often - overnight, instantly.  

 The "Top-Secret" closing twist we've used that has increased our clients' sales 
closing ratio online to *consistently* be as high as 10% from visitors to their web 
site. (If you're familiar with typical online conversion ratios, you know that this 
kind of rate is virtually unheard of!)  

 "Copy v.s. Concept": How I've gotten as high as a 52% response and 21.7% 
conversion (sales) to a sales letter selling a $5,000 product. (And how you can 
use this same method to break any previous sales records you've ever had.)  

 Frankenstein Marketing - "Building the perfect selling beast" and making more 
sales for more money. (Advanced marketing strategies that can double or even 
triple your sales while increasing your price at the same time.)  



 How I've earned as much as $229,958 in a single day, and the little used 
psychological weapon that you must use to draw this kind of response. (Hardly 
anyone knows how to use this simple-to-implement tool correctly, and I'll show 
you exactly how to do it.)  

 How to legally, ethically, and morally reach into your customer's pocket and 
remove their wallet. (Little used "no-risk" selling propositions that your customers 
literally can't say no to.)  

 Why most people fail when trying to imitate what I do - And why what I'm 
providing you now will finally remove that barrier to your success.  

 Ultra advanced internet marketing strategies that can help you pull in the most 
cash now. In the ever changing internet arena, last month's marketing strategies 
are yesterday's news. (Some of the top selling marketing materials online are 
years out of date. Don't waste your time, effort, and money chasing after 
methods that stopped working a year ago.)  

 Learn the *truth* about technology marketing, and how the "pipe dream" that 
you've most likely been sold by the media and countless marketers has led you 
astray from the core methods I teach that work like a champ for myself and my 
clients. 

 How I earned an extra $100,000 by "accidentally" letting people steal my 
newsletter! (Crafty ways to expand your customer base - NO ONE ELSE will 
show you how to pull off these sneaky techniques, because no one else knows 
how to do it!) 

 The current usefulness of newsgroups that no one realizes, and how you can 
use them to create "instant products" that you can actually give away and still 
make money from without lifting a finger. (Hint: There is no marketing involved in 
the newsgroups - this is a "no-brainer" to create instant multiple revenue streams 
by helping others.)  

 How to use subconscious neuro-linguistic programming techniques, and how to 
invisibly insert it into your copywriting to automatically boost response without 
your prospect ever knowing what hit them. (This is truly a 21st-century marketing 
weapon that you need to stay on the cutting edge.)  

 Voice mail scripts I've used to virtually guarantee the success of my projects, 
and how you can do exactly the same thing with your products or offers once you 
see how I structure it. (It's easy once you know how!)  

 The one-two "technology punch" that fully automates your sales research to 
remove risk to such a degree that it becomes almost impossible to fail. (Most 
everyone is falling short in using technology to their ultimate advantage. With the 
tools you will receive, you finally, truly will have an "unfair advantage", a term 
that most people just give lip service to, but which I can literally give you with my 
proven technology marketing methods.)  

 The "Macro View" of technology marketing: Going beyond the hype of "getting 
rich quick on the internet" to the effective tools and techniques that really work, 
gain new leads, increase sales, and decrease your work smarter, not harder...  

 The *true* definition of "Information Brokering" and how you can use my PI 
knowledge to turn around and start making money with it immediately. (People 
now think information brokering just means selling a bunch of how-to reports, but 



that's not it at all - learn the truth.)  

 How to eliminate front-end risks to make large back end profits. (You can't fail 
when you completely eliminate your risk!) 

My friend, you'll be amazed at what these "top gun" technology marketing techniques 
can do for your cash flow. I guarantee that they will blow the lid off your sales - And the 
best part is that you can turn around and put them to use immediately. 

Now *YOU* No Longer Need "Absolute Intelligence"... Use *Artificial Intelligence* 
to Make My Experiences and Knowledge Your Very Own!  

Plus, you'll be getting into the minds of the *very same experts* I used to create my 
success! Here is just a *taste* of many of my friends' best advice:  

• Ted Nicholas, who has personally sold over $200 million worth of his products by 
direct mail, divulges his secrets to million dollar sales letters - and for the first time he 
reveals his personal methods of how to test your sales letter for maximum profit at 
minimum risk 

• Gary Halbert, copywriting and marketing genius, stresses the importance of vision, and 
tells how he stumbled onto the biggest-mailed mail-order success of all time, sending his 
successful letter to over 500,000,000 people. 

• "Guerilla" Bill Myers, master of making high profits with low budget direct mail 
products, spills his guts on how to create and market a product from scratch, and some 
amazing ways to niche market products that you just won't believe! 

• Dan Kennedy, one of the nation's top marketers and copywriters, explains the current 
market need for package business opportunities, and how you can profit from this need 
immediately. 

• Harv Eker, often called the "Biz-Wiz" because he started out by turning $2,000 into 
$2,000,000 in 2 1/2 years and since has owned 17 businesses, explains how he sees 
problems as opportunities. He shows how anyone can generate million-dollar ideas in 
sixty seconds, and the "surest, fastest way he knows for getting rich in a hurry". 

• Rus Von Hoelscher reveals his powerful, proven technique of how you can give 
something away free to build a business. (You can forget about wasting money on 
traditional advertising once you learn how to apply this "sure-fire" method to increase 
your business!) 

• Dan Reynolds discusses the incredible profits of video products, and how you can turn 
homemade videos into a gold mine, turning a $19.95 book into a $100 video for a 
hungry, rapidly expanding market. (If you are selling information, you need to know this 
or you're missing the boat!) 

I think you'll agree that the multimillion dollar experts I've just listed have enough 
knowledge between them to make anybody successful who knows their highly coveted 
secrets and uses them. But I'm just getting started! 

Here are more of the powerful marketing tutors and lessons to whom you will have 
access:  

• Top Copywriter Mike Roth shows you how to "create an offer so good that it hurts". 
(He'll show you how to write a winning ad from the headline to the lift letter and 



everything in between.) 

• Dan Poynter, one of the most successful self publishers ever, shows how he uses fax 
on demand to promote his products and reveals his "recipe for success". 

• Carl Galletti, world class copywriter and newsletter publisher, presents "The Greatest 
Money Making Secrets Of All Time". 

• Gene Dowdle gives away his "nuts-and-bolts" secrets to successful mail order, 
covering lead generation, how to keep postage costs down, zip code mailings, teaser 
copy, and much more 

• Investor Wade Cook explains how he got rich with "rolling stocks" and how you can do 
the same. 

• Paul Hartunian (the man who successfully sold the Brooklyn bridge!) gives his formula 
for free advertising through press releases and does a headline brainstorming session 

• Mark Nolan (who took in 3 million dollars selling his "Instant Cash-Flow" book on free 
advertising) gives his secrets on obtaining mail-order lists from brokers without getting 
ripped off, finding the best price for your product, and how to find hot selling trend items 
with one simple phone call 

This Doesn't Even Scratch The Surface Of The Incredible Marketing Information 
You'll Receive As A Member Of The Masters of Marketing Inner Circle! 

And remember, this isn't just the theory, hype, and nonsense that a lot of people are 
running around trying to pass off as truth: These hard-hitting, insider, nuts-and-bolts 
techniques and strategies are the proven, coveted secrets that these top marketing 
experts use every day to build fortunes for themselves and their clients! 

Let Me Tell You How It All Came About -And How It Works.  

After over a year and a half of research, testing, and negotiating, I was able to put it all 
together: Using a number of tools and techniques, we have designed a search process 
that enables you to just type in what it is you want, and presto - as close to human 
thinking as anything you'll ever see, you get an outline of exactly who has the knowledge 
you need, and then by clicking a few buttons you are listening to audio, watching video, 
or printing a transcript containing the answers you need.  

How many ways can you use this new marketing "powerhouse" system? Well, actually I 
took a ride out in my boat yesterday, anchored in the middle of the lake and wrote 68 
pages of notes of ways anyone in business could increase profits and make money. It's 
almost too good to be true, but here's a bit of what you can do with it...  

Become A High Priced Marketing Consultant  

Imagine this scenario: You run an advertisement about your marketing consulting 
services offering to give a free 15 minute consulting demonstration of how you can help 
any business to increase their revenues. A business owner calls... You tell them you're 
"tied up for the moment" and "will call back." Jump on the net, type in your search 
request, watch a few minutes video, listen to an audio or two, or read a few special 
reports, which you can print out - glance over - and then dazzle your prospective client 
with your brilliance...  

Do you suppose he or she will want to hire you when you show them 17 ways to 
increase revenues, sell more products, increase ad response, tap into their existing 



customer base for extra profits, and of course, ways to license with other vendors to 
create a monthly commission check for the letter you'll be able to write to set up those 
deals - when you spend a few minutes learning from the best experts how to write these 
kind of letters? Are you beginning to see the power of this? It's a gold mine!  

Build A Money Machine by Contracting to Write Ads That Work   
- Either To Increase Your Own Sales or Do So For A Small   

Percentage of Increased Profits You Earn Others.  

Ask your questions at the site: How Do I Write Ads? It responds with pages and pages of 
the best-kept-secrets from Gary Halbert, Ted Nicholas, Dan Kennedy, Brian Keith Voiles, 
myself, and many others...  

Is This Possible? Could it be Enlow Has Actually Unlocked the Keys to Wealth with 
This New Technique? Can You Actually Get the Specific Advice You Need? -You 

Bet!  

Here's a few more ways you can use this amazing repository of knowledge:  

Self Publish With Greater Success  

Suppose you are a self publisher. You wish to build an autopilot company... A 
Paperless–Staffless Office...  

Here's all you do:  

Ask about "best products." Then ask it about "licensing product rights." Then ask it about 
"copy writing - creating winning ads." Then ask it "how to buy ad space." (Here you'll 
discover how to buy what we call remnant space - or negotiate per inquiry deals...) Then 
you ask about "order processing" to get the names of order centers who can help you... 
Then you ask it about "fulfillment" to get the names of those who can fill your orders for 
you... Then you ask it about "back-ending" to get advice on how to find the best deals to 
up-sell to your customers. And on and on and on...  

Is This Incredible or what?  

Trust me friend... It's all here... BUT! There's a whole lot more!  

Literally tens of thousands of people have tried to do what I do with "technology 
marketing" (often referred to as electronic marketing) without major success. So...  

I'm Also Including My Spy Books, Newsletters, Radio Interviews, Seminar by 
Phone Conferences, and Many of My Training Videos on This Phenomenal Site!  

Become an Information Broker for Hire!  

As you may know, I was charging $5000 up front fees and $2000 an hour for my talent in 
getting answers. The material on the new site will enable the more savvy businessman 
or woman to use these very same techniques to get answers like never before. A good 
broker of information can do extremely well with attorneys, insurance companies, and 
individuals... It's all a matter of what you want to do...  

Here's a taste of the powerful "spy info" you'll find at your instant command:  

 How to Get Background Information On Anyone In Minutes  



 How to Find Anyone--Anywhere-- (Even if they're hiding!) 

 How To Find Hidden Assets  

 How to Detect Lies--Even Over the Phone  

 How to Collect Those Seemingly Impossible to Collect Debts.  

 Seven Simple Steps To Recovering Losses--Even from Partners Who Have 
Conned You. (And a few tricks to make them pay. . .double . . .or even triple!)  

 How To Protect Yourself from Industrial Espionage . . .  

You will also learn things like:  

 How Your Competitors Are Stealing Your Customers, Ideas, etc.  

 How to Know What's Going On In Your Office Or Home While You're Away  

 How To Follow Anyone . . . Surveillance the easy way!  

 How To Obtain Records From Anywhere In America. . .And Have Them In Your 
Hands Overnight.  

 Following The Paper Trail . . .Records--Where They're Found And How To Get 
Them.  

And Much. . .Much More!  

Imagine, not only getting the answers to all your needs in general marketing efforts, but 
also how about learning the tricks to getting answers on almost anyone or anything in 
minutes. My specialty is finding answers... I credit a lot of my success in being able to 
investigate to find the "motivators" that opened doors to people I would otherwise have 
never befriended or gotten joint ventures, etc.  

You'll also learn my most intimate secrets of how I've earned hundreds of thousands of 
dollars a day with my PC. And yes, you read that right... I've had sales in excess of 
$200,000 a day using my methods.  

You'll learn the secrets behind the success of America's Top Millionaire Makers Who 
Charge Thousands... You'll also find all the secrets behind Mike Enlow's way of 
Electronic Marketing.  

So, as you can see, this "ultimate marketing weapon" is loaded... and everything is 
available for Instant Access at our new "Masters of Marketing Inner Circle Web Site.  To 
make it *even easier* for you to access everything in a snap, by joining right now you will 
also receive a Complete MIRROR COPY of our website: All the speakers, video, audio, 
and all 5,300 pages of transcripts - books - reports and manuals on a 2 CD-ROM set!  

At this point, you're probably saying,  
"This All Sounds Great, But What's It Going To Cost Me??" 

Well, let's see...  

Considering that you would have spent tens of thousands plus expenses to attend the 
many seminars where all this information was revealed,  (not to mention some of the 



proprietary marketing secrets that I'm about to reveal for the first time -ever!), this 
information compilation is priceless. I've spent a fortune finding, licensing, and compiling 
this information to be available via the Internet. I've had secretaries typing in data for 
over a year... Bought software licenses to make it work for Macintosh and IBM 
machines... Spent countless months putting it together... Created a protection system 
that will never allow anyone to do this again... (There will never be another like it.)  

I'd say it's worth about $25,000 to $75,000 minimum  
for a year's unlimited access...  At least that's a conservative estimate.  

Look: I get paid $2,000 an HOUR for phone consultations. Just consulting with me once 
a month about your business plans would cost you $24,000 (and would be well worth it - 
ask my clients!). But not only are you getting my top personal secrets on marketing and 
how to use technology to your advantage, you're getting the best concepts and strategies 
of over 50 other top marketers as well -- 24 hours a day, INSTANT ANSWERS TO 
VIRTUALLY EVER QUESTION OR PROBLEM YOU MAY HAVE WITH THE PUSH OF 
A BUTTON. 

If you only use it 12 times a year - just the info of two or three of these experts would be 
worth 30 to 40 thousand dollars minimum. And considering the "lightning speed" it gives 
you to get the job done twenty times as fast - saving you time... It's priceless. So, since 
there's just no way to put a price on something this powerful I've decided to do 
something rather bizarre...  

I've Decided To Give This Unbelievably Powerful Tool Away For A Small Fraction 
Of What It's Worth - PLUS - You Can Save An ADDITIONAL $400 If You Join Our 
New Masters of Marketing Inner Circle Right Now! !  

That's right. You don't have to pay the $10,000's of dollars that others have paid for this 
exclusive money-making information. Membership to the Masters of Marketing Inner 
Circle is just $997.00 - and if you are one of the first people to sign up now during 
this initial market test, it's only $497.00 !! 

This present discounted offer expires at midnight, April 21st. This is once I can say with 
no hesitation at all, you'll finally get the "keys to the vault" -and receive all the diverse and 
wide-ranging marketing and investigative knowledge I've used to launch and fuel my 
success - and which you can now use to do the same. Finally, all the pieces are in place, 
all balled into one power-packed resource - all at your instant disposal with the click of a 
button. 

Many millions of dollars in intellect went into the creation of this program. It's something I 
said I'd always do... (Make my friends and small entrepreneurs rich and finally with my 
new invention, I can do it...)  

Never before (and never again) will you have the advantage I am about to give you. This 
is the "last car out" as far as I'm concerned. I am now enjoying my limited consulting 
practice, and really don't care to do seminars, travel, or 'make the circuit.' This is a last 
ditch effort to reach everyone who has called and asked for my help. Here it is - now the 
ball's in your court. It's up to you. 

You Get a 30 Day Free Test Drive 
Satisfaction Guarantee! 

We only ask you review these CD's and *get to work!* Many offer "long terms" in hope 
you will forget to refund. WE WANT ACTION! Since we have so many success stories - 
we are *convinced* you too can see a dramatic difference in only THIRTY DAYS! So... 
Since we want to see your success to happen IMMEDIATELY - we wish to cajole you to 



ACTION! 
 
If you are not convinced this program is right for you - you may return the CD's and proof 
that you tried our JV concept - technology marketing strategies, and if the program 
doesn't do every thing I promised, I'll return every cent with no hard feelings - but I'm 
convinced (from experience) that you'll see the power of this incredible program.  

FREE BONUSES For Signing Up Now  
During Our "Testing" Phase" 

Bonus #1: Complete Transcripts to my infamous "Wedding / Retirement 
Seminar" where I pulled in every favor owed to me by every high-powered marketing 
friend I have. I had to twist a few arms (heck, I even blackmailed one guy!) but I got them 
to come and spill their guts. Some of these marketers aren't even professional speakers, 
they're too busy making money in their own businesses to have the time. This 
conference was by special invitation only for my best clients and customers, and 
attendees said they learned more in that weekend than everything else they'd ever 
learned about marketing put together. (Now it's yours FREE!) 

Bonus #2: The Mike Enlow Joint-Venture Marketing Turbo Pack   -NOTHING has 
generated more excitement and interest than my Joint Venture concepts. I've used them 
to earn millions, and so can youwhen you know how. My friends and clients have been 
after me for years to supply them with this info, and here it is: How you can wake up 
tomorrow morning and instantly start making money with nothing - no start-up capital, not 
even a product.  

 How to work out the best deal to maximize your profits 

 How to get people to come back to you again and again for more Joint Venture 
deals 

 Why not having your own product can actually be a plus! 

 Simple ways to verify that you are getting every penny you have coming to you 
(very important!) 

 A sample contract you are free to use in your own negotiations and tailor to suit 
your needs 

 How to virtually force someone to do a deal with you by removing all risk 

 Why the internet is your *best tool* for putting these deals together, and how 
virtually everyone is missing the boat because they don't understand the 
fantastic profit potential 

 How to do a few hours work and net over $10,000 profit (Yes, these sort of 
amazing profits are possible - and common - when you know exactly how to set 
up the deal!) 

And once you do a deal with someone, they'll want you to do more deals, and you can 
easily build passive, multiple income streams to pad your bank account like nothing else. 
I'm revealing to you the inside techniques I've used that have earned me millions. 

This is the "grand finale" of 'em all... Take action and I am convinced you will *find* 
everything you've been seeking to fulfill your destiny.  



Sincerely,  

  

Michael E. Enlow, Pres.    

 
Click Here To Get Instant Access To The New Masters Of Marketing Inner Circle 

Now Safely With Our Secure Server 

P.S. Stop and think how much this 'Ultimate Resource' of inside information could be 
worth to you. The first tip you get will pay for itself many times over. I specialize in using 
technology for maximum profit - and this breakthrough creation will truly give you an 
'unfair advantage'. I've personally earned $229,958.32 in a single day using these very 
same strategies. 

P.P.S. You have No Risk when you become a part of the Masters Of Marketing Inner 
Circle! If after studying and using the fantastic wealth of marketing genius you will have 
at your disposal and applying it to your business for 30 days you are not convinced this 
program is for you, simply let us know - and you'll receive a complete, no-hassle refund 
of every red cent you paid... You have nothing to lose and everything to gain.  

 



MLM Swipe



Imagine... Getting your hands on a whopping $1,000,000.00! Finally, it's possible. 

With my proven program that offers the right product, the right support system and the 

right wealth strategies — all rolled into one! — you can not only become FREE from 

debt worries but also create NEWand lasting wealth! Listen up... 

You not only get the tools to do it but we also show you how to... 

"Become A Millionaire Using The Combined, Accelerated 

Power Of Our Network Marketing Program Offering The 

Highest Payouts In HistoryAND Our Exclusive, Private, 

Membership-Based Mentoring System Offering Tightly 

Guarded Secrets Of The World's Wealthiest People!" 

"Imagine... YOU, A Millionaire!" 

It's all here! Finally, there's a system that lets you dip into a monthly income pool potential 

worth of a staggering $1,000,000.00! You read that right... Those zeros spell out an 

extraordinary one million dollars! In a moment, I'll show you how... 

"It's The Most Lucrative And Certain Spillover In History!" 

"Wow! This amazing company provides you with the most lucrativeand most 

certain spillover factor in marketing history! If you've ever wanted to get in 

where you are guaranteed to have people put right under you, look no further. 

This revolutionary new system eliminates the reason 97% of people did not 

succeed in network marketing before. Now your income can grow -- and you 

can count on it!" 

— Joe Vitale, President, Hypnotic Marketing, Inc. 
 #1 Best-Selling Author of "Hypnotic Marketing" 

Read this special report. In only a few, short minutes, you will learn exactly 

how, after SIX years of thorough research and continual testing, it's possible forYOU to 

become a millionaire faster than you ever imagined! I guarantee it. 

   

STOP! Are You Skeptical? In A Hurry? 

"Try It For 14 Days For FREE... A Full Two Weeks!There's 

Absolutely NO Obligation, NO Long Term Commitment 

And NO Experience Necessary!" 

I highly suggest that you try it out for 14 days at my risk! You can access the entire 

https://web.archive.org/web/20030211132523/http:/www.mrfire.com/
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members site, check out the products, download all the tools and see the potential waiting for 

you! Click here for your 14-day free trial! Then judge for yourself. 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

You don't like it? No worries. Simply cancel and you don't pay a single REDcent! It's 

100% guaranteed. Plus, be one of the next 500 people to sign up, you'll also gain instant 

access to a massive FREE bonus treasure trove worth$247.00! 

You don't have to say "Yes." Just "maybe." After 14 days, then you decide. So, if you're in 

a hurry and want to skip this letter, click here for your 14-day FREE trial! 

 

From: Steve Scott 

Dated: January 1st, 2003, 5:04 PM, EST. 

Subject: An Exclusive Program That Offers A Million-Dollar 

Combination! 

 

Dear friend, 

Becoming a millionaire was once a difficult task. Not any longer. It's easier 

than you think. The fact is, there are MORE millionaires today than in all of 

history! 

When you have the right tools, leverage and know-how, it's even easier! 

But another fact is, other statistics show that debt is a problem that's spiraling 

out of control... Bankruptcies are at an all-time high... Most of the western 

world is struggling with debt... So, why is it that the gap is widening? 

The Difference Between Those Who "Make It" 

And Those Who Don't Is Simply One Thing And 

One Thing Only... LEVERAGE! 

Let me ask you, do YOU want to become a millionaire? 

Are YOU suffering from ongoing debt problems? 

Are you looking for an effortless, easy-way out? 

And are you tired of all the empty promises and misleading programs — 

especially on the web — that suck your bank account even drier than 
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before? 

I know how it feels. I really do. I tried everything under the sun to get out 

of a mountain of debt. I mean, I was suffocating! So, I tried countless 

programs, business opportunities, marketing schemes... You name it! Did it 

work? Well... 

I still had $270,000.00 of debt hanging like a black cloud over my head! 

But what I'd like to share with you is something totally amazing. It's a system 

that I spent six long, grueling years creating to create, which released me 

from the shackles of debt, and finally showed me the light at the end of the 

tunnel. 

I have now paid my mortgage, credit cards, loans and everything else I was 

owning at that time. I currently have NO debts... ZERO. Nothing. Nadda. 

Zilch! 

You can be the same! Like many others, you, TOO, can be a millionaire! 

Imagine... Being totally debt-free — plus earning even more money to 

finally be FREE to live the lifestyle you truly want, are passionate for and 

deserve... A nice vacation, a new car, a new home... Whatever your heart 

desires! 

Finally, You Can Get Your Hands On An All-

Embracing And Scrupulously Researched 

Million-Dollar-Making Product! 

We can help. With our help, you not only make money. You not only get free 

from debt. And you not only free up more time. You can also become a 

millionaire! 

How? We give you the products, the opportunity, the tools and the strategies. 

But we give you more... A whole lot more! We give you LEVERAGE! 

We show you how to create or redirect multiple streams of cashflow into 

your life through sweeping personal re-education — a program that shows 

you, step by step! — and simplified affiliate marketing with pushbutton 

convenience! 

By doing all the research for you and testing everything out... 

... We save you from all the unnecessary guesswork and gruntwork! 

In other words, we supply you with a variety of carefully handpicked, 



empirically proven and virtually microscopically dissected, thoroughly 

tested high-yield moneymaking programs from which you can choose! It's 

all done for you! 

Plus, we help you generate strong leads and get paid FAST! What 

do YOUhave to do? Simple. The more sub-affiliates you sign in — it's easier 

than you think! — the more YOU get paid... It's really that simple! But it 

gets even better... 

... The more sub-affiliates that sell, the more YOU earn! If you are a sub-

affiliate, too, you also earn from those ABOVE you! It's truly a win-win-

win situation! 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

As A Member Of My Exclusive, Members-Only 

Program, You Get Overwhelming Personal 

Returns! Here's Just A Brief Example... 

My system is new, proven and extremely practical! In fact, you not only 

get a rock-solid system but also here are some of the benefits you get when 

you join... 

 Gain "real" financial freedom... 

 Become a millionaire faster than you ever imagined... 

 Retire in only 8-14 short months (or even less)... 

 Finally quit your day job and start enjoying your life... 

 Clear all debts using a sound-tested and well-used plan... 

 Uncover the secrets to managing your money... 

 Get your current money making MORE money for you... 

 Use your very own financial consultant... 

 Make the very best of a new business opportunity... 

 Generate up to 20 different, overflowing income streams... 

 And much, much more! 

You're on your way to not only making riches... 

... But also making it the easy way! 

STOP Right Now! 
Before You Read Any Further... 
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I want you to know I am sick-to-death of all the scams around that 

arejust loaded with empty promises. I know! Personally, I "tried them 

all" and and invested a lot of time and money, and got burned far too many 

times to count. 

That's why I registered my program to be part of the highly recognized and 

trusted Scam Free Zone. Why? It proves that our program was tested, 

analyzed and genuine. 

Plus, it shows my complete commitment to YOU! 

As an act of complete trust and faith in my product, I am willing to let you try 

it for  two full weeks — that's a whole 14 days! — before you pay one 

single cent. 

Top Information... Top Products... Top Dollars... Using Our 

"Good-as-Gold Formula" That Guarantees YOUR Success! 

Sign up, get in and access all the materials, the product, the opportunity, the 

tutorials, the wealth-building secrets and the million-dollar resources at your 

disposal. If you are impressed after 14 days, start paying the monthly 

amount... 

... If not, cancel it and don't pay a single cent. It's really that easy! 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

FACT: I'm passionate about service and helping others. In fact, 

you may not know this, but years before founding my 

company,Cash Flow International, Inc.  I spent much time in a 

monastery in the mountains of Colorado... And I went to a 

seminary to study my self, people and the nature of things. I 

carry into this company my vision and dedication to great 

service, moral values and the goal to help others achieve their 

dreams and to live life abundantly. To me, it means a lot. That's 

my personal, heartfelt commitment to you. 

Don't Confuse Us As Just "Another Affiliate 

Program!" We're A 100% Reliable, No-Sweat, 

Turbo-Charged Business Opportunity! 

Sure, we have all seen it all before. 
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And that's why top marketing wizard and number one bestselling 

author ofHypnotic Marketing, and Spiritual Marketing, Joe Vitale, could 

confidently say this is "the most lucrative and most certain spillover factor in 

marketing history!" 

A power-charged and sweeping system that delivers freedom from 

yourcash troubles and brings you closer to millionairedom by revealing 

closely guarded wealth-compounding secrets AND paying the highest of any 

known program... 

... We pay the highest commissions structures on the Internet today! 

"I've Got 28 Signups And My Downline Grew To 212 

Down Six Levels In Less Than The First 10 Hours!" 

"I must congratulate you an an excellent program. When I saw 

the ad in my mailbox at around 6:00 pm last Sunday, I just felt 

that it was the program that I had been looking for for some 

time. I signed up, within two minutes... And I contacted two other 

webmasters right after and got going with advertising it. I could 

not believe how quick the signups started coming in — so much 

so, that by Monday Morning 8:00 am, I got my first 28 signups 

and my downline grew to 212 down six levels! 

"This has NEVER happened to me in my life before, but this was 

proof of my initial assessment that the program was indeed a 

new benchmark for the Internet. I have no doubt that it is indeed 

the best on the planet! In fact, three days later my downline 

reached the 500 mark on seven levels — and I cannot wait to get 

the next 500 in the next seven days. Keep up the good work and 

best of luck. You are tops!" 

— Paul Morel, Seychelles 

"OK, So What's This Program All About," You 

May Ask? Well, Before I Explain It, Here's 

Exactly What You Get When You Join... 

This system is more than just a moneymaking system. Much more. I go out 

of my way to give you, at your fingertips, tons of tools and tips to get you 

started, and a bullet-proof system that's completely integrated and instantly 

shows you how to... 

 Get started for FREE and then moving with hardly any investment 



at all... 

  

 Access OVER 3,000 whopping pages of materials and information 

that will solidly educate you in real-life solutions to money problems, 

cash crunches and situations involving money... 

  

 Get your hands on a FREE online calculator that helps you get a grip 

on figures fast — an invaluable tool to understand how money 

works... 

  
 Make the maximum from out of a 

combined FIVE dimensional forcespillover (while some programs 

offer one or two, we offer five!)... 

  
 DOUBLE your coop advertising, so whatever you put in we add the 

same (rarely do you see this with other traditional network marketing 

programs!)... 

  

 Make the most of up-to-the minute marketing training 

programsthat are tested and DO work — you're never left out in the 

cold, by yourself... 

  

 Use automated follow-up tools to beef up your chances and boost 

signups — put the whole thing on autopilot and just watch the cash 

roll in... 

  

 And a whole lot more! 

Is it really THAT easy? 

I mean, do you have to do anything apart from signing up? Sure, you do.After 

all, for the system to work it is dependent on YOU doing your share, 

learning the ropes and then applying what you learn through my program. 

For example, If I saw a hairdresser making wads of cash doing great 

haircuts, and if I bought the same pair of scissors he used, would I instantly 

make loads of money, too? Of course not. It takes more than just having the 

tools... 

... You have to learn HOW to use them, and then... USE them! 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

  Dramatic Results. Breathtaking Profits. 
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Astonishing Changes. And It Couldn't Be Any 

Easier For You! Here's Why... 

The principle is exactly the same as the hairdresser example. I provide you 

with all the tools you need. And they will give you monumental results. So... 

1. You have to LEARN. 

2. You have to APPLY. 

3. You have to PRACTICE. 

For example, this debt-releasing system has taken me over six grueling 

years to research, complete and test. It has been thoroughly tried, tweaked 

and refined... In the trenches of life, on the battlefield of the marketplace. 

And simply, it works! 

I can't promise you a miracle if you do NOTHING. Practice what you learn, 

apply what we teach and use what we provide for you. 

You may — or may not — get rich quick... 

... But armed with the right tools, you can certainly get rich QUICKER! 

That's why most affiliate programs fail. They give you the tools but leave 

you high and dry with the rest. With us, on the other hand, we are offering 

you a 100% rock-solid, established business proposal... With tools, know-

how and more! 

The massive rewards for you personally include... 

 Complete and total financial freedom and control... 

 Staggering, state-of-the-art help for your new business... 

 Value like gold and mega-bucks flowing into your bank account... 

 More time to revive your life and enjoy the things that matter... 

 Less stress, headaches, hassle and pain... 

 Freedom from debt bondage including horrible, harassing phone 

calls from nasty creditors, lenders and collection agencies... 

 Attain the lifestyle you want like taking countless vacations, traveling 

more, buying that car or home of your dreams, and especially quitting 

your job... 

 And much more! 

FACT: I was once $270,000.00 in debt! It was the springboard 

that pushed me to develop this system. That debt is gone, now. I 



don't even have a mortgage or credit card! Not only that, but I 

also understand money. That's why I not only show you how to 

make money with my system, and give you all the tools and tips 

to help you get there, but also I show you how to become a 

"debt survivor!" 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

You're One Step Closer To Your 

$1,000,000.00!It's So Amazingly Simple And 

Outrageously Easy, It's Child's Play! Let Me 

Explain... 

I have five core strategies in place, all designed to help you achieve 

maximum success with maximum profits, in minimum time with minimum 

effort. I call it... 

"... Our Five-Dimensional Force Spillover Factor!" 

All five forces are designed to work together, just as all the parts of a well-

oiled machine will only work when they work together, in harmony. So 

without further ado, let me break them down in straightforward terms for 

you... 

Dimensional Force #1 
The Power Of Multiple Streams Of Income AND Leads. 

How many paychecks are you currently bringing in each month? One or two? 

How about having 3, 4, 7, 8 or even more paychecks coming 

in EVERYmonth? 

That's the power of multiple revenue streams! 

The facts are, most everyday people are trained to live their lives with just a 

single monthly wage. That's how it is. People are used to that idea... Like a 

bad habit! 

We are never taught any different. Most people trade time FOR money. Sad. 

Now, this is the exciting part. As a member, you have the enormous 

potential of getting paid with up to ten or more streams of 
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income WHILEat the same time you receive thousands of highly qualified 

leads per month,every month! 

The leads go into your automated signup system that we provide you. This 

means you DON'T have to pay for advertising at all. It's done for you. 

In other words, you can build your downline and sub-affiliates in the 

mostpowerful and lucrative system on the planet... For FREE! 

Next, your downline or sub-affiliates receive thousands 

of FREE leadsthrough their efforts each and every month. But then, an 

incredible "ripple effect" occurs... 

... You also receive 1,000's of highly qualified leads per month from 

them! 

Let's do the math. 

If you have 200 people in your downline, each receiving 1,000 leads per 

month, that could be a whopping 200,000 highly qualified leads per month 

for YOU! 

That's a titanic earner every month for you. But it doesn't stop there... Not 

only do you get those leads for FREE, but you will also be paid from these 

free leads that you receive every month. The result? Massive, continuous 

spillover! 

Dimensional Force #2 
Your Upline (Person Above You) Earns Cash For YOU! 

We have set goals that are essential for your success. Achieve these goals and 

your results will be massive, automated and nonstop! Here's an example... 

Get five signups within the first month and you'll be instantly eligible to get 

paid on the 6th level! Not only are you eligible for 6th level commissions, but 

you also get paid $4 per person instead of $2! It's our fast-track "double" 

bonus! 

The importance of this bonus can't be underestimated! 

Plus, this encourages new members to take action immediately upon 

joining. But let's go a little further... To get paid on the 7th level, you have to 

get 100 personal signups. For the 8th level, you need 250 personal signups. 

And so on and so forth. 

And remember, these are personal signups and NOT a result of spillover... 



... It can be easily attained through coop, your own advertising orBOTH! 

I'll come back to the issue of coop advertising later in dimensional force 

#5— which includes an awesome formula that's exclusive to this program. 

But for now, realize that your upline's personal signups create massive 

spillover for YOU! 

For example, if the person above you gets 250 personal signups and the 

person above them gets 250 personal signups as well, not only does the 

person above you receive massive spillover but YOU do, too! You simply 

can't lose! 

Dimensional Force #3 
Your Downline Also Earns YOU Regular Cash! 

Of course, there's your downline. 

Since your downline will be receiving spillover from you and your upline, 

they will be making a profit and therefore motivated to take action — which 

helps you! And the more they do, the more they earn... And the 

more YOUearn as well! 

PLUS, there's an added "byproduct." As a result, they will have more money 

to spend on advertising and will in turn create spillover for their downlines, 

thereby creating an unbreakable, unstoppable, unmovable, moneymaking 

force! 

Our powerful, proprietary system will kickstart your success by helping you 

signup FIVE people in your downline and help each one of your downline 

members find their five people through each of the six levels! Take a peek at 

our traffic stats... 



 

Alexa® is a system that rates websites according to their traffic level. Out of 

a billion websites, we're number 11,548! Why? Because we get thousands of 

hits each hour... That's how popular and potentially profitable we will be for 

you! 

You "piggy-back" on our success as we jumpstart your downline for 

you! 

Dimensional Force #4 
Your Own Marketing Efforts Pay Off! 

Needless to say, I want to emphasize the importance of learning how to 

become a master marketer and putting effort into the program — as a 

member, you will get your hands on hundreds of tools and systems to help 

you get there for FREE! 

The system works beautifully if you and everyone else is contributing to the 

building of the matrix. If everyone just sits around and waits for someone else 

to do something for them, then nothing will ever happen... And stagnation is 

the result! 

We arm and equip you with all the tools, systems and know-how you need to 

boost your downline blazingly fast and kick your your income into high 

gear! 

It's easy, and we'll show you how... We'll guide you every step of the 

way! 

Finally, Dimensional Force #5 
Co-op Advertising System Works Amazingly Hard For YOU! 
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Coop advertising helps to build you and your matrix. But it will do more... 

If you choose to become a member of the coop, half of a very small, monthly 

$15 investment goes towards building your downline, and the other half goes 

towards promoting a brand-NEW proprietary product that will blow your 

socks right off! 

In fact, commissions on this new product will be humongous! 

As soon as it is ready, only our exclusive, private site members will be privy 

to this never-released moneymaker! It's a SECRET, but for now all I can 

say that the commissions through all of the eight levels are extremely high! 

Way high! 

As a member, you'll be first to know, and you get a first "crack" at it! 

Due to the high commission structure of this soon-to-be-released product, it 

will cause all the members to want to be a part of the coop — a BIG plus 

forYOU! 

Why? If the base of 5,000 members are all in the coop, that's $15 times 5,000, 

which is $75,000 worth of advertising power each and every month! This 

will even create even more spillover, profits and commission checks 

forYOU! 

SIDENOTE! The above is just a brief explanation of our five dimensional 

forces for you. But if you need to have any point clarified or any further 

information, then email me now and I'll answer you as soon as I can. Don't 

be shy. Fire away! 

FACT: This program far surpasses the other programs 

likeCash Evolution and Pure Investor! Why? First, the payout 

is over 100 times higher. Second, we have a well-established 

product with over 3,000 pages of financial information. And 

third, our system, with the combined power of the five 

dimensional forces to build your downline makes it so easy 

anyone can be successful, not just "pro network marketers" like 

the other programs. They developed the business opportunity 

before the product. With us, it is the other way around as it 

should be! There are not other programs like this! 

The Explosively Staggering And Dynamic Power Behind This 

Program is Designed to Help You Become Debt-FREE Forever! 

mailto:info@debttofreedom.com


"(It) Combines Sound Financial Strategies With The 

Income-Generating Power Of Network Marketing!" 

"Hey Steve, this is very impressive work. The Private Members 

Site is topnotch. In fact, I think it may be the best that I've seen 

— and I've been in quite a few programs! I'm very excited about 

the Debt To Freedom Program since it combines sound financial 

strategies and techniques with the income-generating power of 

affiliate programs, network marketing and residual income. It's a 

great combination. Super job!" 

— Al Crisp III, CPA, http://www.acrisp.com 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

You Might Say At This Point, "Fine, But How 

Much Money Can I Realistically Earn?" Let Me 

Show You In A Bit More Detail... 

Our system will help you to signup five people in your downline and help 

each of your downline members find their five people through each of the six 

levels. 

You can potentially earn over $43,000.00 of residual income every 

month! 

But that's not all! In fact, our system is designed to help you get five people 

for you in EACH of the nine other affiliate programs that you signup for as 

well! 

We will help your five downline members signup their five members until 

finally you have a mammoth-sized downline in all ten network marketing 

and affiliate  programs! Imagine the horrendously high profit 

potentialYOU get! 

Here's why we are the highest paying commission structure in Internet 

history. 

FACT: U.S. Government statistics tell us that over 90% of the 

population will never achieve financial independence. That 
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means that less than 10% will reach this goal and live their 

dreams. 

Take a look at the table, below. This "at-a-glance" income table shows you 

what you can realistically make with our program alone — and bear in mind 

that this is NOT including the other nine network and affiliate marketing 

programs! 

Not only is it the the most lucrative compensation plans available, but if 

you capitalize on the Fast Start Bonus our compensation plan provides an 

income that can exceed — OK, get this! — $1,000,000 a month! 

Yes, One Million Dollars! 

Level 
Number 

Maximum 
Members 

Earnings 
Per Member 

Maximum 
Payout 

Total Monthly 
Income 

1 5 $6 $30 $30 

2 25 $2 $50 $80 

3 125 $4 $500 $610 

4 625 $2 $1,250 $1,860 

5 3125 $2 $6,250 $8,110 

If you receive the fast start bonus you will be eligible to get paid 6 levels 

deep. 

6 15625 $2 to $4 
$31,250 or  

$62,500 
$39,360 or  

$70,610 

7 78125 $1 $78,125 
$117,485 or  

$148,735 

8 390625 $2 $781,250 
$898,735 or  

$929,985 

Our system is designed to create the optimal spillover as well as upline 

support and mentorship. 

9 1,171,875 $2 to $3 
$2,343,750 or  

$3,515,625 

($3,242,485 - 
$3,273,735) or  
($4,414,360 -  

$4,445610) 

Sidenote! You can get paid up to infinite levels with our infinity payouts. See 

Detailed Explanation of Compensation Plan.  Our plan is designed to give 

you the most support possible from your upline.  They don't succeed unless 

you do.  There are manyVARIETY of ways to make personal sales, such as 
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from your own efforts, from co-op advertising, from using our FREE viral 

marketing tools, etc, etc, etc...The potential is awesome! 

Quite simply, the potential is GIGANTIC! 

PLUS, You Also Receive Commissions For Just Selling 

Memberships to This Private Website! 

You can can become eligible to earn commissions on a limited amount of 

"sales representatives" you bring into the company defined by our five-by-

eight matrix. 

However, revolutionary to our program is that you can receive 

commissions on the sale of our private membership site, or our other products 

and services... 

... To an unlimited width down through the nine levels! 

There is NO limit to the amount of memberships you or your downline can 

sell. For example, you can have someone on your third level make a hundred 

sales of our membership site. You will receive $10 per sale from that one 

person's efforts! 

The total is staggering. 

A massive payout of $1,000 per month! Moreover, that's with one person 

alone! Do the math... With twenty, thirty or more, it's big bucks! 

The Million-Dollar Question Is, "Will You 

Become a Millionaire If You Do What I Tell 

You?" Maybe. But It Is Indeed Possible! 

I can't make promises. I wish I could. But what I can tell you is this, though. 

If you're serious about your success, follow this program through and put in 

the necessary effort — which is, by the way, very little! — chances are high 

that... 

... You certainly WILL become financially independent! 

Here's Staggering Proof... 

FACT: Can you really become a millionaire? Forget the 

money you will make with our program. Let's just use our Debt-



Elimination Plan, for now. This strategy alone WILL make you 

a millionaire. 

Here's how. We constructed this average American family from 

data published by the U.S. Census Bureau, the National 

Association of Realtors, Chicago Title and Trust, Bankcard 

Holders of America, and RAM Research. This included 

household income, credit card bills, car loans and leases, 

mortgage balances, and so on... 

 Total Annual Household Income: $47,211.00 

 Total Debtload: $108,080.00 

 Accelerator Margin: $390.00 

(i.e., how much money we freed up up every month) 

 Debt-Freedom Date: 7 years and 7 months 

(that's 20 years and 90 months faster than normal) 

 Interest Saved: $105,407.00 

 Money Accrued in 28 years: $494,531 

(using traditional financial planning) 

 Money Accrued in 28 years: $1,278,260 

(using our exclusive Debt-Elimination Plan to which you 

gain immediate access when you become a member!) 

In both strategies, i.e., the traditional way versus our members-

only, Debt-Elimination Plan, each family will pay out a total of 

$550,800 of their lifetime income during this 28-year, 4-month 

period. 

SIDENOTE! The Wealth Crusaders Debt Elimination Strategy, 

is just one of hundreds of different strategies you will be privy 

to when you join! 

We see that, by following the Wealth Crusaders Debt 

Elimination Strategy, the second family will come out an 

incredible $783,729.00 ahead then following traditional financial 

planning. Each of them spent the same amount of money! 

The average person can make over a million dollars following 

the principles using the money they already make. If they make 

money in the DebtToFreedom.com's powerful business 

opportunity even just a little more than what they are making, 

the rate at which they will become a 

millionaire increasesEXPONENTIALLY! 

With my program, and my help, you CAN become a 
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millionaire... 

... And it can be done by anyone. Including YOU! 

You can earn colossally huge bucks with our system. But you have to 

remember that this is a long term plan for getting out of debt and not just a 

"get-rich-really-quick" program. If you're looking for overnight 

wealth...Sorry, were not for you! 

But if you are looking to get rich quicker, and more specifically get out of 

debt quicker, then this program is perfect for YOU! Here's what some 

people said... 

"Wow! No Other Program Has Generated That For 

Me In As Few Mailings! Exciting Stuff!" 

"Just thought I would let you know that I have sent out some mail 

to one of my lists and have received six FREE position 

members from that one initial mailing. Wow! No other program 

has generated that for me in as few mailings! The site works 

great at getting their attention. Now, I just have to keep working 

to get them all into a paid position so their wealth generation 

can begin! Exciting stuff! Keep up the good work! 

Have a profitable day!" 

— Wes Engbrecht 

"DebtToFreedom Outscores CashEvolution!" 

"Steven, what can I say... DebtToFreedom outscores 

CashEvolution in every category! I mean, a wealth of golden 

financial information, free advertising and an incredible growth 

potential, which is unlike any other program! The member's 

account management system is much more professional and has 

every tool needed for success. I'm please I looked at this 

opportunity! It's the best home-based business you will find!" 

— Daniel B., Minneapolis, MN 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 
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Don't Wait Any Longer — Not One More Day! — Because You 

Can Finally Take Control of Your Financial Situation, Fully 

Obliterate Your Debtload And Make Your FIRST Million! 

Are You Ready For The "Nuts And Bolts?" 

Here's Exactly What YOU Get... 

1. A compelling, realistic program that shows you, step by 

step, how to retire in ONLY 8-14 short months, or less! 
 

With the help of our high-powered training program that clearly 

explains to you, in a step-by-step fashion, how to get to the point 

where you can finally QUIT your job and have your business on 

autopilot and tirelessly — and automatically!  — generating multiple 

streams of income for you! 

 

The program is extremely well laid-out for you, in plain English, and 

teaches you the simplicity of cash management, personal development 

and marketing techniques that work... And that you can use 

immediately! 

2. FREE! Subscription to the "Upper Room Newsletter." 
 

This power-packed newsletter delivered to our private members 

only reveals tons of timely, practical and proven "insider 

secrets"that the wealthy use to become financially independent... 

Often, very quickly! 

 

Plus, we also show you where YOUR cash is slowly being wasted 

away, and offer specific strategies on how to recover it. Frankly, you 

won't find these pearls of wisdom anywhere else! (This is an 

awesome $97 value!) 

3. FREE! Subscription to our "Safe-List." 
 

You will be able to advertise direct to thousands of potential buyers at 

no charge... Absolutely FREE! This safe list compiles only double 

opt-in, targeted opportunity seekers. No spamming. (A whopping 

$37 value!) 

  

4. FREE! Viral marketing tools! 
 

"Viral marketing" means a specific marketing strategy that leverages 

your exposure in some way so that it spreads by itself... Like a 

virus!You get tons of FREE tools that will spread your business 

rapidlyfaster than the plague! (Never been sold separately but has 

a huge $77 value!) 
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5. FREE! Weekly marketing training to boost your business! 
 

As a private site member, you get top tips, techniques, ideas and 

tactics — some never-before revealed! — on how to build your 

business faster than a rocket on high-octane, turbocharged fuel! (A 

big $47 value!) 

  

6. Advertising for YOU! 
 

We will advertise the affiliate program for you through our website 

and newsletter — as well as the nine other highly profitable systems 

—UNTIL you have five downline members in each program! This is 

done through the coop advertising and our other "secret forces" 

mentioned earlier! 
  

7. Advertising for YOUR affiliates! 
 

The same as #6 will happen for member of your downline, which will 

produce more advertising for you and more streams of income! We 

back you 100%! If your affiliates get signups, they win, you win, 

we all win! 

  

8. DOUBLE coop advertising. 
 

You get to join our powerful coop advertising where, whoever 

contributes, we match it and advertise for YOU! The results are 

split among those who contribute. If you put in $50 for one particular 

week, we match that with $50 out of our own pockets. (Give $50, get 

$50 more!) 
  

9. FREE! The hottest, most current ebooks! 
 

We have purchased the resale rights to many of the most popular, red-

hot, hard-to-get ebooks available on the Internet... And it's all yours 

absolutely FREE when you become a member! Consider that resale 

rights vary between $50 to $5,000... Or more! (So, you can imagine 

the value!) 
  

10. Subscription to "Wealth Crusaders" private members 

site! 
 

We save the best for last... This totally amazing, exclusive private 

members website contains over 3,000 crammed pages telling you 

what to do with the money you already make and how to build 

incredible wealth! 
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But it doesn't stop there! It will also teach you a proprietary four-

step system on how to get out of debt in five to seven years using the 

money you make — and how to become a millionaire faster than you 

ever dreamed possible! (This membership alone is an incredible 

$247 value!) 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

OK, Let's Wrap This Up... Are You Ready to 

Take A Leap Into A Millionaire's Life? 

You're only moments away from joining the web's most jam-packed, tip-

filled, content-rich, highest-paying programs... And one step closer to your 

million! 

Yes, An Amazing $1,000,000.00! 

Sure, it's a leap of faith. But you can give it a try first! Isn't it time you get 

the wealth and debt-freedom you truly deserve? Order right NOW! 

Become A Member Today And You'll 

Gain Instant Access to a Massive Bonus 

Treasure Trove Worth $247.00! 

Not sure yet? Still skeptical? I understand. 

Remember, as a member you get a FREE Bonus Subscriptionto 

our overflowing, phenomenal "Wealth Crusaders" private 

members site. To give you a sneak peek, here's what it 

contains... 

 As I mentioned earlier, as a member you will be privy to 

a real easy-to-follow four-step system to create personal 

wealth for you and your family, using the money you 

already make! 

  
 How to have your very own Personal Financial 

Consultant online for just pennies a day... But not only 

that, you'll also discover how to even further reduce this 
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cost to ZERO! 

  
 How to have your very own Personal Wealth-Building 

Plan prepared for FREE! It's your blueprint for financial 

success. 

  

 How to efficiently manage your money thereby 

creating"Power Money" to begin the wealth-building 

process! 

  
 How you can make TRUE residual income by helping 

others to build wealth just by sharing this program with 

them. 

  

 How to live at your current lifestyle but with 

significantly less income, thus leaving more money for 

investing purposes! 

  

 How to reduce stress in your life by paying off all your 

debts, including a mortgage, car loan, credit cards, in 

record time! 
  

 How to protect you and your family during rough 

financial times, in economic downturns and with 

unexpected layoffs. 

  

 How to get your money to work for YOU instead of all 

the credit institutions that are silently stealing your 

future wealth! 

  

 How to live "on cash" using simple, commonsense 

strategies, and thus NEVER needing a credit card or a 

loan again!  

  

 How to have all the time and freedom you want and 

need in order to do the things you've always wanted to 

do! 

  
 How to become financially independent and retire with 

the lifestyle you deserve faster than you ever dreamed 

possible! 

  

 How to get answers to questions related to tax, 

accounting and financial issues affecting you and your 

business with our special feature, "Ask The CPA!" If 

you know how much CPAs charge these days, you'll 



appreciate the value of this FREE bonus! (We're 

talking hundreds to even thousands!) 

  

 The Wealth Crusaders™ Library and Reading 

Room.Enjoy weekly articles on a variety of topics, such 

asInternet Marketing, Webmaster Tips and 

Tricks, Promotion, Biz Tips, Health and 

Fitness, Thoughts and Inspirations and more! This alone 

is worth the cost of the membership! 
  

 Access our links and resources page where you'll find a 

plethora of sites offering FREE tools, including 

calculators, retirement planners, checklists and so much 

more! 

  
 "Walk into" our jam-packed Marketing Resources 

Center where you'll have access to many terrific 

toolsincluding web page optimizers, meta tag analyzers, 

HTML tutorials and easy one-step submission and "add 

URL" links to the major search engines to make 

registering your site a snap! 

  

 Grab dozens of reports, ebooks and other resources on 

a variety of financial, business and marketing 

topics...FREE! 

  

 The Wealth Crusaders™ Ezine! Get tons of tips 

delivered straight to your email inbox on a variety of 

topics, including... 

  

o Personal money management, 

o Operating a home-based business, 

o Investing tips and strategies, 

o Wealth preservation and tax reduction planning, 

o And a whole lot more! 

  

 And much, much more! 

And we have plans for much more as our membership grows! 

We're adding stuff almost every week... You always get fresh 

content! 

We are totally dedicated to getting you there. This red-hot 

offerand our scam-free authentication reflects that! Become a 

member now, and you get all of these extra special killer 
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bonuses for FREE! 

Building wealth is not rocket science, nor is it just for a chosen 

few. It can be done by ANYONE who is willing to learn new 

strategies, change spending habits and dare to go against the 

grain! 

That's who we are... Wealth Crusaders!™ 

Usual membership price alone is... $247.00! 

Plus, add all the other components you get with all the 

freebies, you're looking at an estimated... 

... Total Value of $577.00 MINIMUM! 

That's a wealth of information, training and resources all wrapped up in one 

huge, power-packed program! You could easily pay thousands of 

dollarsfor the information and services provided here! But the question 

remains... 

How much do you think all these, including access to the members site, is 

worth? Do you think $1,000? $800? How about $500? Not even... 

Just a monthly investment of ONLY $39.95! $29.95 for the next 500 

signups! But you better hurry... Process your FREE-trial membership 

right now! 

   

I Have 100% Confidence in My System And 

Want You to Have The Exact Same Level Of 

Confidence I Have! That's Why I Offer My... 

Two-Full-Weeks — That's 14 Days! 

— Like-It-Or-Leave-It 100% 

Satisfaction GUARANTEE! 

My guarantee to you is this. 

Order today. Try the program out for 14 days. Have a look behind the 

scenes, access all the tools, download all the information, and give it a stab to 

see if it lives up to my promises. Use it to is to its full potential during that 

time. 
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Sure, you can't expect to see miracles in just 14 days. 

But the whole point is to let you at least have a good taste of what I offer, 

and start to unleash the power of our program to see for yourself where it 

can lead you... I am completely, 100% confident you will be very 

impressed! 

Don't pay a single red cent for a full two weeks. And if I don't overdeliver 

after the 14-day FREE trial, simply let me know. Your credit card 

will NOTbe billed... 

... NO hard feelings. NO questions asked. NO hassles or headaches. 

Take control today. You owe it to yourself! Become a member today and 

you're on your way to never having to worry about debts again, live the life 

you always wanted and be one step closer YOUR first million dollars! 

"You, Yes YOU, A Millionaire!" 

Only $29.95 Per Month, With Our 14-Day RISK-FREE Trial If 

You Decide To Stay, But Only For The Next 500 New Members! 
You Can Give It a Try for FREE for a Full Two Weeks... At Our Risk! 

 
You'll be redirected to our secure sever. 

Click here to give us a try for 14 days... Absolutely RISK-FREE! 

It's only $29.95 a month and you can... Cancel ANYTIME! 

Warm Regards, 

 
Steven Scott 
President and CEO 

P.S. Remember that you can become financially free and independent in 8-

14 months... You CAN be free to be with your family and friends, travel 

where you want to (all you need is a laptop) and NOT have to worry about 

finances anymore! 

P.S.S. Also remember that the special, limited-time offer of $29.95 a 

month(that's $10 off the standard access fee, and you 

can cancel ANYTIME) is only available to the next 500 new members 

only... No exceptions! So, I urge you to act quickly... Become a member 

https://web.archive.org/web/20030211132523/http:/debttofreedom.com/freesite?spo=cbtree
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right now, before it's too late! 

P.P.S. One final note. The system is set up so that your upline doesn't 

succeed unless YOU do. We have purposely structured it that way so that 

you will get all the help and support you need. That way, you're backed 

100% all the way! 

To receive all the help, tools and leverage you need to become 

financially FREE to quit your job in 2003 and be one step closer 

to MILLIONAIREDOM, join us today... RISK-FREE for 14 

days! 

I'd hate to see you miss out! 

 
Click to sign up for our 14-day FREE trial! 

"Even The Most Inexperienced People Can Succeed!" 

"Steve, I did it!  I was with another company for three months 

and got only one signup... And here, in about three weeks, I've 

gotten FIVE! Wow! All five of them are people I have sponsored 

from my website! Steve, thank you so much for making this 

possible for me and everyone else! You have living proof, right 

here, that even the most inexperienced people like myself can 

succeed! God Bless You!!!" 

— Britt Morris 
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Pop Ups Swipe



"All new course reveals how to use Pop-Ups to double your opt-
in rate, explode your sales, and squeeze up to 300% more 
revenue out of each visitor to your Web site!" 

Version 2.0 of Amazing Pop-Ups shows you the easiest 
way to improve your Web site profitability in 15 minutes or 
less, guaranteed! 

Jump-start your e-zine list, generate more money from the 
same traffic, and implement a powerful online testing 
system for free! 

You get 15 expert case studies, live examples, and bug-
free template scripts to cut and paste into your Web site. 
Instantly implement entrance pop-ups, exit pop-ups and 
much, much more! 

July 14, 2016 

From: Jonathan Mizel 
Publisher, Amazing Pop-Ups! 

Dear Friend, 

If you are looking for a simple, easy way to generate way more cash from of your Web site, 
even double or triple what you are making now, then listen carefully.  

You are about to discover the most powerful new Internet marketing method ever 
developed!  

What's the big secret? 

My company has been selling online since 1993. In that time, we have consulted with 
hundreds of clients and performed thousands of marketing tests on millions of prospects. I'm 
not telling you this to brag, only to say we've been around the block.  

Over the past 9 years, we have tried just about every technique out there. I thought we had 
seen everything, but a new wave of marketing is sweeping the Internet, and there's just no 
keeping it under wraps anymore.  

If you own or manage a Web site, or have anything to do with online marketing, here's the 
"hands-down" easiest way to instantly make more money. And the best part is, it's 100% 
free (if you know what you are doing).  

Without any cost whatsoever, you can now: 

 Capture up to 525% more opt-in names for your mailing list or newsletter. With
a big mailing list, you can literally generate "cash-on-demand" anytime you need it.
Just send an offer to your prospects, and watch the money roll in!

 Sell additional products and services to the same visitors. Adult sites have been
using this trick for a while now. If you have multiple offers, now you can make
multiple online "sales presentations" to the same prospect without spending any



more money. 

 
 Give yourself a "second chance" to make a sale if a visitor leaves without 

buying. You would be shocked (even horrified) to learn how many live prospects get 
all the way to your order form and don't hit the order button. Learn how to capture 
these sales! 

Even better, you learn a whole new way to test ad copy, hot buttons, headlines, keyword 
phrases, product titles, and much more. This unfair advantage gives you a massive lead 
over your competition.  

The secrets of explosive pop-up marketing! 

That's right, those silly ads that pop-up when you visit certain Web sites work like crazy. If 
you use them correctly, they have the power to generate a shocking number of opt-in leads 
and cash dollars for your business, even save you from financial ruin!  

Let me explain…  

There are really only three actions a person can take when they first visit your Web site. They 
can make a purchase, they can sign up for the newsletter or mailing list, or they can 
leave.  

Pop-ups allow you to make money regardless of which action a visitor takes! 

1. If they buy something, you can use a pop-up to get them to buy something else. 

 
2. If they are hesitant to make a purchase, you can use a pop-up to capture their name 

to solicit them later. 

 
3. Even if they leave, there's an almost unknown pop-up technique that allows you to 

discover what they were looking for but didn't find on your Web site. (This amazing 
market research method gives you immediate feedback on your visitors.) 

Now there's a brand new online course from Cyberwave Media that teaches you exactly how 
to use pop-up marketing on your own site. You'll learn dozens of techniques, including:  

 How to use "text based" pop-ups that load in under 2 seconds and generate click-
through rates of 15% or more! 

 
 When to use an entrance pop-up, and when to use an exit pop-up. 

 
 How a 10 word pop-up generated $56,500 in less than 30 days! 

 
 How to control any pop-up with simple commands you can edit in 5 minutes or less. 

 
 How to create pop-up windows that only load if a prospect doesn't buy! 

 
 And much more!  

Here's the best part! 

Rather than give you a bunch of pie-in-the-sky theory, you will receive actual case studies 
from today's sharpest online marketers. Discover real pop-ups that are working online right 
now!  



You'll learn from an elite network of professionals who know how to make money on the 
Internet, and have agreed to share their "insider" knowledge with you!  

You get eleven case studies from these professional business owners:  

1. Corey Rudl: Internet Marketing Center 

 
2. Terry Dean: Net Breakthroughs 

 
3. Marlon Sanders: Amazing Formula 

 
4. Yanik Silver: Instant Sales Letters 

 
5. Harmony Major: 60 Minute Marketing 

 
6. Jim Daniels: Biz Web 2000 

 
7. Derek Gehl: Internet Marketing Challenge 

 
8. Andrew Reynolds: Manhattan Direct 

 
9. Ken McCarthy: Amacord 

 
10. Scott Covert: Banner Ad Magic 

 
11. Chayden Bates: eBook Marketing 

And listen, these aren't flimsy little one line case studies like you see in so many of today's 
products. You get a detailed interview with each expert describing exactly how their pop-up 
is performing.  

In many cases, discover actual click-through rates, sales figures, and their own private 
secrets. Get the specific details of their pop-up (along with a graphic and a live link), plus the 
Javascript code to make it work on your site.  

Folks, these case studies are amazing! I can't believe what the marketers shared, and I 
especially can't believe they reveal things like:  

 When to deliver an entire sales letter using a pop-up. You don't want to use this 
technique every time, but where appropriate, it's the best way to double or even 
triple your conversion rate. 

 
 How to make money when people leave your Web site! 

 
 The secret of using pop-ups to collect opt-in names. This is the easiest trick in the 

book, and is guaranteed to substantially increase the size of your opt-in list quickly. 

 
 How to avoid trapping surfers in "pop-up hell." 

 
 How to set a pop-up so it only comes up if the surfer doesn't make a purchase. This 

60-second trick can make you enough money - the first week you implement it - to 
pay the entire cost of this course many times over! 

 
 How to use a simple "cookie" script to make your pop-up display only once per day, 

week, or month! 

Click here to read what others say about Amazing Pop-Ups! 

javascript:MM_openBrWindow('testimonials.html','PRINT','menubar=no,scrollbars=yes,resizable=yes,width=400,height=500');


One case study reveals the amazing story of a marketer who sells a technology-related 
information product. Discover how he uses a very unique pop-up that earns an extra $300 - 
$500 a day!  

Another case study reveals how a consulting company collects leads and follows up via 
direct-mail. The results? An additional $30,000 in 120 days!  

Yet another shows you how to offer a "free sample" to surfers who can't make up their mind.  

And the list goes on and on. A total of 15 case studies revealing dozens of ways to make 
more money! You'll see the most powerful pop-ups online today, and you'll learn tricks 
many marketers have been keeping to themselves!  

How easy are pop-ups to add to a site? 

The fact is, there are dozens of pop-up scripts on the Internet, many available free of charge. 
You could spend a couple of hours, and probably figure out about half of what you need 
to know.  

Unfortunately, it's the wrong half!  

If you are intimidated by technology (and who isn't), you'll find most online scripts confusing 
to install and operate. You are rarely (if ever) given instructions on how to actually implement 
them.  

But even if you were, it's not nearly enough! That's because the secret isn't in the technology, 
but rather…  

The secret is in your pop-up marketing power! 

This course is about much more than Javascript. It's about what you put inside your pop-up 
to make it a successful marketing tool.  

Many variables determine success. The ad copy, offer, opt-in form, even the window size are 
"make or break" decisions. If you guess wrong, you can actually lose customers!  

That's why you get real-life case studies of successful pop-ups that work like crazy. And 
even better, you get insight as to why certain techniques perform better than others, straight 
from the sources.  

It's so easy! 

You'll discover detailed, step-by-step instructions, and easy bug-free Javascript code to cut 
and paste directly into your site. You'll see exactly what it looks like, and you'll learn how to 
easily make changes to modify virtually any pop-up code to:  

 Pull up different windows 

 
 Load on entrance or exit 

 
 Re-size the window 

 
 Include address line, navigational control, and scroll bars 

 
 Load in front or behind 



And much more! Simply use the cut and paste examples to start making more money 
immediately. It's that easy!  

Order Amazing Pop-Ups right now, and receive 
four hot bonuses worth $277 - Absolutely free! 

If you order right now, you also get four hot pop-up marketing bonuses:  

 

Free Bonus #1: The Pop-Up X-Files! Four unauthorized case studies from 
our secret customer files! We can't reveal who the clients were, but we can 
tell you what happened when they put pop-ups into action. Includes amazing 
sample pop-ups with outrageous click-through rates. (Value $100) 

 

Free Bonus #2: Pop-up modification cheat sheet. Now you can modify 
virtually any Javascript pop-up code with these simple commands! Change 
the look of the window, the toolbar functions, and much more. (Value $27) 

 

Free Bonus #3: Amazing Pop-ups Power Tool. This amazing online code 
generator actually creates your pop-up script for you in seconds! Just 
insert the details into the form, and in less than 10 seconds, you have your 
cut and paste code! Includes entrance, exit, pop-under, cookie codes. (Value 
$50) 

 

Free Bonus #4: Pop-Up Newsletter Updates Pop-ups are changing, and 
every month new techniques and tools become available to business owners. 
Order now, and you'll also receive six months of updates which reveal new 
scripts, innovative techniques, and updated case studies. (Value $100) 

How much is Amazing Pop-Ups worth? 

The Amazing Pop-Ups Course is probably worth over a thousand dollars, especially when 
you see how much money real businesses are making using these techniques.  

But of course, we aren't charging anywhere near a thousand dollars. In fact, the "retail" price 
of Amazing Pop-Ups is a paltry $97, which you should make back your very first day! (But 
keep reading and learn how to get an even better deal!)  

Listen, this is the most powerful new marketing course you can buy. We've seen them all, 
and most of them lack any usable information! They tease you with outdated techniques that 
don't work and give you just enough information to get you to buy more stuff.  

The worst ones actually give you the wrong instructions, so not only do you waste your 
money…  

You also waste your precious time! 

 On the other hand, we've earned our reputation over the past 11 years by consistently 
providing small and medium sized businesses with the most cutting edge marketing 
information available.  

We have a vested interest in providing you with techniques that guarantee your success 
because our business is based on long term customer satisfaction and repeat clients (which 
explains why so many buy from us again and again).  

Cyberwave Media has produced dozens of quality products since 1990, and we have 
published the Online Marketing Letter, with over 5,000 subscribers, since 1993. Our clients 
include Microsoft, Intel, American Express, and thousands of other businesses, ranging from 
one-person shops to the largest Fortune 500 companies.  



Order by midnight tonight and save an additional $60! 

I'm serious about wanting you to get the Amazing Pop-Ups Course. So serious, I'm willing 
to shave $60 off the purchase price, but only if you act right now! If you order before 
midnight, July 14, you can pick up the all new Amazing Pop-Ups course for just $37, including 
all the bonuses listed above!  

That's just about 10 cents a day for the most powerful marketing techniques you'll learn all 
year! And of course, you are protected by our…  

 
Iron Clad "100-Times-Your-Investment" Guarantee! 

When you invest in Amazing Pop-Ups, you are guaranteed to make a minimum return of at 
least 100 times the cost in extra profit over the next 12 months.  

If you don't gain an additional $3,700 or more, profit you never would have seen without this 
information, or if you're dissatisfied in any way, shape, or form, simply send us an e-mail and 
we'll issue an immediate, 100% refund.  

 

 

No hassles, guilt trips, silly questionnaires, and absolutely no BS!  

But listen friend, that's not going to happen. What is going to happen is this…  

After you get this course, you'll implement these techniques in your own business quickly 
and easily, and you will discover a whole new world of profitability and cash flow you never 
thought possible!  

Face it, you have absolutely nothing to lose with this amazing offer. The best thing that 
happens is you discover a new online profit center.  

Of course, the worst thing that happens is you get the Amazing Pop-Ups Course for free, and 
you get the $277 in bonuses to keep at no charge. (Plus you save $60 if you act now!)  

Do yourself and your business a huge favor and get started today! You'll be glad you did!  

Click here for instant access to Amazing Pop-Ups! 

Sincerely, 

 
Jonathan Mizel, President 
Cyberwave Media  

PS: If you have seen ads for this course all over the Internet, that's because it's the hottest 
marketing product online. Pick up the newest version now, and discover the easiest ways 
to improve your profitability.  

PPS: Click here unless you are going to order now. 



Product Launch Swipe



 Revealed in an exclusive one-on-one interview - super Internet 

consultant, Jonathan Mizel's proven 10-step formula for rolling out with 

low-risk, high profit Internet projects 

Roll out your product to  
a million hungry prospects  

July 10, 2016 

Dear Internet friend, 

My name is Yanik Silver. 

In my first six months in the Internet business, I raked in a cool 

$51,351.94 starting from scratch. That very first web project is now 

generating over $15,000 per month, and I'm working it part time - very 
part time - as I develop new ventures based on what I've learned. 

I'm not saying this to brag, but simply to introduce myself and so you 

know a little about my background. I'm writing to let you in on one of 

the Internet's most valuable and best kept secrets, and how you can 

literally save yourself thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours of trial 
and error in a single strategic master stroke. 

Let's start at the beginning... 

Since 1993, thousands of successful business owners have turned to my 

friend Jonathan Mizel for his ideas, direction and savvy online 
moneymaking advice. 

That's well before 99% of all the "Johnny-come-latelys" were even 

online. 

Companies like Intel, Microsoft, American Express, and BMG Music Club, 

continually seek out Jonathan's advice. And many of the big-name 

Internet marketers, names you would immediately recognize, attribute 
their success to his ideas. 

Master copywriter Marlon Sanders, who charges as much as $15,000 for 

a single sales letter said, "Your methods are positively insane! You 

teach the stuff everyone else is afraid to, all the forbidden fruit! 

Opt-in e-mail, paid search engine tricks, and lead generation 

techniques that are outrageously effective!" And Marlon isn't alone 

in his praise for Jonathan. 

Banner ad expert Scott Covert declared, "I have made so much 

money using your strategies over the years, literally hundreds of 

thousands of dollars, that it's nuts. I combined one of your ideas 

with a technique my partner and I have been using, and bang, 

an extra $10,000 a month, plus 1,000 more opt-in names to add 
to our sales system!" 

You'll also find Declan Dunn, Corey Rudl, Stephen Mahaney, Ken 

McCarthy and yours truly all turning to Jonathan again and again for his 



profitable ideas and advice. It's not surprising with results like his, the 
list goes on and on. 

Case in point: One of Jonathan's clients recently sold their online 
marketing business… for $95,000,000! (Yes, that's 95 million!) 

Guess who they thanked profusely in writing for their success? 

Jonathan! Something he said at a seminar took their business from 
$10,000 a month to over $10,000 a day! 

If this sounds like you, and a thirty times increase in revenues would 
have a dramatic impact on your business, then listen. 

I can profess to using just one of Jonathan's simple (yet incredibly 

powerful) ideas to immediately increase my web site's profits by at least 

$25,000.00 this year. And now I don't have to lift a finger because this 
new profit center runs on complete autopilot. 

Good Advice Doesn't Come Cheap! 

Normally, if you want to learn Jonathan's breakthrough strategies and 

secrets you'd have to pay him a pretty heft consulting fee, and these 

days even that is not enough to grab his attention. He prefers cash and 

a piece of the companies he consults with. 

Another option is to get a hold of a seat at one of his legendary 
seminars. (The price is now $5,000.00!) 

Of course that puts him out of reach for many aspiring Internet 
marketers. 

But now I have good news for you… 

Jonathan's Surprisingly Simple Formula For Internet Success! 

Just recently, my friend Ken McCarthy managed to track down Jonathan 

for a "no-holds barred, lay-everything-on-the-table" consultation on his 

most valuable, breakthrough- marketing strategies. 

I was fortunate enough to listen to a tape of the conversation, and it 

totally blew me away! This powerful meeting of the minds cut through 

all the hype and hoopla surrounding the Net, going straight for the 

jugular to the key principles the mega heavyweights use to generate 

millions of dollars in profits every single year! 

This one hour program is called Anatomy of An Internet Roll Out and 

it covers Jonathan's proprietary 10-step formula for taking a moderately 

successful promotion and turning it into a blockbuster by rolling it out to 
the largest possible audience quickly, with little or no risk. 

For the first time ever, Jonathan pulls back the curtain and hands out an 

exquisitely detailed roadmap to a proven Internet system that has 

generated huge profit windfalls over and over again for large and small 

businesses of all types. I don't care what you do, your business or your 



industry. If you want more customers this tape will do it for you. 

Imagine the feeling of knowing you'll never waste another move or 

another dollar on an Internet project without having a game plan to 
follow every step of the way. 

The bottom line is this - if you can follow these 10 simple steps you can 

be on your way to Internet success! And if you want to test the viability 

of a project, here's how to do it for $25 to $50 instead of the usual 
$10,000.00+ testing cost! 

This information is so hush-hush that to date it has only been revealed 
in full detail to Jonathan's closest colleagues and clients. 

Why Hasn't This Breakthrough Information Ever Come Out 

Before? 

Simply put, marketing on the Internet is still in its infancy and few 

people have been in the business long enough (or seen enough real 

action) to carefully analyze the techniques necessary for achieving 
online success. 

Until Jonathan, no one who is qualified has ever taken the time to lay 

out a plan and refine all the different marketing strategies into a few 

simple steps that anyone can follow. This kind of information in the right 
hands is pure gold! 

You can scour every ebook and dig through every private site out there 

(just as I have) but you still will never find this exclusive methodology 

described in this audiotape anywhere else. Never before has there been 

a clear step-by-step blueprint for rolling out a simple web business idea 
from scratch to seven figure cash cow until now. 

Sure, you'll find plenty of marketing tips and strategies, scattered in 

"bits" and "pieces" for you to figure out what to do with them. But you'll 

never run into an exact step-by-step formula, beginning to end, that 
show you exactly what to do, when, why, in what order. 

And that's exactly what you get out of Anatomy of an Internet Roll 
Out! You can probably see now why I was so excited… 

I have to tell you that I listened to this program three times in the first 

two weeks since I received it. It's actually very rare for me to listen to a 
tape twice - and three times is almost unheard of. 

But this tape was so rich, so densely packed with practical ideas, and so 

concise, I kept going back to it again and again. I just had to go pick 

out all the incredible ideas and strategies Jonathan lays out. I can 

guarantee you'll be hitting the rewind button faster than Clinton issued 
Presidential pardons in his last week in office. 

Before I get into what's on this program, let me spend a minute and tell 

you about Ken McCarthy, the guy who got Jonathan to spill his gusts, 

and why he's the perfect person to conduct this interview. Ken is one of 

those Internet heavyweights who keeps a low profile, so you may have 
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never heard of him. 

In fact, he started in the business the same year Jonathan did, 1993. In 

'94, he organized and sponsored the first conference ever held on the 

commercial potential of the World Wide Web. Marc Andreesen, the 

developer of the first web browser, drove his Mustang up from Mountain 
View, CA on three hours sleep just so he could speak at it. 

Ken's also credited as being one of the people responsible for the 

development and popularization of the banner ad. He regularly consults 

with computer giant NEC, and predicted (with uncanny accuracy) the 

Internet boom, the Internet stock crash, and the coming third wave of 

opportunity that is going to be the break a lot of people have been 
waiting for. 

But even more important, Ken is a masterful interviewer who gets 

Jonathan to come clean on several closely guarded secrets. He asks all 

the questions you would ask if you could pick Jonathan's brain (and 
knew what questions to ask). 

Here's A Partial List Of What You'll Discover On This Amazing 

Interview: 

The 3 things you must have before you invest a penny in 

advertising or promotion. 

Quick and easy way to test your offer with less than $25 bucks. 

How to figure out your site's "metrics" and why these numbers 

are so critically important. (Once you understand this formula, 

you'll know to the penny how much you can profitable spend on 
advertising.) 

Why the 2 most widely used Internet strategies are the 

absolute worst ones to start with. Mess this up and you could 
cost yourself thousands! 

The smart way to use Search Engines when you aren't blessed 
with an unlimited budget. 

The secret source of free targeted traffic - jump on this gravy 
train before it vanishes! 

Where to find a slew of places to drive super targeted traffic for 
mere pennies. 

Insider's tricks you need to know to profit from the pay-per-

click revolution that's taking over the Internet 

Learn the best page on your site to send your traffic. (Surprise, 
it's not your home page.) 

Do you know how the pros use banners to test? (If you don't, 
pay careful attention, all is revealed!) 



Discover the secret technique for quickly separating the buyers 
from the tire kickers so you never waste time or effort. 

How to use dirt-cheap, high-profit opt-in email - the right way! 

A little known and highly effective strategy for growing your 
opt-in list super fast! 

How to tap into the most lucrative and highly responsive 

prospects and buyers for the product or service you're selling. 

How to quickly and easily set-up high-profit, low risk joint-
venture deals no sane partner could ever refuse. 

How to persuade thousands of sites to send you their most 
qualified traffic for free! You only pay after a sale is made. 

The #1 mistake that kills most affiliate programs before they 
even have a chance, and how you can avoid it for good. 

How to guarantee your affiliate program profits before you 

enroll your first partner. 

The simple "yes or no" test to tell if you're really ready for a 

major Network banner campaign 

These are just a few of the topics covered. 

Imagine how much quicker and easier your success would be if you 

knew the steps. It's only a matter of time before you would be the next 
Internet success story. 

Remember, all the top marketers on the Internet started somewhere, 

but none of them had the unfair advantage you'll get with this program. 

It literally took most of the big names in the business years to figure out 

how to make money consistently and repeatedly. Leapfrog over them 
with this incredible blueprint for success. 

How I started from scratch, and raked in $51,351.94 online in 

just 6 ½ short months! 

Take me for example. Before I met Ken and Jonathan, I really didn't 

know the first thing about Internet marketing. Ken's book "The Internet 

Business Manual" was actually one of the first pieces of information that 

helped solidify my ideas for using the Internet profitably. Then Ken 

recommended Jonathan Mizel's information to me, and as they say, 
"The rest is history." 

Now, in under a year, I consistently generate over $20,000.00 in 

revenue each and every month. Plus the best thing is my site is 100% 

automated -- leaving me tons of free time to do pretty much whatever I 

want. 

Keep in mind this is just one web site - now that I have the formula 

down, I'm in the process doing it all over again with several more 



projects. 

Again, I'm not trying to brag or boast. I simply want to prove the point 

of how quickly you can reach success once you have a powerful 
blueprint like this to follow. 

What Would You Expect To Pay For This Insider Information? 

Consider this - you could literally spend thousands of dollars and days 

and days in seminars, and still not walk away with the quality of 

practical, useable information you get in this one-hour interview. (Who - 
if you could buy their time - would charge you thousands of dollars). 

Before, if you wanted to get even a hint of this exclusive methodology, 
you had to be sitting in on Jonathan's Web Marketing Power Summit. 

But now you can get the entire Anatomy of an Internet Roll 

Out audio interview complete with a word for word transcript online for 
only $37. 

Think about it and you'll agree this is a tremendous bargain. 

Why would Jonathan allow this to be sold so inexpensively? 

As you might know, Jonathan sells subscriptions to his Private Web Site 

for $97. His newsletter is one of the most influential publications in the 

online business. And he really does charge $350 an hour (when you can 

schedule time with him). 

He's generated a breathtaking flow of lucrative consulting projects and 

business opportunities, but Jonathan knows there are still some people 
he hasn't reached (and many who can't afford his fees). 

He knows since he dramatically over-delivers with this product (like he 

does with all his products) you'll have no choice but to become a 

customer for life! 

With access to this information, you'll have everything you need to join 

the ranks of successful Internet entrepreneurs who are making a killing 

online - but before you make up your mind to take advantage of this, 
here's one more thing you get... 

Iron Clad 100-Times-Your-Money-Guarantee! 

You've got one full year to "test drive" everything and are 

guaranteed to make a minimum return of 100 times the cost of this 

program in extra profit over the next 12 months. If you don't gain at 

least an additional $3,900 in extra profit from your online business 

(profit you never would have seen without this 10-step formula), or 

if you're dissatisfied in any way, shape, or form, simply send us an e-

mail and we'll issue an immediate, 100% refund. No hassles and no 

silly questionnaires to complete 



But you won't need it. I guarantee it. 

You see, there may be 10-Steps to Internet Success, but the first step 
begins right here, right now, with you. 

If you have vision, and you do if you have read this far, you obviously 
see the incredible value for the laughably low price of only $37. 

If not, then pass on this offer. Or if you're the kind of person who 

equates bulk with value, then I'm sorry, this product, a single one hour 

recording and transcript delivered digitally over the Internet, most likely 
isn't for you. 

Frankly, if you spend anything at all on Internet marketing this year, 

you owe it to yourself to invest in this program. It's the most important 

parts of Jonathan's 9-year Internet career presented in one hour, saving 

you time and money. 

On the Internet speed is essential. Three months online is equal to one 

whole year in the 'real' world. It's vitally important to know whether 
your Internet project has a pulse or it's a drop-dead loser. 

The quicker you can weed out the flops and run with your winning 
projects the quicker you can make money! 

Click here to get started right now risk-free. 

Sincerely,  

  

Yanik Silver 

Surefire Marketing, Inc. 

P.S. There's no way this offer will last forever. In fact, Jonathan is 

considering raising the price more in line with the true value of this 

program. So if you want to get in on this surprisingly modest 

price of $37, you must act quickly. Wait too long, and it may be too 

late. Besides, his "Ironclad 100 Times Guarantee" makes it crazy 
not to take us up on this offer. 

P.P.S. You might have noticed there are no "free bonuses" in this offer. 

Why's that? Simple. This information in this program is so rich, so 

powerful, and so value-laden, there's no need to puff it up with a bunch 

of flimsy, over-inflated bonuses to help induce you to buy. The "bonus" 

is you'll finally know how to roll out a marketing campaign on the 

Internet!  

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20020608210001/https:/kadmos.safe-order.net/cgi-cyberwavemedia/sgx2/shop.cgi?page=orderroll.html&affnum=10166
https://web.archive.org/web/20020608210001/https:/kadmos.safe-order.net/cgi-cyberwavemedia/sgx2/shop.cgi?page=orderroll.html&affnum=10166
https://web.archive.org/web/20020608210001/https:/kadmos.safe-order.net/cgi-cyberwavemedia/sgx2/shop.cgi?page=orderroll.html&affnum=10166
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Caught Red Handed!!!

Wanna Know What Some Internet Marketing Big 
Shots are Doing Behind Your Back to Pull in Six-

Figures Yearly Without AdSense, Writing Ebooks or 
Building Websites?

Here’s What! We Nailed Three "Big Names" on 
Their Juiciest Money Making Formula that’s 

Virtually Guaranteed to Work for the Little Guy … 
Even if You’re a Lazy Couch Potato … Who’s Broke, 

Busted and Disgusted

To: Everyone on our "Hot List" 
From: Patrick Coffey 
Internet Marketing Director, Early to Rise

Dear Friend, 

If the idea of easily becoming $50,000 … $75,000 … or even $100,000 richer this 
year sounds good to you, then you’re going to absolutely love what I’m revealing here.

That’s because at Early to Rise, we nailed three Internet marketing big shots on what 
they’re secretly doing behind the scenes to make a ton of money in the laziest way
possible!

And no, it doesn’t have anything to do with AdSense, writing ebooks, affiliate 
programs or building websites. And yet, it takes under one week to put their money 
making formula into action and then you’re rolling in the money.

What can you expect this money making formula to do for you?

Let me put it this way. Do you hate your job or the current business you’re in?

The fact of the matter is, you can finally be free of the 9 to 5 Rat Race in as little as 
three to four weeks. Imagine, not working for a boss that doesn’t truly value you! You 
can tell your boss to shove it!



When Sunday evening rolls around, you won’t be stressing out about waking up early 
Monday morning to make the dash-board pounding drive to work. Instead, you’ll 
relax and enjoy your evening all the more. Heck, why not make it a party?! You can 
do that when you have this lifestyle.

It’s Monday morning, while everyone you know has forced himself or herself out of 
bed to report to work … you simply sleep in. As long as you want! Then like the big 
shots I’m about to introduce you to, you awaken and gleefully skip to your computer 
to count the money you made overnight.

What’s next on your to do list? Figure out what to do with all that free time! And get 
this:

Give this money making formula a few more weeks and you may be able to cruise on 
down to your favorite car dealership and pick out that car you’ve been wanting for a 
long time. What color and add-ons will you pick out?! (When you know this money 
making formula, the possibilities suddenly open up for you!)

Better still, give the formula several months, maybe a year or so, and you very well 
could find yourself ready to build the home of your dreams. No kidding. People will 
think you’ve hit the lottery or something.

They’ll look at you with a newfound respect and admiration.

You can Virtually Create a Lifetime of Income Doing 
This … Year After Year … The Money Pours into 

Your Bank Account

Listen, that’s what kind of lifestyle this money making formula has given these gurus. 
Keep in mind, these guys are no smarter than you. One’s a former wrestler and the 
other is a self-admitted computer dunce. The difference between you and them … is 
they know a formula that you don’t. That’s it!

This formula they know …

… makes them their own boss

… brings them respect and admiration

… gives them freedom to travel or live anywhere they want

… gives them freedom to pursue their wildest dreams and passions

… brings them the goodies in life

… puts them in a first class lifestyle



You can have all this and more too. Easily. It’s a shame really that you don’t because 
it’s so easily within your grasp.

The fact you’re on my hot list and reading this report tells me you have dreams as big 
as Texas as to the income you desire.

Simply learn their money making formula and you can attain these treasures in life.
By the way, their money making formula, as you’ll soon see is simple enough a 
teenager could use it.

That’s why I’m telling you that you can …

Start Seeing Money Roll in Your First Week

But there’s more.

Their money making formula generates a steady flow of cash 24/7, every month, like 
clockwork. Set it up … 1 .. .2 …3 and presto the money pours right into your bank 
account.

How much money do you want to make?! How much money you make with their 
formula is entirely up to you. This is nothing like busting your butt to write ebooks, 
build websites and market affiliate programs. Nor is it wasting your time on goofy 
AdSense sites that barely break even. That stuff is for the birds, compared to this 
formula. Think about this …

While everyone else is running around like a chicken with its head cut off, burning the 
midnight oil to crank out ebooks, websites and pour hard-earned cash into affiliate 
programs, with absolutely no guarantee of success … you’ll be doing something light 
years easier, that only a select few know about.

Everybody knows, the smart money is getting in on something the masses haven’t 
figured out yet. You want to find a fishing hole no else knows about.

What makes this money making formula head and shoulders above everything else is 
it’s perfect for the person who can only work part time.

It’s perfect for stay at home moms.

It’s perfect for people looking to make six-figures, dare I say, millions of dollars in 
cold hard cash.

Besides that, this truly is the lazy man’s way to make money. If you find yourself too 
tired to sit for hours in front of the computer, or are dead tired after work or taking 
care of the kids - this is for you.

Just a few short hours of setting everything up and you’re ready to roll. Even if you 
find more bill at the end of the month than paycheck - this is for you. Just spare 
change is all it takes. 



With your permission, at absolutely zero risk to you, I’d like to share what we’ve 
nailed these guys on … so you can turn around and use these secrets to make a ton of 
cash to buy the fun stuff you want.

Anyways, as you know we’re constantly checking out great ways to make money. 
Many of them don’t cut the mustard. Those that do, we let you in on them. Well this 
is one of them.

Over the years, we’ve heard "hearsay" that some gurus and a select few 
"underground" marketers …

… Had a Secretive Money Making Formula That’s 
Ridiculously Simple and Outrageously Profitable …

… that they just weren’t sharing with the public. 

Sure, they’d write articles, ebooks and give seminars urging people to build websites, 
write ebooks and the same old, same old. But were tight lipped about this money 
making formula they had. It was kind of an Internet marketing mafia thing. 

Since hearing about this for so long, we decided to dig in and check it out. What 
happened next surprised us. We tracked some of these people down and BAM! Like a 
clever lawyer questioning the person on stand we cornered three of them into 
breaking the silence. If only they we’re better at playing poker, maybe a good poker 
face could have saved them!

Anyways, after cornering them, they decided it was high time you know what they’re 
really doing … the lazy way out … to make a ton of quick cash. Because of that, these 
are truly stand up guys. Come to find out, only their private consultation clients 
learned this money making formula.

Here’s what they’ve been up to: They have been using what are called public 
domain works … selling them as is … or repackaging them … and using a special 
twist to turn these public domain works into cash cows.

First off, let me explain what a public domain work is.

Public domain is quite simply material the public can use anyway they want. (Even 
sell.) This includes books granted or donated to the public domain. Books, reports and 
manuals by the government or its agents. Plus, formerly copyrighted books that have 
fallen into public domain or lost their copyright.

Do the math, and this means there are hundreds of thousands of books sitting 
there … free … yours for the taking! Problem is, knowing how to locate these old 
books, figuring which ones would be a good seller, and how to set everything up is a 
mystery. Not anymore. Because we’re going to show you exactly how you can be one 
of the select few insiders, profiting with public domain works by using a powerful 
money making formula.



They’ve agreed to share everything with you since you’re on our hot list in a special 
teleseminar series we’re calling Secrets of Easy Internet Money. But before I tell you 
more about the Secrets of Easy Internet Money teleseminar, please allow me to 
introduce these three gentlemen.

Meet the 3 Top Experts on 

Turning Old Books into Cash

Our three experts on making money with public domain works are Matt Furey, Yanik 
Silver and Rich Schefren. Together, they’ve made multi-millions of dollars in 
their spare time off public domain works. Here’s their story:

Matt Furey - After winning both national and world championships as a martial artist, 
Matt Furey channeled his passion for teaching martial arts into a highly profitable 
business writing and marketing information products throughout the world via his 
websites and offline ads. Matt has over 30 products to his credit, on topics ranging 
from fitness to fighting, marketing to money making. Matt’s expertise includes "How 
to strike it rich as a ‘how to’ information product developer"; "What’s selling 
today … and what will be selling tomorrow"; and "How to make money with an 
information product even if you have no talent as a writer or speaker." A few years 
ago, Matt Furey, stumbled over a dusty home study course from 1914 teaching "Catch 
wrestling". Furey quickly got a copy of this course and turned it into a complete 
manual and video set for his market of fitness and wrestling buffs. He now charges 
(and gets) $597.00 for this material - making him $100,000.00 each year from just 
this one product.

Yanik Silver - At just 32-years old Yanik Silver is recognized as a leading expert on 
creating automatic, money-making websites. He has personally sold millions online 
(with zero employees except his wife, Missy), and his students have sold millions 
more in nearly every type of market on the Internet. Yanik holds annual seminars 
where attendees pay $2,000- $5,000 to hear many of the same secrets we’re about to 
teach you. Just recently, Yanik took an art book that had an expired copyright and 
started using that book to make a ton of cash monthly.

Richard Schefren - Richard first entered the business world by taking over a failing, 
bankrupt used clothing store. 4 years later the store was grossing $6.5 million a year. 
With this amazing success he was able to retire by the time he was 26. Then he caught 
the direct marketing bug late in 2001 and created a direct mail offer that grabbed an 
unbelievable response rate of 77% selling an information product for an average price 
of $12,500. In the first 7 days he had already netted a cool $287,000. Richard went 
online in 2002. In the past two years he’s built an online empire consisting of over 30 
profitable sites all selling unique products in targeted niches. Rich is known as the 
Guru to the Internet Guru’s and commands consulting fees of $500 an hour - when 
you can get him!



Here’s what’s important to understand: Matt Furey, Yanik Silver and Rich Schefren 
have agreed to share their jealously-guarded money making formula with us. And 
we’re going to have them on the phone, in a teleseminar series where you can listen in 
and eavesdrop on their secrets for quick, cheap and easy success in making money 
with public domain works.

Each one of these calls will be about an hour long.

You simply pick up your phone and call in on the scheduled date, at the scheduled 
time using a pass code and learn this money making formula. Easy as that.

There will be three calls total, one with each of these experts. Whatever you do, make 
sure you get access to these calls. Aside from the needs of your day job and family, 
clear you schedule for these calls. It’s truly that important. Here’s when each call is 
scheduled and what you can expect out of it.

CD #1: Public Domain Riches Money Making 
Formula (Part 1) with PC and MF: 

 Why you can be up and running in a week or less, profiting handsomely from 
public domain works

 Sure-fire way to identify public domain works

 How to set up cash-generating websites to sell your public domain product on 
the fly - even if you don’t know a thing about websites or are computer phobic

 How to profit off the thousands of government works available such as 
the 9/11 Commission Report

 How to take a public domain book and convert it into your own unique 
publication no one else can ever copy - positioning you for a lifetime of 
income

 How to take a simple public domain work and easily get $500 for every 
sale of it

 How to take a public domain work and convert it to CD or video format

 How to get a bland public domain work, turn it into a firecracker of a 
publication and make high six-figures selling it in a competition rich 
market

 If you’re marketing a public domain work, and discover someone is giving it 
away for free, don’t sweat it, here’s what to do …

 How the "mystique" of old books can work for you to outsell the hottest, 
new books



 How you can take a public domain work, that dozens of others are already 
presently selling, repackage it and sell it as your own for handsome profits

 If you’re marketing a hard copy of the book, here’s how many copies you 
should print out when you’re first starting … 

 How using EBay to sell your public domain work can become an absolute 
cash cow for you

CD #2: Public Domain Riches Money Making 
Formula (Part 2) with PC and YS: 

 Why, even if you’re a computer dunce, you can quickly and easily set up 
dozens of high profit websites selling public domain works

 Yanik Silver’s proprietary "Public Domain Cheat Sheet" 

 How books with expired copyrights can be your ticket to easy street

 4 websites Yanik uses to find public domain works that net him the 
highest return on investment

 How you can easily check current copyright status on any publication

 Fail-safe, super-cheap formula for determining whether your public 
domain book will be a dud or a perpetual cash machine

 Another trick Yanik uses to locate public domain work that you can turn into 
massive profits

 Yank’s secret for charging up the selling power of your website

 How to create bonus products on the fly that amp up the "must-buy-now" 
factor of your offer

 How to create a mailing list that you can milk repeatedly for maximum 
profits - one mailing alone could net you enough cash to buy a new car

 How you can get free software to use as a killer bonus product

 How to easily nail a bunch of testimonials raving about your product

 Why you can actually make a ton more money selling to small, obscure 
market



CD #3: Advanced Money Making Strategies for 
Rapidly Accelerating Your Income (Part 3) with PC 
and RS: 

 How to use "scalability" to reduce workload and exponentially boost profits

 How to combine Google AdSense and your public domain book to pull in 
passive income

 Quick-turn traffic generation secret for flooding your website with cash-
paying customers

 How to take one public domain work and create multiple products out of 
it

 The little-known upsell price point that typically 40% of your customers will 
bite on - thus increasing your profits overnight

 Strategies for running your competition out of business

 How public domain works can make you up to a million dollars in income 
yearly - Rich reveals mind-boggling case studies you can copy

 How to use public domain works as "bait" to rapidly build a customer list 
that’ll gladly buy outrageously expensive products from you

 Plus MORE!

I both personally and corporately guarantee the Secrets of Easy Internet Money
teleseminar series will be the most comprehensive, easy-to-implement, step-by-step 
formula for virtually creating money out of thin air … that you’ve ever seen.

Undoubtedly, you are about to feast your ears upon the most exciting money making 
formula that has the potential to make you $50,000 … $75,000 or even $100,000 
richer this year. Taught by true experts, who’ve done it themselves. Along with their 
private consultation students who’ve done it too.

In preparing for these calls, we checked out everything else on the topic and I 
guarantee nothing remotely compares to the value you’ll get from this teleseminar. 
Everything else on the topic is an absolute joke.

In case you’re wondering about too many people knowing this money making 
formula, there’s nothing to fear. That’s because there’s hundreds of millions of people 
around the world who will gladly hand you their credit card digits when you apply 
this formula. To put it succinctly, you have enough money making potential to last 
you several lifetimes.

What is Having the Secret to an less 



Lifetime Income Worth to You?

By now, you’re probably wondering how much your investment in the Secrets of Easy 
Internet Money teleseminar series will be. Consider the fact you’re getting three calls, 
with their transcripts plus 3 handouts, taught by experts who would easily charge you 
$500 an hour to pick their brains. Even still, you make out like a bandit. What took 
Matt Furey, Rich Schefren, and Yanik Silver years of hard, painstaking work, you 
will know in under 3 hours! What made these men millions, you will know and 
understand in less than 3 hours!

By now you may be wondering what your investment in the Secrets of Easy Internet
Money teleseminar series will be. Think about this: You’re getting 3 one hour calls. 
Including their transcripts, plus 3 handouts.

You’re receiving a money making formula that’s reserved for private students only … 
taught by three world class Internet marketers.

In your hands, you’ll have a step-by-step easy plan you can activate that’ll crank out 
cash in as little as one week. Because of that, who knows … you may be able to quit 
your job several weeks later. Now I ask you, what is money making firepower like 
this worth to you?

It’s priceless. Because you’re attaining the enviable ability to write your own ticket 
in life. How much money you make is up to you.

Because of this we could easily charge $299, $197 or even $149 for this teleseminar 
series. But since you’re on our hot list, we’re offering it to you for only $129 (plus 
$9.95 for shipping and handling). An absolute steal you will agree.

Your investment today will handsomely serve you the rest of your life. In not just all 
the fun material goods like cars, houses, entertainments systems or such. But in other 
things like having more time to spend with your family. The ability to choose how 
you want to live. And the ability to pursue your passions.

But there’s more …

You Must Make More Money This Year Than Last 
or It’s FREE 

GUARANTEED

I know the Secrets of Easy Internet Money teleseminar series will make a tremendous 
difference in your life. In fact, I’ll prove it to you without a shadow of a doubt. How? 
Listen closely:

Don’t decide to buy now. You can register for Secrets of Easy Internet Money in a 
moment. All I ask is you reply to this offer today, and listen to the first call. Only then 
decide if it’s everything we say it is. If you do not feel convinced this is the single 



most important investment towards your financial freedom - then everything’s FREE! 
That’s my first guarantee to you.

All the risk is on me. Obviously, an unscrupulous person could reply to this offer 
today, check out everything, even use it and ask for a refund. And yet, the MP3’s of 
the calls, the PDF guides and transcripts are still sitting on their computer! You could 
rip us off. But I’m counting on the fact you’re an honorable person who’d never do 
that.

Fact of the matter is, you hold all the aces in this business relationship. You have 
the power. All I ask is you at least give everything a preview and only then decide.

But my guarantee to you is more than that. After you decide the Secrets of Easy 
Internet Money teleseminar series is everything others and we are claiming it is, then 
let the formula work for you. If within 1 year’s time you haven’t made more money 
than you did last year, let us know and we’ll promptly and courteously refund your 
investment. No questions asked.

What could be fairer? 

This is the way business should be - where your word is golden - where you are in 
control. You can order today with confidence because this teleseminar series is 
sponsored by Early to Rise. We have a reputation to protect.

What you’re about to discover is the closest thing to the "Holy Grail" of making 
money on the Internet for the little guy who’s broke and yes, even for the veteran 
marketer who’s seen it all.

That’s why I’m telling you the Secrets of Easy Internet Money teleseminar series is an 
absolute must. It’s not a "maybe", or "I ought to" investment, this is something that 
will pay you handsome dividends for the rest of your life. Ask yourself this question: 
Where is your money better spent? In something that eats up your money? Or is your 
money better put into something that’ll make you money? (Tons of it - potentially six-
figures starting this year.)

Your choice is clear, the smart thing … the wise thing to do now is to get access to the 
Secrets of Easy Internet Money teleseminar series.

Warning: You must jump on this once-in-a-lifetime offer now before it’s too late. We 
may never offer this money making formula in any format again.

So if you snooze, you lose. Don’t be one of those people who let a good thing slip 
past them.

Everyday you’re without this formula is a day you left money on the table. Money 
you can use to buy yourself the fun things, the goodies in life. So don’t delay for even 
a moment, register for the Secrets of Easy Internet Money teleseminar series while it’s 
fresh on your mind.



Here’s What You’re Getting

1. Public Domain Riches Money Making Formula (Part 1) with Patrick Coffey and 
Matt Furey. 1hr call on CD & MP3 (Instant Download).

2. Public Domain Riches Money Making Formula (Part 2) with Patrick Coffey and 
Yanik Silver. 1hr call on CD & MP3 (Instant Download).

3. Advanced Money Making Strategies for Rapidly Accelerating Your Income with 
Patrick Coffey and Rich Schefren. 1hr call on CD & MP3 (Instant Download).

4. PDF file, The Quick Action Guide for Getting Started with Public Domain Riches

5. PDF file, Finding Public Domain Works

6. PDF file, Taking You Even Further with Public Domain Riches

7. Plus, you’ll get transcripts to all three calls!

Listen, I have been with Early to Rise from the start, I’ve pretty much seen it all -
except this. Out of all the courses and opportunities my staff and I come across, this is 
the one we’re actually putting into action for ourselves. The money is just too easy 
and too great. The Secrets to Easy Internet Money teleseminar series doesn’t cost you 
money, it makes you money!

Here’s what to do next …

Click the link below and follow the quick, simple instructions from there. This is a 
safe and secure website, a lot more secure than using your credit card at your 
favorite restaurant. After you register your spot for the Secrets of Easy Internet 
Money teleseminar series, you’ll receive an emailed receipt and call instructions. It’s 
that simple. Before each call, you’ll receive your quick guides and after each call, 
you’ll receive a transcript of that call by email. After this information works a 
financial miracle for you - won’t you tell me about your success?

Click below to order now.

Yours truly,

Patrick Coffey 
Internet Marketing Director 
Early to Rise

P.S. The Secrets to Easy Internet Money teleseminar series is yours to preview 
without risking a single penny. If it’s not the most income-producing investment 
you make, or if you’re not completely satisfied for any reason, all you have to do is 
write us within 1 year, and your entire investment will be refunded - no questions 
asked.



P.P.S. Fast Response Gift: Get access to the Mike Hynak Copyright Issues Call. 
Mike is a partner in the law firm of Hynak & Associates located in Washington D.C. 
area, where he has been involved in the practice of trademark and copyright law for 
over 25 years - he’s HIGHLY qualified to give advice on copyright issues. That’s 
why guys who are earning six-figures, even seven figures on public domain works 
turn to him. In this call, you’ll discover how to keep clean, protect your versions of 
public domain works, and locate recently expired public domain works and more. A 
must have! (A $39.95 value, but yours FREE!) Available only to the first 50 people 
who respond!
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I'd be skeptical too but you can't ignore the fact that...

617 MILLION PEOPLE HAVE 
PROVEN THAT THIS WORKS.

Here's Documented Proof:

Dear Internet Marketer, 

You see those fancy graphs above? 

It shows how much traffic is flowing around social media sites like MySpace, 
Facebook, YouTube, Digg, and Technorati. 

Imagine that ... an estimated total of 44 million a DAY between MySpace and 
Facebook alone. 

And to think so many of these sites were started by college kids in their dorm rooms. 

You've heard the stories about how these sites are worth billions. It's mind boggling. 

Some folks say they're worth more (amazingly) ...and some say it's just hype.

Smart folks like you and me say .. 

Who Cares? They're Practically Spewing Money Like A Texas Oil Well 
And All We Gotta Do Is Stand Under The "Money Gusher" And Hold 
Out A Bucket! 

OK - I couldn't resist that little piece of silly copywriting but it's damn near true! 

Here's why.

Think of this. 

148 million people enter what I call the Web 2.0 Universe every day. I'm talking 
about sites like MySpace, YouTube, and all the other giants out there. 



And get this - Brad and I have made fortunes from getting just a teeny tiny fraction of 
that traffic. I mean, compared to these guys, we're just little ants ...you know? Our 
best days are only around 8000 visitors ...peanuts for a giant like YouTube. But we 
still pull in $17,000 per day (and that's our niche sites - we're not including 
StomperNet or FreeIQ.)

But get this. NONE OF THAT WEB 2.0 TRAFFIC MATTERS.

And that's what these so-called "Web 2.0 Gurus" don't understand. 

See, there's no money for you in the traffic going to YouTube. 

And there's no money in the traffic going to MySpace. 

In fact, there's no money at all in the traffic going to these Web 2.0 sites. 

(Yes. You read that correctly. NO MONEY.) 

Instead, 

THE MONEY COMES FROM THE PEOPLE WHO LEAVE. 

See, it wouldn't matter if these sites got NINE BILLION TRILLION visitors a day. 
(Is that even a real number?) 

It wouldn't matter because THE ONLY TRAFFIC THAT MATTERS IS THE 
TRAFFIC THAT FLOWS TO YOU. 

DUH! Right?

More targeted traffic means more profit. 

But most people think the big traffic comes from search engines like Google, Yahoo, 
and so forth. 

...So that's where they focus.

And if that's where you're getting your traffic then you've probably noticed that these 
guys are getting harder to deal with by the minute. 

I mean ...Google Slap? Helllooooo? Not only is it harder to get ranked but now they're 
making it hard to even BUY traffic! 

And it's only going to get worse. 

But here's the good news. 

SEARCH ENGINES SUCK (And we oughta know!)

At least in terms of traffic. 



Let me prove it. 

Let's get completely clear here – forget everything else for a minute, let's just look at 
pure traffic. On this graph you can see that Facebook gets almost as much traffic 
as Google:

And look at that trend! It's pretty obvious where Facebook will be in another year. 
Just a few months ago my 79 year-old father-in-law asked me about Facebook, and 
why his Wall Street Journal seemed so excited about Facebook. 

I showed him that graph up above and he instantly understood. It's plain as day when 
you see where the traffic is going. 

OK, let's move on... here's a graph of MySpace compared to Google: 



Once again, here's another Social Media site that has just as much traffic as Google. 

Most people are shocked when they see those graphs... but you haven't seen anything 
yet. Take a look at YouTube vs Google: 

Yup, your eyes are seeing that right... YouTube has DOUBLE the traffic of Google.
And one again, look at that graph – and imagine where it will be in another year.

The numbers don't lie: 

Social media giant Facebook is currently ADDING a million 25+ (non-student) 
adults per week to their rosters - that's 52 million new users a year...



YouTube.com gets over 50 million unique visitors per month... over half a billion 
a year... 

MySpace.com sees over 49 million unique visitors each month - over 1.6 million a 
day... 

Those numbers are CRAZY!

And new social sites of all kinds are popping up each day... social networks... social 
bookmarking pages... user generated content sites... video sharing... photo sharing... 
blogging... virtual worlds... and more are all growing at an explosive rate... we have 
more than 1,920 sites in our SMARTS database.

"But Aren't These Social Media Sites Just For Kids?"

Maybe two years ago, but now these sites are crammed with professionals with all 
kinds of disposable income (who are comfortable buying things online) - look at who 
is signing onto these social sites, for example... 

62% of MySpace visitors are older than 25 (40% are 35+), and 83% are making 
over $30,000 a year... and 19% are making $100,000 and up... 

Facebook.com, is a little younger since it started with college students - but that's 
changing in a hurry - 46% are over 25 and 34% are 35+... but they've got deep 
pockets - 88% make more than $30,000... and 23% make $100,000 or more... 

To put that into perspective... that means 880,000 twenty-somethings who make over 
$30,000 a year are joining Facebook.com this year ... 

That's over $42,500,000,000... 42.5 BILLION DOLLARS of new 
spending power flowing into Facebook.com alone -- EVERY WEEK! 

And that's just counting the users who make a 30 grand a year... (and remember we're 
just counting Facebook here, not those other 1,919 social media sites)... 

The traffic is there... the prospects are there... they have the money... now all that's left 
is to figure out how turn that "potential" into actual growth and increased profits for 
YOUR business... 

So Why Am I Telling You All This? 

At this point you might be wondering... what does any of that have to do with me? 
Why should I care? 

After all, those people aren't going to come and spend $42.5 billion on your site, right? 

Well, here's the IMPORTANT part – right now you can pull huge streams of 
targeted traffic from those social media sites... for free or almost-free. 



It's like the Wild West all over again, and you have the biggest herd of cattle AND the 
biggest gun. 

Let's face it, things were a lot easier if you started your business back in the "old 
days". If you created your web site back in 1998 or 1999, there was a lot less 
competition. Getting a good ranking in the search engines was child's play. You could 
buy clicks on the pay-per-click engines for a nickel or sometimes even a penny. 
Affiliates were begging to promote your products. 

Well, this may sound crazy, but those days are back again... 

Back To The Future... 

Let's get this straight – Web 2.0 truly IS a revolution. If you doubt me, just go 
walk into any Starbucks (or any coffee shop that has wireless). Walk around and look 
at what people are doing on their notebooks and MacBooks. 

I'll bet you see the same thing I do – AT LEAST half of the people will be on 
YouTube or MySpace or Facebook. 

But let me tell you who probably is NOT on those sites – your competition. For some 
reason, most businesses have been VERY slow to catch on to this revolution. And 
that means OPPORTUNITY for you. Big traffic, lots of buyers with disposable 
income... and not a lot of competition. 

That's why I'm saying it's like 1998 all over agin. And the only difference is the 
opportunities are even bigger and easier than back in the old days – because there 
are tens of millions more people online. 

Do you see where I'm going here? 

The Social Media sites are just waiting for you... they're practically begging for you to 
show up and claim your spot. 

Bottom line - driving traffic and building your business hasn't been this easy for 
at least ten years. 

It is brain-dead simple to grab a big tasty piece of that traffic... because you'll have 
hardly any competition at all! 

But you have to jump on this now, because the door is hanging wide open for now... 
but you know as well as I do that it's going to get slammed shut soon. The people 
who are already in will be set.

The people who are still out in the cold... well, they're going to be out in the cold 
looking in, wishing they had joined the party.

Social Marketing will make you money in not just one, but FOUR 
important ways 



No. 1: Search Engine Domination: When you start social marketing the right way, 
the search engines will suck up to you like nobody's business. Until you've actually 
seen how this work, it's just plain hard to believe. Shocking really. You'll start to see 
multiple rankings, yes 2, 3, even 8 or more placements... higher up in the first page 
for your most profitable keywords. 

Which means you're going to be seeing double... triple... even quadruple the traffic 
from better search engine rankings alone. 

No. 2: Social Networking Builds DIRECT Traffic and Buzz: Viral marketing is 
more powerful now than ever, because more people are spending ore time talking to 
each other online than ever before. 

When you discover how to post profiles and pages on social networking sites that 
people love to read... that build raving fans... and establish you as an expert and 
thought leader in your particular industry... your traffic and viral marketing buzz is 
going to shoot through the everlovin' roof!

No. 3: Better Converting Traffic: Because you're going to be doing social marketing 
the RIGHT way... not by using spammy, black-hat methods that will only get people 
HATING your business... you'll be developing a relationship with your prospects 
BEFORE THEY EVEN HIT YOUR SITE. 

They'll have read your posts... seen your profiles... listened to your valuable 
information... and instead of being a noisy, annoying marketer - you'll be seen as a 
trusted advisor, a valuable friend who they'd line up to buy from. 

You know what? All that new traffic you're getting will be highly responsive and 
hungry to buy from you... that means more sales and more money in your pocket. 

No. 4: Income From The Social Media Sites: OK, up above I said there was no 
money on those sites. I was a bit over-excited up there. The reality is that you CAN 
make some money directly on those sites. This is a relatively small chunk of revenue 
right now... but it's going to grow. Some of the social sites you're using will actually 
pay you a percentage of the money they make from the advertising they're running on 
your pages. 

There you have it - four ways that Web 2.0 is going to put cash in your pocket.

Let's get down to brass tacks here - lots of people say you can't make money from 
these Web 2.0 and Social Media sites. And you know what? Back in 1997 or so, there 
were lots of people (probably most people) saying you couldn't make money on the 
Internet.

Well DUH!?!

Guess what - they were wrong in 1997, and they're wrong now.

Life and Death 2.0 



OK, up to now I've been trying to be a "kindler gentler" kind of guy... 

I've shown you how this Social Marketing opportunity is simply HUGE... how the 
traffic completely dwarfs Google and is growing larger every day. And how EASY it 
is to use the social media sites to get big traffic – directly from the sites and also by 
improving your search rankings in Google. 

But here's the flip side... sooner or later your competition will figure this stuff out.
And it's definitely going to get a lot tougher then. 

The Wild West didn't last forever, and it's a lot harder to get a good search engine 
ranking today than it was in 1998... and in another 12 to 18 months it's going to be a 
lot harder to carve out your territory (and stake your claim on the Social Marketing 
landscape. 

I've shown you the charts - Web 2.0 is obviously where the entire market is going. 
You can either get there first and thrive... or you can sit this one out – and hope you 
survive. 

What If You Could "Own" EVERY Listing On The First EIGHT Pages 
Of Google? 

OK, if you've been watching our "Going Natural 2.0" videos, then you saw this one 
happen right in front of your eyes.

Before we published those videos, if you did a search on "Going Natural 2.0" you 
would have gotten a bunch of listings for some hair care products. 

But within days of releasing our videos, we owned every listing in the first eight 
pages on Google. In other words, we got the first 80 listings! You can check this 
out for yourself. 

(It actually happened in MINUTES - I just said "days" up there because I was 
worried it would be too hard to believe.)

And we did that without ANY link-building or any other SEO. 

Now that's definitely a long-tail term... but you gotta admit – 80 listings is pretty 
insane. 

Bottom Line: This Web 2.0 Stuff Is The Fastest Way To The Top Of 
Google

There is nothing - nothing - that will get you to the top of Google and the other search 
engines the way these Web 2.0 sites will - but ONLY if you know how to use them 
properly.

Google Sandbox? What a joke... you will laugh in its face. You'll get rankings in 
hours (maybe even minutes). Forget waiting around for weeks or months. We proved 



that with our Going Natural listings, and that wasn't dumb luck - we did it hundreds of 
other times before that.

But that's a pretty obscure "long-tail" search term, right? You're probably wondering 
if it works for highly competitive search terms. Well did an exhaustive study of highly 
competitive seach terms... and it turns out Social Media works just as good for those 
terms as well.

For example, the term "beautiful girls", which Wordtracker says gets searched for 
over 366,000 times per month. Eight out of the top ten results on Google are for social 
media sites. 

But let's get to something that's REALLY important...

Will It Work For You And YOUR Search Terms? 

Let me give you the short answer - YES!! 

In fact, it probably already IS working for your terms. If you go look at some of the 
top terms that you're trying to get ranked for, it's VERY likely that some of the top 
rankings are for Social Media sites. 

In other words, some of your competitors are already probably there. Not to worry,
we can show you how to knock them out and OWN those rankings. 

Trust me on this... we've done all kinds of secret-ninja mad-scientist testing in our 
Stomper Labs on super-competitive MONEY KEYWORDS - we actually tested just 
over 5,000 of these keywords where webmasters are locked in mortal combat for top 
rankings. And these are the kinds of keywords that lock webmasters in mortal combat 
for top rankings. 

(To show you just how competitive these words are, if you advertised on them in 
Google Adwords, they would cost you an average of a dollar PER CLICK.) 

In any case, we took that list of words and ran multiple searches across all of the 
search engines for each of those Money Keywords.

What was the result? Social Marketing ROCKS the Organic Search Engines. 18% 
of ALL of the FIRST PAGE Search Results for those 5,000 Money Keywords were 
from SOCIAL MEDIA SITES. Rock on version 2.0, baby.

A Huge Freakin' Asterisk... 

OK, this is important. I don't want to have you coming back and saying I didn't warn 
you... so LISTEN UP:

If you don't know what you're doing, you can REALLY screw this stuff up. This is the 
deal... your reputation has never been more important than it is now – because in the 
new Web 2.0 world, everyone is a publisher. And if you screw up, the entire world
will hear about it.



Actually, the world will tell each other about it, and then spend a few more days 
dissecting your fall from grace and dancing on your virtual grave.

Take my word on this... as I watched the deep underground research in the 
Stompernet labs over the last six months, I've gotta admit we pushed the envelope a 
few times. Hey, it was all for the sake of research... and we took more than a few 
arrows in the back.

Getting your Social Marketing logins cancelled and your site blackballed is NOT very 
pleasant. Believe me. But what really hurts is the damage to your reputation in 
the marketplace. And that damage can last for YEARS.

Of course, our research was deep undercover and only using test sites, so it didn't hurt 
too badly.

So that's the scary part.

But it's just like anywhere else, if you keep your nose clean and treat people well... 
then other people will fall all over themselves to help you out. That's when Social 
Marketing really comes into it's own. And that's where you want to be... 

After Six Months In The Stomper Labs...

I've been watching all this Social Media stuff for a while - dabbling here and there, 
experiencing a few successes and failures. Then a little over six months ago I decided 
to turn one of my mad-scientist types loose in the Stomper Labs.

That mad-scientist is Don Crowther. Maybe you don't know Don... but he's one of 
my top StomperNet professors, and he's been fighting it out in the Internet Marketing 
trenches since 1996. He wrote one of the first Pay-Per-Click guidebooks, and he's 
been at the frontlines of the search engine wars since the 90's.

But the REAL reason I wanted to have him leading our Social Media research was 
because he REALLY is a mad-scientist. It's built into his core DNA. Don can't help 
it.

But there's one more reason that Don was perfect for the job. He's a natural born 
teacher. He's great at making complex stuff super-brain-dead simple to 
understand.

I only had one problem...

Don Crowther: a reluctant "guru"...

It turns out that Don has been avoiding the spotlight for a long time. He never set out 
to be some "big-name guru". He's always kept a low profile and focused on three 
things: his research, his own sites, and his clients' sites.

But after 6+ months of Social Media research, well it was obvious we couldn't keep 
this stuff to ourselves. It was simply too big... too important.



So I made Don a "Mafia Deal"... a deal he just couldn't refuse. I'm not going to give 
any details here... but let's just say it was a sweet deal. And next thing you know, we 
were brainstorming on a coaching program for all this stuff - we're calling it the 
SMARTS Coaching Program...

SMARTS stands for Social MARketing Traffic System.

Here's some of the stuff we're going to cover...

Social Media Immediate Start: How to use the power of social media to build your 
traffic... explode your sales... and dominate the search engine rankings

Relationship Building On Steroids: How to develop relationships with customers so 
they trust and respect you on the social networks

Search Engine Hostile-Takeover: How to road-block the search engine rankings by 
owning 2-10 listings on the first page for the keywords you select (this alone will 
double... triple... even quadruple your traffic—and simultaneously turn your website 
into a money-machine!)

Why Social Media Sites Get Better Search Engine Rankings and how to capitalize 
on this and make sure that the pages they list are yours

Never Battle Spam-Filters Again! How to send out new product announcements, 
sale notifications, newsletters, and videos directly to the social network profiles of 
your customers so you totally bypass email spam filters—and send your open-rates 
through the everlovin' roof!

Develop a Massive Army of Unpaid Employees: How to get your information read 
not only by those who consider you their friend, but by thousands, even tens of 
thousands of other people who are friends of your friends

Take Over Facebook: How to get hundreds of thousands people to voluntarily run 
your ad on their Facebook profiles, generating clicks to your website, at absolutely no 
cost to you!

Video Marketing 101: How to use online videos to generate thousands of exposures 
to your sales message every day

Rise To The Top Of The Search Engines When We Show You how to use social 
bookmarking to generate thousands of keyword-targeted incoming deep links to your 
sites

Cash in On YouTube when you discover how to get them to pay you money for the 
privilege of showing your videos on their site (which will build even more buzz for 
you and drive more traffic and sales!)



The upcoming video revolution - getting your videos to appear on other people's 
sites, at no cost to you, (and better yet, making you money every time it's shown)

Social Marketing Techniques To Avoid At ALL Costs: How to avoid the danger of 
getting your site banned from Google because of spamming the search engines using 
risky social marketing techniques

Be Seen As An Expert Website By Search Engines when we show you 100+ places 
where you can list your pages that will give you valid incoming links

Harness The Power of Blogs when we show you how to get traffic from other 
people's blogs

How To Get Instant Indexing In Google and other major search engines using 
social media sites, without having to wait for months to get them out of "the sandbox"

Do you know about this powerhouse secret site? 8% of all searches on Google have 
one specific site in the #1 spot in their listings and 2% more have that site listed in 
spot #1 on page 2. What that site is, and how to make sure that your products are the 
ones featured in those results

Profit without ever selling anything: How to use social media sites to generate nice 
sized monthly paychecks, even if nobody ever clicks on a link to your site

Digg 101: The real power of Digg – (no, it's NOT getting listed on Digg's first page)

The "Digg effect" redefined – what getting listed on Digg's first page really does for 
you (hint, it has nothing to do with the traffic flood that shuts down your server for a 
few hours)

Technorati 101: The power of Technorati's Authority score and how to boost yours 
so that you can rise to the top of Technorati's search results

Get Your Blog Listed on Technorati every time without fail: How to make sure 
that every post you make on your blog actually gets listed on Technorati (most don't)

http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice
http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice


Your Videos Won't Market For You If People Can't See Them! Exactly what 
settings to use when saving your videos to achieve the best possible appearance on 
video sites

Article Marketing On Steroids: How to shift your article marketing programs from 
article sites (most of which are now worthless for search engine purposes) onto social 
media sites to skyrocket your search engine rankings and click-through traffic

How To Leverage Social Media: How to combine different social media strategies 
to ensure that 1+1 truly gets the results of 30

Eliminate Advertising Guesswork and Get Real Results: How to effectively 
advertise on social media sites

Better Than PPC? How to get demographically and behaviorally-targeted ad clicks 
for a fraction of the cost of obtaining traffic from Google and Yahoo

Use Howard Stern's Secret For Success: How to use the power of podcasting (like 
your own personal radio show) to generate a huge, growing audience of people that 
watch every video and audio you produce—and scramble to buy your products and 
services.

Personal Blog Secrets: How to effectively use your blogs to kick your social 
marketing success to an even higher level

Become a Blogging Celebrity: How to get selected as a guest blogger on other 
people's blogs, turning their readers into your own

Why You Need To Get a Virtual Life! How to build a presence in the virtual worlds 
like Second life, to build traffic and interaction

Mobile Phone Money Magic: How to capitalize on the skyrocketing usage of mobile 
phones to drive traffic and sales

Do You Know These Photo Marketing Secrets? How to use photo sharing sites to 
position your company and send people to your sites

Get More Done In Less Time With Web 2.0: How to substantially increase your 
productivity with web 2.0 tools

Get Social Media Friends To Streamline and Improve Your Business: How to use 
the members of your social community to improve the products you sell, the services 
you provide, the design of your website, the creation of your advertising, even to 
come up with the next big thing you should be selling

http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice


Make Your Site Social Media Savvy: How to add social media elements to your 
own sites to increase interaction, loyalty and conversion

Make Your Brand a House-hold Name in your market when we show you how to 
build your brand using social media

Protect Your Good-Name: How to protect yourself against negative conversation on 
the social media sites (if you're not using social marketing it's a sure bet your 
competitors and people who just don't like you for whatever reason ARE—find out 
what you can do to keep bad word-of-mouth from spreading!)

How to track your reputation on social media sites – you'll know everything 
anyone is saying about you, so you can protect your hard-earned reputation online (no 
news spreads as fast as bad news!)

Why it's absolutely vital that you have an active, contributing presence on the 
key social media sites – and what you should get started on first.

Become a Rock-Star in Your Niche, Complete With Groupies! How to generate a 
group of raving fans on social media sites who defend you, recommend your products 
and services, and act as incredibly valuable unpaid employees

Become a Movie Star and Watch Your Profits Soar! How to promote your online 
videos to generate huge viewership and conversation

Have Prospects Market Your Business For You Using Videos! How to get other 
people to create and post videos that build your business

Social Media Tools That Build Your Business For You: How to use the power of 
plugins and apps to skyrocket your traffic

StumbleUpon Secrets: How to use StumbleUpon to generate a consistent, self-
generating stream of traffic to your site

How to use cutout pages to protect your money sites from negative consequences 
of social media marketing

Don't Want To Do All The Work Yourself? How to leverage your time by 
outsourcing key social media projects

Unleash the Power of Wiki! How to increase your presence on Wikipedia and other 
powerful wiki-based sites

http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice


Do You Know About These Two Social Media Powerhouses? Two of the most 
effective social media sites aren't considered to be social media sites by most people –
but they are, they've got huge search engine rankings, and you can learn how to use 
their success to build your business

The Secret Seven: The seven sites you've never heard of that have incredible search 
engine rankings, and how you can put your content on those sites to drive traffic to 
your own

Plus much, MUCH MORE!

Here are the specifics of what you'll be receiving:

Introducing... 
The SMARTS Social MARketing Traffic Strategies 
10 Week Coaching Program 

This is your special invitation to let Don take you by the hand and show you every 
facet of social marketing and the key strategies and techniques you need to get more 
traffic... build buzz and word of mouth about your business... close more sales... 
and make powerhouse profits. 

You'll get to learn from our hundreds of hours of experimentation, our successes, 
AND our mistakes. 

And you'll get simple step-by-step instructions on different strategies to profit from 
the new age of Web 2.0 and social media. 

Here's the way the program will work: 

Every Monday morning Don will release a set of online videos on our special 
"members only" website. 

Each week we will study the keys to success in a specific category of social media 
with a series of different videos, each covering a specific strategy (some might give a 
big picture strategy, some will be extremely specific). 

Along with the videos will be a set of optional assignments. I did say "optional"... but 
Don's going to be encouraging you to complete them while the information is fresh in 
your brain – that's the way you will get the best results. Of course, we can all get 
busy at times, so if you just have too much going on... well, we've got your back. 

Then midweek, we'll have a conference call where we delve even deeper on that 
week's topic, and Don will answer your questions. The beauty of these calls is that 
you learn both from your questions AND the questions from the other coaching 
students. These calls will be scheduled for 90 minutes, but Don will basically stick 
around until we're done with all of the questions. 



Of course, all calls will be recorded, so if you can't make one, you can still catch up. 
Plus, you'll be able to submit questions via email in advance just in case you can't be 
on the call. 

But that's not all... you will also have an online community forum – you can ask 
questions, get answers, share experiences, request feedback, and share your insights 
with the group. Since we've already been sharing many of these videos with the 
StomperNet members, many of those forums are already populated with lots of good 
questions and answers, so there's ALREADY a big knowledge base just waiting for 
you. 

We also have some more surprises... like calls with some of the top experts in the 
world on specific areas of Social Marketing. We're still finalizing the details of who 
those calls will be with, but I can guarantee, we've got some very "big" names lined up. 

Plus, Don will be making videos every day. So, if questions can best be answered in 
video or audio form, then he'll record one and post it to the site quickly. Don's going 
to be there as your coach and mentor. If it takes another video to really crystallize a 
lesson... then he'll will make a video for that lesson. It's that simple. 

The Best Part Is, That's Not All... Check Out This Killer Software
We're Giving You!

Social Marketing Power Catalog:
You get our complete list of 1,850+ social media sites, searchable and sortable on 
multiple different key diagnostics (traffic, PR, Alexa and Compete rankings, 
demographics), site description, commentary on effectiveness for social marketing, 
tags, categorizations, and search engine power rating. 

Plus, this catalog will not go out of date... in fact it'll only get better... we've built the 
catalog with a social element so members can alter descriptions, rate sites, comment, 
and add sites to the list. That means the list gets better and better as time goes by, and 
only SMARTS members get access!

The SMARTS Social Bookmarking Tool: 
Now you can automate the most tedious elements of Social Marketing. And the best 
part is that this tool uses SMARTS "best practices" to protect your sites and accounts 
and keep you from being labeled a spammer. 

And there's one more killer tool that's so powerful that we don't want to share it 
publicly. 

And then there's our You've Got Friends system... but I'll explain more about that in 
a minute. 

So those are the major pieces... there will be more coming on top of all that, but you 
get the idea. 

Now here are the week by week contents...



Week 1: Overview of Social Marketing

∑ You'll learn to see the underlying structure behind the seemingly chaotic 
network of social media sites – and how to STRATEGICALLY target it to 
drive the maximum traffic to your site 

∑ You'll get a Social Media "Mind-Meld" so you will AUTOMATICALLY 
avoid the landmines that can destroy reputations in the Web 2.0 world 

∑ You'll know the 5 key strategies that will drive ALL your Social 
Marketing successes... and will drive nearly unlimited free traffic to your 
sites (not to mention getting you an almost instant boost in the search engines) 

Week 2: Using Content Sharing Sites To Build Traffic, Rankings and Incoming 
Links 

∑ You'll find out how to instantly dominate the search engines by owning 
multiple first page search engine listings, driving traffic to your pages, and 
more importantly, preventing your competition from even appearing 

∑ You'll understand which content sharing sites work to drive traffic to 
your websites and which ones don't, multiplying your efficiency and 
generating huge results for every piece of content you share 

∑ You'll breathe new life into the old articles, emails, blog posts and 
comments that have uselessly clogged up your hard drive and web servers 
in the past, by repositioning them onto sites that generate huge levels of 
traffic and great search engine positioning 

∑ You'll multiply the effectiveness of your article marketing campaigns by 
shifting your marketing efforts. You'll move from tired old article 
directories that long ago fell out favor with the search engines, into hot new 
content sharing sites that are both loved by the search engines and frequented 
by your target market 

∑ You'll learn techniques to supercharge your content sharing efforts by 
harnessing the immense power of the community to drive your content to 
higher positions within the content sharing site rankings, to get others develop 
content in your behalf, and to enable you to own even more search engine real 
estate 

Weeks 3 and 4: Harnessing the Power Of Social Networking Sites 

∑ You'll understand how to capitalize on the huge flood of social 
networking traffic and position yourself and your business as the ONLY 
possible source for the products and services you sell 

∑ You'll build a huge network of friends and develop relationships with tens 
of thousands of your targeted customers, building trust and acceptance of 
you and your company 

∑ You'll know how to walk the fine line between networking and selling, and 
will be able to operate with ease and confidence in a world that can be deadly 
for the reputations of those who don't understand where that line lies 

∑ You'll know how to use the incredible power of groups to easily find and 
influence huge groups of your target customers to buy FROM you and ONLY 
from you 



∑ You'll learn how to go beyond your network of friends to build 
relationships with and influence thousands of people who otherwise would 
have no clue who you are 

∑ You'll gain a solid understanding of Widgets and Apps, see how they can 
be used to crush your competition and bring traffic flooding into your own 
sites 

∑ You'll understand which networks to focus on to best serve your 
business's needs worldwide, spiking your income by tapping into millions of 
customers in other countries you have no way to reach otherwise 

∑ You'll identify and develop positioning within the vertical social networks,
which though they may have smaller memberships, could be teeming with 
hungry customer for your particular business 

Week 5: Using Social Bookmarking To Build Traffic and Search Engine 
Positioning 

∑ You'll discover the incredible power of social bookmarking to move your 
site higher in the search engines AND to generate traffic to your site directly 
from the bookmarking sites 

∑ You'll know which sites achieve first page rankings on their own, which 
ones contribute their incoming link values to your sites and which ones aren't 
worth the electrons they're built on 

∑ You'll learn how to use the bookmarking services to spike your traffic 
without abusing them and getting shut down for spamming 

∑ You'll learn how to capitalize on the real Digg effect – exactly what to do to 
get thousands of bloggers to write about you 

∑ You'll discover which bookmarking site REALLY gets the best search 
engine rankings (hint, we haven't even talked about it yet in the video or this 
report), how it doesn't work the way everyone thinks it works, and how to tap 
into it's huge ranking power so that your pages rocket to the top of the listings 

∑ You'll have revealed to you the very best bookmarking tool available 
anywhere, enabling you to automate the process of ethical bookmarking, 
getting you the incredible results without the risk 

∑ You'll learn the killer technique that we've been using for the last 6 
months that only a few dozen people in the entire world know about – a 
technique that generates all the advantages of social bookmarking, while 
protecting your site and giving you points for contributing value to the 
bookmarking space 

∑ You'll learn the REAL power of social bookmarking, which increases the 
effectiveness of everything you do in your Social Marketing and SEO efforts 

Week 6: Powering Up Your Promotions Through Online Video 

∑ You'll discover what's REALLY driving the online video juggernaut, and 
how to tweak your videos to get in front of that overwhelming stream of daily 
traffic 

∑ You'll learn the 4 different kinds of successful online videos, how to use 
each of those types to build an integrated promotion that sends people flooding 
to your site 



∑ You'll find out multiple techniques that get people to visit your site from 
the online video hosting sites, ensuring that your video isn't just another piece 
of entertainment, but rather a traffic driving machine! 

∑ You'll learn how to get your video higher in the rankings at YouTube and 
the other video sites so that your video is the one that gets seen when people 
search for videos on those sites 

∑ You'll learn how to create personalized players to pull in videos from 
YouTube, enabling you to give people an improved viewing experience on 
your site, while still building play counts on YouTube 

∑ You'll discover which video sharing sites are best for generating traffic,
which are best for getting multiple search engine rankings, and which are best 
for getting visitors to your site (hint, the lists are NOT the same and the names 
that are missing from each list are revealing.) This will enable you to tailor 
your video distribution depending on your specific objective 

∑ You'll learn how to get free play statistics and revenues from videos that 
play on video sharing sites 

∑ You'll find out how to get other people to embed your videos on their site,
giving you more exposure, implied endorsement, and increased revenues 

∑ You'll discover the best ways to combine video with other Social 
Marketing techniques to spike the traffic, revenues and effectiveness from 
each 

Week 7: Blogging, and How To Utilize Blogs In A Strategic Social Marketing 
Campaign 

∑ You'll learn how social marketing morphs the world of blogging from the 
tired old style to a being a powerful new chainsaw in your Social Marketing 
tool chest, driving traffic, rankings, and the ability to gain immediate search 
engine placements with unprecedented ease 

∑ You'll learn how to use each of the key elements of blogging in the new 
Social Marketing world, like post URLs, pinging, comments, audio, video, 
headlines, and categorization to kick the ranking power of your blogs to totally 
new levels 

∑ You'll discover how to utilize the power of your community to spread news 
through their blogs, to comment on yours, and to supercharge your blogging 
efforts 

∑ You'll identify potential guest blogging partners, and set up arrangements 
to spread your message on their blog 

∑ You'll harness the power of podcasting to gain tons of additional attention, 
audience members, and loyal customers 

∑ You'll learn how to use the combination of your blogs and comments on 
the blogs of others to get the attention and respect of your industry leaders, 
leading to JV's, reputation building, and the skyrocketing of your career 

Week 8: Effectively Using Photo Sharing, Virtual Worlds, Mobile Services, 
Advertising, and Web 2.0 Productivity Tools 

∑ You will learn which photo sharing sites are valuable, which can drive tons 
of traffic to your site, and how to prevent getting your photo sharing site 
membership shut down for promoting 



∑ You will discover the incredible power of virtual worlds, how they work, 
and how to effectively position yourself within those worlds and promote your 
business without getting tagged 

∑ You'll find out which virtual worlds drive business, and which are a total 
time and resource suck 

∑ You'll gain insight into the world of mobile services, its power, and how to 
effectively utilize this budding tool to drive amazing levels of traffic to your 
site and company, even if you're not running a local pizza joint 

∑ You'll learn how to use and buy advertising on social media sites, when it's 
appropriate to utilize advertising, and where and when you should avoid it like 
the plague 

∑ You'll get exposed to the best productivity and community sourcing tools 
available that are specifically designed to use social media and online tools to 
cut your costs, work virtually, and spike your productivity in ways never 
before possible 

Week 9: Creating Link Bait and adding social media elements to your own sites 

∑ You'll discover the key principles of link bait, what it is, what makes it 
work, and the huge potential of viral marketing to surge your traffic and leave 
you scrambling to get additional bandwidth 

∑ You'll see, weigh in on, and learn the key elements to success from 
amazing viral campaigns of the past 

∑ You'll identify opportunities to add social media elements to your own 
sites to build community, increase stickiness, and greatly increase your sales 
and customer loyalty 

∑ You'll find off-the-shelf software that aids in the creation of social media,
and the strengths and weaknesses of each 

Week 10: Bringing it all together 

∑ You'll get insights into how to combine the social media tools in new and 
different ways to accelerate your success in traffic building and search engine 
domination 

∑ You'll learn how to defend and build your brand online, using Social 
Marketing as the core that will protect and increase your marketing 
effectiveness 

∑ You'll choose which strategies are most likely to work for your business 
long term and encapsulate them into a written Social Marketing plan, ready to 
be handed to your team for continued implementation 

∑ You'll build a stable of short-term opportunities to use for promotions, 
launches, and specials when time is of the essence and long-term 
effectiveness is a lower priority 

∑ You'll solidify your relationships with other coaching team members to 
build future opportunities and exchange ideas 

OK, I'm on a roll here - but I'm not done yet...

But there's one more thing that's one of the most powerful elements of 
this whole program. 



That's our "You've Got Friends" program. 

Let me explain... were you ever the "new kid" in school? 

It's not a comfortable feeling - you show up for school and everyone knows everyone 
else, but you don't know anyone. You're the outsider. 

Maybe you didn't experience that in school, but I'm sure you've felt it other times. 
Maybe you were the new person at work, or you walked into a party and didn't know 
anyone. 

I don't know about you, but when I'm in those situations... it just takes one or two 
friends, and then all of a sudden things get a whole lot easier. But finding those first 
few friends has never been easy for me. 

Well, social media can be the same way. 

If you don't have any friends on Facebook, if you don't have any buddies to give 
you Diggs, if your MySpace page looks like a ghost town... well, then you lose 
most of the power of social marketing. 

But we've got your back... 

As part of our SMARTS Coaching Program we have a special "You've Got 
Friends" component that will give you instant traction in your social marketing 
campaign. 

This isn't going to be some bogus black-hat technique. We are going to use the 
community power of SMARTS, and create your web of friends, links, and bookmarks 
- right inside the Coaching Program. 

Presto... you've got friends. You've got a network. 

The bottom line... you are not alone. You've got instant traction on all those Social 
Marketing sites that we're going to be teaching you how to use. You've got friends. 

Here's the deal... the last thing we would ever do is just teach you some theory. This 
Coaching Program is all about you actually creating an effective, integrated 
Social Marketing campaign. One that is driving traffic and enhancing your 
reputation before the program is even half over. 

And to do that, we've eliminated every possible roadblock. We don't want you to be 
"the new kid" at school. That's not going to happen to you - because "You've Got 
Friends". 

And you actually get a lot more than I've listed... because we keep adding to the 
Coaching Program. Seriously, we've even added stuff since I started writing this letter.



But I know there's one big questions on your mind... what's this program going to 
cost? Am I going to take both of your arms and legs... or maybe just one of each? 

Well relax, because...

I'm Worried That I Priced This Too Low!

If you were to hire Don as a consultant for your business you'd pay at least $650.00 
per hour... plus a generous percentage of the gross revenues he helps to create for 
your company.

But because of the way we've structured this program, you won't have to pay nearly
that much.

The price to enroll in the SMARTS Coaching Program is cheap, too cheap. Let 
me tell you why - since this is the first StomperNet University program we have 
EVER offered, we decided we needed to make a HUGE impact right out of the gate. 

And the best way we could think of to do that would be to completely eliminate price 
as a factor. Now you know that StomperNet is priced at $797 per month. And we have 
TONS of members who have stuck with us since the beginning, way back in October, 
2006. 

But we aren't going to charge anything like that for the SMARTS Coaching 
Progam.

In fact, it's just $297 per month for five months (and you can get an extra discount 
AND get some sweet bonuses if you take our one-pay option). That comes out to less 
than ten bucks a day... which is what, something like two lattes at Starbucks? 

And if you add up what this program will mean to your bottom line - this year and 
well into the future, well it could easily be thousands... hundreds of thousands... 
maybe even millions! 

This is literally a dimes-to-dollars type of decision. You invest dimes and you get 
out dollars.

Just to Sweeten The Deal - Here are Some Crazy FAST MOVER 
Bonuses...

OK, given the crazy-low price for SMARTS, I really don't need to do this. But I guess 
I like to see a big feeding-frenzy as much as the next guy, so I put together a crazy 

http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice


package of extra bonuses... and these bonuses are cumulative, so if you're in the first 
20, you get ALL of the bonuses.

- FIRST 20 To Sign Up - Personal Coaching with SMARTS creator Don 
Crowther - The first 10 people to jump on board get free personal ONE on ONE 
coaching with Don Crowther (3 sessions). And who better to give one-on-one 
coaching than the creator of SMARTS himself, Don Crowther? The material 
alone is of great value, but with the personal input and motivation from Don - you'll 
be able to reach your greatest Social Marketing potential. (Value = $1,950.00)

- FIRST 40 To Sign Up - 12 Weeks of Professional Coaching - The next 20 who 
join us get 12 weeks of personal coaching from our Professional Coaching staff. This 
will be one half-hour session a week with one of our in-house Professional 
Coaches. They will help you with everything from your online strategy to personal 
motivation to helping you craft your life choices and create balance. (Value = 
$1,200.00) 

- FIRST 150 To Sign Up - StomperNet Home Study Course - If you are among the 
first 150 to sign up you will get our StomperNet "Business Brain Transplant" Home 
Study Course... That's right - you'll get the ENTIRE 15-DVD set of the original 
StomperNet Home Study Course!This DVD set has become legendary, mainly 
because you can't get this material ANYWHERE ELSE but on these DVDs. This is 
the foundational knowledge that StomperNet is built on... and this is the only way 
to get this material outside of spending $797 per month to join StomperNet. (And 
since StomperNet is currently closed to new members, you really can't get it at ANY 
price.) This course has FORTY HOURS of world-class instruction on SEO, 
Conversion, Blogging, Keyword Analysis and more. Taught by me (Andy Jenkins), 
Brad Fallon, Dan Thies, Dave Taylor, Leslie Rohde and many more well respected 
experts! (Value = $800.00) 

- FIRST 300 To Sign Up - Video Creation Webinar Series with Andy Jenkins - if 
you saw any of our Going Natural 2.0 videos, you saw some of my crazy video skillz. 
I'm try not to boast too much, but one thing I do know is video production. As you 
could probably tell from the GN 2.0 videos, I really enjoy making those videos. And 
when you have fun creating videos, your viewers will have even more fun watching 
them. I'm going to teach you the basics and beyond, including my choices in gear, 
and all those little tips that can transform a good video into a great one! It's the 
standard that I call StomperStyle. (Value = $891.00) 

Guarantee: The 45-Day "FREE LOOK"

Listen, if you're not completely ecstatic about the SMARTS Coaching Program, then I 
just can't get your money back into your wallet fast enough. So you have a full 45 
days (that will get your through more than half the training and you'll have tried out a 
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majority of the strategies) to see if SMARTS is going to work for you. If you 
determine that it isn't, just let me know and I 'll gladly refund your money. No hassles. 
No hard feelings. 

I don't know how I can make this any more risk-free of an offer for you.

Basically, I want this to be a no-brainer decision for you. Because this is one decision 
that you do NOT want to put off!

You know, I'm just like you... I hate to make decisions. Decisions aren't fun. I get that. 
But the reality is that this Coaching Program is limited in more ways than one...

First, we have a very limited number of spots. Due to the very nature of the program, 
we have to limit our students. We're going to be answering questions and interacting 
live on the calls and webinars, so we obviously can't leave the program open-ended. 
We haven't made a final decision on exactly how many students we will take yet... but 
we'll have a number in place shortly after we go live. We're still testing out our 
teaching platform. The bottom line is that this looks like a lock to sell out.

And second, our first class is merely days away... we are about to fire this thing up, 
and even if there are still spots available... once the program starts then we HAVE 
to shut the doors

Bottom line, if you want in on this coaching program you're going to have to act 
now.

OK, now it's up to you... I know I've thrown a lot at you. And I know I've covered a 
lot of ground... 

I've shown you the incredible power and potential of social media sites like 
Facebook and MySpace...

I've shown you all kinds of proof about this TIDAL WAVE of high-converting 
traffic. You've seen how you can use double... triple... even quadruple your traffic and 
your sales and completely dominate the search engines... 

I've shown you why your competitors are already starting to take advantage of 
social media...

And then I even invited you to let me coach you as a part of my exclusive 10-
week SMARTS Coaching Program...

http://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/#chooseprice


The money you stand to earn by becoming a social marketing master is staggering... 
and for as little as $9.90 per day. But the bottom line for you has to be whether this 
investment – in BOTH time AND money is going to be worth it to you. 

All I have to say is getting started today may just turn out to be the best return 
on investment you'll ever see in your business. Just look at those graphs up at the 
top of this letter. Just think if you could have locked in a top spot on Google 
when they were just starting out.

And please remember — you have absolutely nothing to lose by accepting this 
generous offer. You're completely protected by our 45-day FREE LOOK guarantee.

I urge you... join us today... completely risk-free. Just click the order link below and 
you'll be good to go.

You'll be taking your first step towards more success today. 

Step One... choose your plan:

Yours for Social Marketing Mastery,
Andy Jenkins

P.S. Even if you JUST add up the time Don's going to spend coaching you (and 
leaving out the software, the "You've Got Friends" component, the forum, and 
everything else), you’re getting over $16,250 in value... for just $9.90 per day. 
Crazy!

But don’t forget we're almost sure to run out of spots fast... and with our 45 day 
"free look" - this one is a no-brainer, so get started today.

https://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/cartsmarts.aspx?BCID=11
https://www.stompernetpresents.com/smarts/cartsmarts.aspx?BCID=9
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